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ABSTRACT 

Inuit women's perceptions of pollution are examineci through a qualitative ethnographie 

study conducted in Coral Harbour, Nunavut. Pollution is evident in the Arctic food chah 

through the presence of such substances as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and heavy 

metals. This study examines the cultural construction of  Inuit women's perceptions of 

pollution. A broad cultural conception of poilution was utilized in which poliution is 

understood as the culturdy constructed disintegration of social boundaries. Using a 

ferninist methodology, in-depth i n t e ~ e w s  were conducted with 47 Lnuit women in order 

to highlight women's voices and to  contrast their discourse with the scientific discourse 

and the discourse of the popular press regarding poliution in the North. For many Inuit, 

cultural identity is Linked to the procurement and consumption of traditional foods. The 

possibility of access to their foods being lirnited by pollution or perceptions of poliution in 

the Arctic food chah concerned Inuit women as this would pose a threat to theu cultural 

identity. Many women stated a wiilingness to consume their foods despite the potential 

risk of contaminants. Inuit women are aware of the discourses on contaminants but their 

concems focus on pollution and the social. Their perceptions of poliution focus on the 

invasion o f  pollutants, such as dmgs and alcohol which have been brought into their 

communities from the outside and which are causing disruptiow. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

"PoIfution is in the world-l think mode by QaIIumat "' was told to me by an huit 

womm in Coral Harimur, Nunavut. 

Statement of the Problem 

When fishing was no longer a viable means of subsiaence for the Ojibway on Grassy 

Narrows Resewe in Northem Ontario because of meravy contaminated rivers, the residents 

moved from 95% employment to 95% unemployment within a year (Vecsey, 1987). The 

social pathology which ensued was multilayered, and comrnunity members continue to suffer 

fiom the devastating efkcts of pollution. In 1969, very high levels of mercury were found in 

fish fiom the southern part of the English-Wabigoon River, downstream fiom the Reed Pulp 

and Paper d l .  A decade later, Vescey (1987), an "expert" (sic) researcher engaged by the 

Chief of Grassy Narrows learned about the "20,000 pounds of mercury dumped into the 

English-Wabigoon River system" (p. 288) which resulted in the closure of commercial fishing 

on al1 its lakes and tributaries for residents on the Grassy Narrows and Whitedog Reserves 

(Vecsey, 1 987). 

Fish in the 300-mile river system fiom Dryden, Ontario, to the Manitoba border 

"can-ied body burdens of mercury that were sometimes forty times the standard of 0.5 ppm 



parts per million2 set for export and human consumption by the federai [Canadian] 

government" (Shkilnyk, 1985, p 187-1 89). Some fish were found to contain mercury burdens 

comparable to those found in the fish of Minamata Bay,3 Japan, and several Ojibwa 

individuals on the reserves tested as hi@ as 300 ppb; this compares with the "safé" level of 

less than 100 ppb (Shkiinyk, 1985). The initial injury (mercury contamination) was a direct 

effect but it was also insidious and persistent. Effects of poisoning were evident on 

individuals' bodies--high levels of mercury were detecteâ in blood and haû samples, and 

people exhibited physical symptorns consistent with mercury poisoning (though a medical 

diagnosis remains inconclusive). However, more pemicious effects continue to be revealed 

by the disintegration of the social body of the cornrnunity. Suicides, child and wife abuse, and 

alcoholism are just some of the problems faced by this community which is now in despair 

(Shkilnyk, 1985; Kidd, 1993). 

Not only are there the possibilities of physical health problems developing fkom 

contaminants, but, as evidenced in Grassy Narrows, it has been s h o w  that psychosocial 

effects, defined as a "cornplex of distress, dysfunction, and disability" which manifest in a 

wide range of "psychological, social, and behavioural outcornes as a consequence of actual 

or perceived contamination" cornrnonly develop (DUM et al., 1994, p. 1093). 

Because of accounts in the literature portraying disruptions in Northem communities 

'0.5 ppm is quai  to 500 ppb (re body burdens of fish). 

'Village r e s i b  in Minamata were severely affécted by rnercury poisoniag fran efnuent dumped 
by a pebo~hemical cunpany. By 1970, more than 100 peagle were dead and over 1,000 were left with 
irreversible neurological damage. Minamaîa disease was one of the first indicators that humans could 
be affected by pollutants in the food chah (Shkilnyk, 1985). 



subsequent to various types of contamination, I became concemed about the possibüity h t  

Inuit in the Canadian Arctic could be affecteci by such a calamity. Having spent many years 

working arnong the Inuit, 1 grew attentive t o  the IikeIihood of significant quantities of 

contarninants being found in the Arctic which rnight result in a curtailing of their traditional 

su b si st ence activities. Northern examples of pollution include radioactive fdout, mercury 

contaminated rivers, and oil-slicked kaches and oceans where it was evident that more than 

the immediate physical environment was poiluted; poiiution of the socid body of the 

community also occurred. (Beach, 1990; Miller, 1990, Kidd, 1990; Palinkas et al., 1993). 

In response to these events, a contmninmts discourse has emerged-which is 

represented in various milieux Discourse (a fonn of conversation4) is contextual, and is 

dependent upon the spesker's/writer's knowledge or interest in the topic under discussion. 

Discourse is also cultural-inasmuch as the imended meanings may be readily understood only 

by another person in, or fàmiiiar with, the same culturd milieu. In their effort to describe the 

current topicality of the environment where "facts abound ... and meanings flow and collide," 

discourse is demibed by Myers and Simon (1996) as "the totality of things written and r a d ,  

spoken and heard" (p. 4). Most scientists develop a discourse related to their specific 

discipline, for exarnple, biologists rnay wncentrate on contamination of marine mamals ;  

nu t rit ionists might examine pathways of Arctic food sources; and biochernists often track 

contarninants such as organochlorines and heavy metals. In addition, there exists a thriving 

contaminants discourse in the popular media. The scientific and popular discourses may in 

themselves pose a threat to Inuit perceptions of pollution as the fear of contaminants 

'Kaufert and O'Neil(1993). 



(chemophobia) may be as alarming as the actual contaminants. For example, psychological 

effects on the Inuit wuld lead to  a reluctance in consuming their traditional foods. 

Obiectives and Pumse of Research 

My primary objective in undertaking this research proje* was t o  explore perceptions 

of environmental health risks on the part of Inuit women living in Coral Harbour, Nunavut, 

by gathenng data that represent a discourse; this discourse may be seen as an aitemative to 

published accounts about contaminants. My purpose was to  highlight Inuit women's voices 

so that their concerns could be heard and understood by "outsiders" who are m g  to 

comrnunicate to the Inuit about the risks of contaminants in the Arctic. 

The  idea of  an Inuit women's discourse was developed fùrther when I decided to 

explore contrasting discourses on pollution in two other genres-those of the scientinic and 

of the popular press. Thes two domains of discourse were initially intended to  be utilized as 

contributhg to the review of the literahire. Huwever, further examination of the differences 

in the discourses augmentai a deeper understanding of Inuit women's perceptions of  

contaminants, and these domains developed into essential components of the critique. Each 

of the three domains of  discourse in this study articulates an independent discourse--though 

it is evident that the discourse of the popular press emerges fkom that of the scientific; Inuit 

discourse is rooted in their lived cultural expenence as well as being mnewhat infiuenced by 

the popular media. The result of my analysis o f  these discourses is a subjective interpretation 

of the relevance of the print media to Inuit women's perceptions of pollution. 1 believe that 

this type of examination is necessary, not only to  demonstrate that each domain of discourse 



is appropnate in its own context, but that when the intent is to comrnunicate pertinent 

contaminant information, the speaker of each discourse understands or at least listens to the 

message (or effbs) of the other discourses. Because each domain or discipline represents a 

different mode1 of reaüty, one domain cannot daim to be the ultimate authority regarding 

pollution. 

Related objectives of the study were: 

1. to iden* nutritional and sociocultural advantages for Inuit who consume traditional 

Arctic foods, and to explore some of the potential nsks of consurning foods which 

may have been contaminated by environmental pollution; 

2. to describe the changing intluence of cultural beliefs and practices related to food on 

health status and health care decisions undertaken by the Inuit; and, 

3.  to explore a range of potential risk behaviours on the part of Inuit women and their 

families if faced with health threats in the context of environmental or social pollution. 

The Basis for Mv Research Enauiw 

My exploration of Inuit women's perceptions of pollution started with a narrow 

conception of contaminants-effkts of chernicals on Inuit women's lives. i moved into the 

broader conception of pollution largely as a result of iistening closely to Inuit wornen's voices 

in my exploratory study in Powngnituk, Nunavik in 1994. There 1 asked Inuit women what 

their perceptions were of potential problems associated with the ramifications of reports of 

pollutants such as PCBs (polychlorinated biphenyls) in the Arctic food chah Because their 

responses to questions of pollution highlighted their cunent social problems, 1 extended my 



original question prepared for the larger study to inc?ude pollution in any form that was 

considered by Inuit women to have an impact on their family and community lives. 

In order to  take an ethnographic and culturally sensitive approach to pollution as 

perceived by Inuit women, 1 concluded that 1 needed to conduct the major study in a 

cornmunity where 1 was well-biown. The wmmunity which immediately came to muid was 

Coral Hart>oury Nunavut, (formaty Northwest Tdtories, or NWT) where 1 had successfully 

conducted research in the past. 1 spent November and DeCernber, 1995, in Cord Hubour 

gathering my data. In addition to talking with Inuit women in that cornmunity, 1 examineci 

V ~ ~ O U S  types of media reports about contarninants that were accessible to  Inuit (such as 

Noxthem newspapers and television reports) and 1 compare this discourse with that found in 

the scientific Iiterature-and not usually accessible to Inuit. 

The discourse of science assumes its authority by its very (dominant) eistence; 

popular discourse tends to over-simpl* or exaggerate and heighten fears (of unknown risks 

of pollution), whereas Inuit discourse, which is embedded in their everyday Me, reflects 

changes in material (including social) conditions. It h a ~  been suggested that the f o m  of Inuit 

contaminant discourse is a knowledge that "acts to delimit the impact of scientific statements 

which may describe their food as contarninated" (OyNeiI, Elias & Yassi, 1997, p.3 1). This 

"counter discourse" or  "subjugated knowledge*' cari be seen as a resistance to scientinc 

discourse which has ga>erally been accepted as the dominant f o m  (Elias and 07Neil 1995). 

Dixourse itselfis knowledge (not just text), and entrenched in this definition is the impoitant 

factor of the role of communication in its dissemination. 

Before 1 made the decision to explore differences in discourse (although my main 



objective remained to highüght huit women's perspectives), 1 initially l w k d  at the problem 

of contaminants in the Araic fiom a praaical perspective. By considerhg problems that have 

arîsen fiom occurrences of contamination of f d  sources in other geographic areas, 1 

believed that we should be able to anticipate potentiai difficulties that might appear in the 

Canadian Arctic if sufficiently high levels of contaminants were discovered. Recognition of 

potential probiems-particularly social problerns-is a first step toward their resolution or 

prevention. 

For exarnple, in 1 985 it was discovered that the people of Srnithville, Ontario were 

exposed to PCB contamination through leakage to the groundwater from a nearby PCB 

transfer station built in 1978. PCB incineration and clean-up commenced in 1989, and it was 

during this period of time that Srnithville residents became very concemed and psychosocial 

distress became manifest at the individual, famiy and comrnunity levels. A study conducted 

in 1992 showed that the chernical expowes were insufficient to cause physical health effects 

in the population; hence, any observed effects can be anributed toperceived risks. Impacts 

of perceived risks to environmental contarninants are as real as the impacts of actual 

contamination, and effects at each level of social organization must be understood in its 

relation to the others. 'ïhese psychosocial effkcts are Muenced by characteristics of the wider 

social, cultural, and community systems (DUM et al., 1994). 

Both anticipation and recognition of potential problems in a timely manner could help 

alleviate stress and allow any issues to be dealt with before they became intractable. 

Unfortunately, the Canadian Arctic is not excluded fiom the list of "polluted places7'--in fact, 

it has been describeci as a "slliK' for contaniinants (Muir et al., 1992). Hannfiil environmental 



substances, such as PCBs, and heavy metals such as merairy, are known to exkt in food 

chahs at various locations throughout the North. Pollutants are carriad to  the Arctic by the 

atmosphere and by ocean a i r r a t s  fiom distant areas around the globe; they are deposited in 

the Arctic environment (the air, land, and water) where they are ingested by benthic 

organisms, biomagnified tip the food chain, and finally consumed by humans (Dewailly et al., 

1993). 

The recognized social and psychoiogical impacts of the Eaon VuWei oil spill in 

Alaska provide a mode1 for anticipated impacts nom similar events that could occur in the 

North (Palinkas et al., 1993). In Alaska various kinds of losses developed, including loss of 

both women's and men's work, mainly related to a drarnatic decrease in traditional hunthg 

and fishing pursuits. In affected Native wmmunities, in addition to the loss of actual f w d s  

and the pride of being able to feed one's f d y ,  important sociocultural elements, such as the 

camaraderie of the hunt (for men), and the sharing of the h i t s  of the hunt (women's task) 

were lost. Although women continued to be imrnersed in childcare and household 

responsibilities, it was reporteci that some men with empty time on their hands instigated 

domestic violence, and drug and alcohol problems escalated in the comrnunity. Women 

became victims of abuse from jobless men, and, in addition, suffered from feelings of 

uselessness and of becoming burdens on the already stressed resources of the community 

(Palinkas et al., 1993; MiUer, 1990). 

Focus on Inuit Women. "Women and babes" is the answer to  a question that is, 

perhaps, rhetoricai, "Who would be mst effeaed by such a catastrophe as a total loss of Inuit 



foocls?' Not only are women the most iikely to suffer fkom unhealthy domestic circumstances, 

it has dm been postulated that various physical health problems could result ifhigh levels of 

PCBs were found in Inuit women? It is h w n  that because organochlorines (such as PCBs) 

easily cross the placental barrïer and bioconcentrate in mik fat, it is ükely that f ~ s e s  and 

breast-fed babies would become the most heavily exposed, and thus comprise the most 

susceptible group. Adverse neuro-developmental effects have been observed in exposed 

children in some studies, correlating with the estimated m a t e r d  exposure and presumably 

with in utero exposure (Dewaiily et al., 1993). 

Not only are Inuit women's bodies potentid victims of contaminants, their immediate 

social bodies would also suffer deeply as a result of cultural losses. Most Inuit prefer 

consuming their traditional food, not only for its superior nutritional benefits, but mon 

particularly for the sociocuttural values asociated with the hunt. Because 1 had been told that 

they still rely on local food sources for approximately 50% of their diet (Egan, 1990), 1 was 

interested to learn from Inuit women what aspects of hunting activities they would miss the 

most if an abatement were necessary. How could women find substitutes for such activities 

as the drying of fish or the preparation of animal skins--skills that would have to be 

abandoned? Because 1 thought that it was important that Inuit voices be heard (particularly 

women's voices), 1 wanted to hear fiom the inuit women themselves what their opinions were 

'PCB-contamuiated cuoking oil in Taiwan was ingested by women who were still produchg 
malformed children six years later. PCBs have an estimated half-life of seven years in humans (Shane, 
1989). in addition, Seager (1993) reports chat "women sufSered disproportionate effects" from the 
Bhopal disaster in 1984 when thousands of p q l e  were e q m d  to methyl isocynate (MX), and writes 
about the "over1ooked gynecologid and reproductive problems" (p. 100). For example, of 2,2 10 live 
births at the tirne of the gas leak, 1 JO h f h t s  died within six months and spontaneous abortions 
increased fiom 9% to 3 1% in a year (Seager, 1993). 



regarding the contaminant controversy. What would they do in such a situation? Would thcl 

change their diet, or continue to eat Inuit food that was potentially contaminated? Would they 

become Mctims of cultural pollution? 

There is W e  evidence that Inuit women's specific concems regarding contaminants 

have been considered to  date in planning the management of environmental heaith issues in 

the North. Elucidation of their perceptions and concems-which are based on culturalîy- 

framed qualitative factors-is Eiitical to risk management efforts in Northem communities. 

Contaminants in the Arctic food chah, and understanding of these contaminants, could alter 

the traditionai hunting patterns and dietary habits of Inuit in the Arctic. Because food is one 

of the major pathways for contamination in humans, any modifications to  the Inuit's access 

to their traditional foods would play critical roles in sociocultural change. Even without the 

threat of environmental contamination, rapid sociocultural change may bring problems of 

resentment, alienation, depression, and powerlessness (Briggs, 1985). Today, not oniy are 

their traditional hunting grounds at risk fiom southem-generated contamination, their whole 

future and identity as Inuit is at stake. 

Inuit Identitv. One example in the acadernic literature which illustrates cultural 

influences in food preference is the acknowledgement by Clyde River Inuit that their 

traditional food is a marker of their identity, they assert that by choosing to  eat hunted animals 

Inuit identity is maintained @orré, 1991). Being a genuine Inuk (Immmarik) means that the 

individual holds a cumulative knowledge that is derived fiom direct contact with the 

environment (O'Neil, Elias & Yassi 1997). Briggs (1997) recognizes that it is when cultural 



traits (such as hunting, or eating Inuit foods) are threatened, that they are accorded 

emblematic status; these emblems, or markers of identity, serve to strengthen their "sense of 

ethnic rootedness" (p. 229). The mutuai benetits arperienced by both animals and hunters (the 

hunter is able to sustain human life and the animal agrees to becorne part of the body of the 

Inuit) is analogous to the symbiotic relationship which the Inuit have with their land (Borré, 

1991; Mauss, 1979). If "blood is made of what you eat and determines who you aren (Borré, 

1991, p. 54), it foîlows that a switch to imponed food might change a person who was bom 

an Inuk into an adult who is less than real (me) Inuit. It is not merely the pursuit and product 

of the hunt which signifies a preference for traditional foods, rather, it is an overall feeling of 

well-beiig which prevails when a more traditional lifestyle is assumeci. Although it has not yet 

been shown, it is possible that changes in the physical Arctic environment in the fom of 

detectable or perceived contaminants in the food chah may influence changes in dietary 

behaviour arnong the Inuit, which could then erode their feelings of identity and well-being. 

Potential and Known Contaminants in the Arctic 

It is well documented in the scientific literature that substances such as 

organochlorines and heavy metals exist (in relatively low concentrations) in food chains 

throughout the Canadian Arctic; however, a direct link between contaminants in the Arctic 

food chain and il1 health arnong the Inuit bas not been clearly established (Lockhart, 1995). 

The possibility of contamination of food chains anywhere is a threat to al species and is of 

no small importance to Inuit in the Canadian Arctic. In addition to its nutritional value, 

traditional food is very important to the psycho-socio-cultural aspects of Inuit life. 



Pnor to 1972, there were no regdations goveming land use in the Arctic with the 

result that wastes 6om work projects, including mines and equiprnent fiom the Distant Early 

Warning (DEW) lines, were abandoned throughout the Arctic (Govemment, 1991). An 

estimated 10 tomes of PCBs were taken into the Canadian North for the DEW line stations, 

of which only 2.7 tonnes have been recovered. Howeva, this represents only a fiaction of the 

total PCBs deposited north of 60° annually-about 6 tonnes (Barrie et al., 1992). Without 

significant pollution sources of its own (because of its small human population and general 

absence of industrialkation), the Canadian Arctic, as well as almost al1 other areas of the 

circumpolar Arctic, is becoming the r w o r  of chernical contaminants released elsewhere on 

the globe (Barrie et al., 1992). Over the last twenty years, scientists have detected an 

increasing vaiiety of toxic contarninants in the North (see Table 1). including pesticides, heavy 

met& and radioactive fdl-out (Twitchell, 199 1). 

Primary sources of Arctic pollution include local mining activities (which are 

increasing in the Northwest Temtories and Nunavut), and heavy indu- in industrialied 

America, Europe, and Asia (traces of pesticides and related chemicals fiom southeast Asia 

have been detected in snow samples and in the tissues of Arctic wildlife). This is in addition 

to areas of current and potential hydrocvbon (oil and natural gas) production in Arctic 

Russia, Canada, and Alaska (Arctic, 1990; Lockhart, 1995). Although leveis of pollutants are 

lower than in moa urban areas, Arctic ecosystems are more susceptible to biological damage 

at lower levels. One explanation for the fiagility of the Arctic is that, because many Arctic 

organisms are adapted to systemat ically st oring biological energy, they becbme 



Table 1 

Arctic Environmtntrl Contaminrn4s 

Chlorinated industrial organic compounds 
Chlorobenzenes (CBZs) 
semi-volatile agents: PCBs 
PCDD/PCDFs-polychlonmted dioxindfurano 

Organic pesticides 
Polychlonnated camphenes (PCCs), eg Toxaphen 
Hexachiorocyclwhexanes (HCHs) 
C hlordane 
DDT/DDE 
AldrinlDieldrin 

Metals 
Mercury 
Cadmium 
Lead 
Arsenic 

Acids 
Sulphur oxides 
Nitrogen oxides 

Radionuclides 
1950s/60s bomb test product 
Chemobyl products (e.g. Cs'") 

Adapted fkom Barrie et al. (1992) 



accumulators and concentrators of organic pollutants and toxic metais. This means that 

anirnals (including humans) at the top of the food chah may cany much higher poilutant 

concentrations than those in the ambient environment (Arctic, 1990). In contrast to southeni 

and temperate biological systems which have, for the most part, cleansed themselves of 

radioactive fallout deposited in the 1950s and 1960q the Arctic environment has not been 

able to do so. For exarnple, arctic lichens accumulate radioactivity and then transmit it to 

anirnais (cariiu) and humans, where it remains in their bodies (Thomas et al., 1992). When 

a pollutant in solution is deposited on the ground it can then be carried through the root 

system of plants into the plants themselves or it can be leached out and canied to 

underground aquifers, or through surface mnoff to lakes, streams, and eventually the sea 

(Stern, 1973; Government, 1991). 

Because the organs and fatty tissues of Arctic marine and terrestrial anirnals are major 

concentrators of organochlorines and heavy metals--and mammals form a large part of the 

Inuit diet--large arnounts of toxic substances may be accumulated by humans. Studies have 

show that those Inuit whose diet includes a high percentage of traditional foods have high 

Ievels of identifiable "chemicals used only in the south" (pesticides) in their body tissues and 

breast milk (Arctic, 1990). Humans around the globe are unequal victims of their own 

participation in the destruction of the environment, but the Inuit are victims only of the 

consequences. Their traditional way of lifé has not contributed to environmental degradation, 

but it has been affectecl by various types of anthropogenic pollution. People's perceptions of 

pollution are important factors in detennining their choice of response to the nsks of 

pollution. They are influenced by a cornplex of socioailniral factors arising from historical and 



contemporary comuni ty  We, and one of the main objectives of this study is to place Inuit 

women's perception in context and elucidate the impacts of poUution perceived by Inuit 

women in one Canadian Arctic community. 

Çonceotual Framework 

In my endeavor to explore the broad topic of pollution, 1 have been guided by cogent 

analyses on this theme by Mary Douglas (1984;1992). Her insight in regard to issues 

encompassing notions of dirt directed my preparation for field work for this study. In 

particular, the cultural d e l  Douglas constructs (iilustrating pollution behaviour) has greatly 

facilitateci the anaiysis of my research data. Cultural theory assumes that a culture is a system 

of individuals who hold each other mutuaiiy accountable; the social environment, moreover, 

is systematically drawn into the picture of individual choices (Douglas, 1990; 1992). Other 

researchers too, have noted that it is in the context of the local cornmunity that significant 

influence is exerted on the psychosocial d ê c t s  of environmental poilution (Dum et al., 1994). 

Following Douglas' (1978) recummendation of taking a phenomenologica16 approach 

in the research process, 1 undertook a systematic analysis of Inuit women's perceptions of 

pollution and of how they arise corn a complex of socioculturai factors, including socid 

noms, policies, and institutions-The influence of the socioculturai environment of the Inuit 

will become apparent in Chapten Six and Seven where 1 present the voices of Inuit women. 

In seeking to understand notions of pollution, 1 anticipated (thanks to Mary Douglas 

Phaiomaiology in socidogy is approached by examinhg how the commoa-sense kmwledge about 
society feeds back through social action into the moulding of society itself (Bullock et al., 1988). 



and the women of Povungnituk) that we m o t  examine various given meanings in isolation 

as ail concepts of pollution are parts of a cultural whole. This anticipation was realired in my 

conversations with women in C o d  Harbour when thy told me about their current health and 

social problems. Mary Douglas (1992) advises us to consider "links between taboo-thinking, 

which uses natural dangers to uphold comrnunity values, and our modem approach" (p. 4). 

1 was pariicularly interested in connecting traditional Inuit values with modem ones  and I 

explorai various aspects of cultural change. 1 asked women their thoughts on possible 

disruptions in social networks (including symbolic and m i a l  relations associated with 

traditional food in gifl exchange) if access to Inuit foods were diminished. Would there be a 

change in family roles in order to estabiish protmive strategies and coping behaviour? 

It is undentood that cultures are not staîic; they are continudly evolving, and culturd 

values are consequently modified in order to  retain some sembiance of order in the ever 

changing LifestyIe. Technology forces change, and few can resist the cornpeiiing conveniences 

it brings; for the Inuit this includes new foms  of housing, clothing, transportation and 

communication. Many Inuit with whom 1 spoke lamented the loss of traditional simplicities 

(or inconveniences), and state that modernity arrived too quickly (and unannounced) for them 

to adequately cope with al1 the ramifications. Pollution is deemed to be one of the more 

disagreeable consequences of modernity. 

Religion and Pollution (the Sacred and the Profane) Many Westerners believe that 

cleanliness is next to godliness-establishing its place among the sacred. Holy things (the root 

rneaning of holiness is "set apart") must be protected fiom defilement (or dirt); indeed, 



separation of the sacred and profane is essential (Douglas, 1984). Practicai expressions of 

these notions were presented to me by huit  women when they talked about the necessity of 

preserving the separation of the lake used for drinking w a t a  and the sewage lagoon. 

According to Durkheim (1961), the sacred cui be distinguished fiom the profane by rules 

exp ressing it s "contagious" character. (Sacred) expressions of morality are treated as 

contagious--contact with them is believed to be a danger-as when crossing forbiddm 

boudaries. Extemal boundaries refer to those in a society or a human body; di (pollution) 

must be kept out to avoid h m  or danger. Hence, because it needs to be protected fkom the 

profane, the sacred (or cultural noms) is continually surrounded by prohibitions. Because I 

had learned that spirmiality was an important issue arnong the Inuit, Mme of my intemew 

questions addressed issues of good and evil and community cohesion. 

Earlier ideas in the West can be traced to Robertson Smith (1889) who classified 

religions as advanced or primitive on the basis of their viewing a distinction between the 

sacred and the prof-. He dso advocated an &cal view of religion, stating that true religion 

was rooted in the ethical values of cornmunity life. This idea was taken up by Durkheim 

(1 961) who believed that primitive gods were part of the comrnunity and that their powers 

and influence helped structure the general social order; a cultural conunitment to  a cornmon 

set of values Durkheim termed collective conscience7. 

In the New Testament, which informs both Western and contemporary Inuit views, 

there are references to the bestowal or withdrawal of blessings as, respectively, the sources 

'~urkheim used the term ~ ~ U e c t i v e  amsciaice in reférring to those simplet societies which are based 
on mechanical solidarity, i.e. where the division of labour is less advanced. In more complex societies 
where organic solidarity operates, a shared cdledive oarscience is less important (Jaxy & Jary, 1 99 1). 



of good things and of danger. in Daiteronomy XXVIïï, 1-24, blessings are given when order 

is created; women are made fertile and food is provideci in the fonn of livestock. When 

transgressions have been committed, chaos follows; the fiuits of the body as weil as of the 

field s/hunting grounds are cursed. Evidently, fertility/prosperity is permitteci only when 

confonnity to  expected niles of behaviour are foliowed. 

There is an Inuit folktale which echoes wamings of chaoddisorder foliowing the 

commission of sins. Sedna (Nuliaph) is the goddeu of the sea-also known as the Sui 

Mother" of the Inuit, o r  "the one down therem (Merkur, 1991). There are several versions of 

the story (Rink, 1875; Boas, 190 1; Rasmusssen, 193 1) but fiom a compilation of the accounts 

1 have heard, it emerges that when al1 is as it should be and people (Inuit) are confonning to 

the proper ideals, Sedna wears her hair in neat plaits and sends food in the form of sea 

m a d s  for the Inuit to  hunt and consume. However, if improper behaviour has occurred, 

Sedna's hair becornes entangîed in the rough waters she creates, and she withholds their food 

sources. During such periods of poor hunting, it is assumed in the camp that a transgression 

has occurred. The camp leader will entreat the transgressor to publicly admit her sins so that 

Sedna will once again restore order. 

This parable-like account may seem to have an orientation whereby social order is 

fundamental to socioculturai noms. Sociocul tural beliefs regarding pollution (disorder) may 

be seen as coercive in that they help maintah social solidarity and the concept of shared 

values. One of the older women in Coral Harbour told me: 

'Sea Mother mythdogy has been dflerentiated into the  tale types: the dog-husband myth, tbe 
storm-bird myth, and the myth of the origin of the sea animais (Merkur, 199 1). The latter has a wide 
polar distribution-fiom Alaska, across Canada to West Greenland. 



"&me mg* [daamus] d r o  hpal rk sOk..rhqy were no2  like g& but 
like prophers; i f  somob* made a misîake or ciid sornething wrong-tht 
angakok would know. " 

Anachronistic explanations usually ignore social change whereas foiktales and traditional 

beliefs are continuhg in their influence and relevance to a community coping with constant, 

and in some cases, escalating change. 

Perceotions of Pollution Just as beauty is deemed to be in the eyes of the beholder, 

pollution is construed by al1 senses of the perceiver. Mazy Douglas uses the terni "diri" as a 

synonym for pollution, and in this research study the word pollution was used by many Inuit 

women to describe an invasion of dirt in various forms (such as "smog," "smoking," "the 

ozone layer") from the outside. The Inuit culturaVcommunity boundary was crossed when 

such pollutants as alcohoi, drugs, PCBs and tobacw were brought in by outsiders. Intrusions 

fiom without are regarded as potentially threatening because it seems that not only are the 

physical boundaries of the society/cornmunity being threatened, but the spiritual/cultural limits 

are being tested continually. 

The Westem idea of dirt is dominated by the knowledge of pathogenic agents, but 

Mary Douglas (1984) acknowledges that Western ideas also express symboüc systems in a 

manner sirnilar to less complex cultures, and that differences in pollution behaviour are just 

a matter of detail. Western ideas of pollution include regarding dirt as offensive, and it is with 

t his understanding that she asserts, "dirt is essentially disorder" (Douglas, 1984, p. 2). Hence, 

in order to get rid of dirt (disorder) we re-order our environment; this may be spen as a 

positive, creative action which makes the achievement confotm to out cultural ideas of 



cleanliness. Dirt is described as a residual category-a by-product rejected fiom an ordedy 

system. Douglas explains that whatever we perceive is organized into pattems wnceived by 

us; individuals approach issues through their own unique and cultural lenses and a fiame is 

constniaed that establishes a set of assurnptions (Gitlin, 1980). The act of perceiving is not 

merely a passive effort. From stimuli affecting our senses we select those with which we are 

familiar and which have meaning to us; this filtering system is a pattern-making tendency 

cded schema In perceiving, we accept and reject cues accordmg to  their fit into the pattern 

we are building. Ambiguous cues are treated as if they twmonized with the familiar but 

blatantly discordant ones tend to be rejected. Facts which may be related but do not fit into 

the categories we are devising we tend to ignore-so that they do not dismpt established 

assumptions. When anornalous cues are accepted, assumptions may need to be modifieci. That 

is, we accommodate a new experience, label it, and take ownership of it. As these new 

experiences accumulate, we gain more confidence in our (refined) assumptions (Douglas, 

1984). 

Distinct cultures support distinct concepts of pollution-though cultural patterns of 

values regarding pollution usually change over time. Culture provides a positive, perhaps even 

rigid, pattern of values by which we organize Our precepts. Individuals in any society may 

re-order their own perceptions privately (as will be seen in later chapters when I discuss my 

research findings), but in the public arena anomalies9 are confronteci in a culturally defined, 

Wary Dougias (1984) reports that in som West Afncan tribes the rule tbat twins should k kiiled 
at birth ehinates the social anornaly that a hurnan womb cannot bear two babies at the same tirne. 
It has also hem r e p o d  to me that in eariier times Inuit would nurture only one of a set of twins after 
their birth as there was roorn for only one baby in the amoutik (a woman's outer gannent). 



acceptable marner. 

In any discussion of perceptions of poiiution, what is actualiy king asked is "what do 

you believe are the nsks of (xyz) happening?" Mary Douglas (1984; 1990) asserts that the 

word and the concept of "nskw has changed over time. The original meanhg of 'the 

probability of an event occurring' invokes a neutrd concept,1° but today, nsk tends to be 

associated with only negative outcornes. 

Risk 

As a constfuct, nsk may be defined as the probabiüty of a (usuw unwanted) event 

occumng, key components of which are probability and hazard. In the context of 

contaminants, the probabii of occurrence of a partiailar efféct depends on (a) the potency 

of the toxicant, @) the susoeptibility of the exposed individual, and (c) the level of exposure. 

The latter depends upon the sources of the toxicant, the events surrounding its release, and 

the  pathways through which it can reach humans. Hazard refers to factors which cause 

adverse health effects, such as viruses, bacteria, and chernicals. Risk then, is a tiinction both 

of the nature of the d k t s  induced and of the probability of their occurrence (Krevski, 1987). 

The process of risk assessment and management has usually focused on the scientific 

identification of health hazards and the determination of heaith risks. It is the conscious 

' m e  concept of risk originally emerged in the sevmteenth century where, in the canttext of 
garnbling, a specialized mathematical analysis of chances was developed. In the eighteenth century, 
the analysis of risk had uses in marine insurance-the chances of a d e  rehim of a ship compafed to 
it being lost at sea In the nineteenth century, humans were considerd to be risk averse as economics 
was the motivatuig foroe. Its ~irrent coristnrd has iess to do with technical calculatiotls of probability 
than with politics, and hence, power (Douglas, 1990). 



attempt to i d e n t e  the sources of risk, to define the conditions of exposure to hunians, to 

relate the conditions of exposure to harmfbl effects, and to estimate the experienced risk 

(Krevski, 1987). The calculation of risk for the scientist is an objective endeavour wnducted 

without ideology, politics, or preference, and hence, it is unbiased. 

It is accepted in the scientific comrnunity that in any discussion of risk we usually 

distinguish between " real" and "hypothetical" risks; the real type of risk can be identified and 

quantified. For example, cigarette smoking bas been shown epidemiologically to  pose a 

known heaith hatard-there is a real risk of eady death fiom lung cancer or heart disease. The 

use of food additives or low-level exposure to some chernicals poses hypothetical risks; they 

may contribute to cancer mortality, but there is no evidence to prove a definitive causal link. 

Hence, it may be difficult for the public to sort out what is real and what is not. As will be 

seen below, for many of the Inuit women with whom 1 talked, a risk is not considered real 

unless they have witnessed its untoward effects. 

Risk analysis seems to presume that choice among hazards should foiiow a purely 

rational mode1 of decision making but the choice of risks people tale is heady infiuenced by 

social and cultural contexts. Mathematical models aid in the scientific assessrnent of risk, but, 

as explained by Boyer (1991) "dtirnately the gap-fiiling is not a purely scient& ad;  it reflects 

the values of individuals who are making the decision and the political culture in which they 

operate" (p. 23). Some nsk analysts admit that it is they who mua broaden their "own 

concept of risk using expressed public preference as a guide" (Hohnemser, 198 1, p. 5 1). 



Perceptions of Risk 

Because nsk is, in part, a social construction, then evaluating perceptions of risk is a 

social process. For the general public, low probability events are not usually deemed 

important in their evaiuation of risk. Risk aversion is mainly attributed to  becorning aware of 

vivid but unlikely events (iike Three Mie Island). In these case, because th& knowledge is 

socially derived, and construaed in h a l l y  approved ternis, th& knowledge bits are 

confinecl to thek wodd view. Public perceptions, in generai, are oAm based on concern over 

a dinerent set of collsequences than those in technical risk assessments. For example, personal 

relevance, farniliarity with and complexity of the risk, as weU as wntrol over exposure to  it, 

affect peoples' perceptions of risk. 

In order to address issws wounding the problem of risk in a particular ethnic group, 

a holistic approach is needed, whereby a whole view of human action is explored (Douglas, 

1992). In fact, only by taking cultural values into account (including concepts of mutual 

accountability) can an outsider study risk perception in a specific cross-cultural situation. 

Because 1 was cognizant of the history, mores and customs of Inuit culture, 1 was better able 

to comma an overview of the cornrnunity's attitudes towards risk. Even then, as 1 was told 

by several Inuit, the concept of risk must be considered in a specific wntext-such as the nsk 

of drowning in an old, dilapidated boat, or the risk of falling through thin ice. In fact, I was 

told by several women that "nobody talks about risks" and that it is an individuai's decision 

to take risks. As other researchers too, have found, the concept of risk is a constnict which 

can take on different meanings depending on the context of the discourse (Kaufert and 

O'Neil, 1993). 



Some people (in any ethnic group) appear to be more risk averse than others. A 

chosen risk is usually taken with some knowledge of possible haminil wnsequences, but in 

response to my asking women if they thought that Inuit take nsks (in the abaract sense), 

some told me that they thought that Inuit took risks such as abusing dmgs and alcohol 

without realizing that they would becorne addicted. 

Perceptions ofthe risks of pollution-starting with the individual body, including the 

socid body, and extending to the body politic-are i d l u e n d  by a wmplex of socioailturd 

factors arising fiom hiaorical and contemporary cornrnunity iife. Inuit traditional ecological 

knowledge (TEK) has guided their risk decisions throughout time and this knowledge bas 

been communicated to  contemporary Inuit who now want to demonstrate that their extant 

ideas about nsk are still relevant to comptent management of the Arctic environment. 

Research into risk perception based on a cultural mode1 reveals that nsk (in al1 its 

implicit meanings) may be seen as a social construa (Douglas and Wddavsy, 1982) and as a 

collective constnict (Brown, 1987). As 1 leamed fiom the Inuit, people's risk perceptions and 

attitudes are infiuenced by the accumulation and assimilation of personal expenences over a 

lifetime, as well as by interpersonal communication in a variety of networks (Brown, 1989). 

Ind ividual preference can be understood o d y  by cultural theory, as nsk-taking behaviour 

adheres to a reasonably predictable pattern of understandings between the person and others 

in the community (Douglas, 1992). This is a concept 1 was able to employ in Coral Harbour 

because 1 was familiar with the Inuit ideology of individual choice king acconunodated 

within the context of comunity cohesion. For example, most women told me that they were 

willing to take the individual risk of eating potentially contarninated hunteâ food because, 



besides enjoying the taste, they needed Inuit food to survive-as Inuit. 

Individuals in a cultural group are assumed to s a  information through a "collectively 

constructeci censor" (Douglas, 1990, p. 11); hence, it is essential to take cultural values into 

account when studying nsk perception. The veracity or authority of (new) facts, Douglas 

(1990) concedes, is advanceci by a consensus that supports the cunent political syaan- 

thereby creating a politico-cultural bias-because each culture is based on a distinctive attitude 

toward knowledge. For exampk, individualistic (Western) cuîcure may praise and reward new 

knowledga-and it atternpts to discredit the old cultural knowledge. But in a hierarchical 

culture-or even in a society like the Inuit which tends to be more quitable-self-protection 

of the system is assured by demonstrating coddence in its old knowledge. New knowledge 

is not disregarded, but it is how the new knowledge is perceivecl and assimilated by the 

individual--whether it is accepted or rejected fiom the established patterns of belief--that 

reinforces a person's cultural allegiance. When 1 tested this assertion in Coral Harbour, 1 

understood the real promise of Nunavut: new ideas are selected, sieved, and successfùlly 

utilized within a traditional fiamework. (However, some Inuit women consider Nunavut to 

be a risk.) 

For Mary Douglas, the modern Western dialogue about risk "plays the role equivalent 

to taboo or sin" (Douglas, 1990, p. 7). To be "at nsk" States Douglas, is equivalent to being 

sinned against and vulnerable to events caused by the behaviour of others (who are also 

opponents). It means to be in danger. The sinhaboo discourse, belonging in the discwrre of 

religion, is airned at the conservation of morality and community solidarity; to be "at riskm is 

the reciprocal of being "in sin" and to be "in sin" means to be the cause of harm or the 



perpetrator of a deed that results in ham. In contrast, states Douglas (1984), the aim of 

(secular) nsk discourse appears (to some) to be community disintegration in the style of an 

ind~dualistic culture-which is skeptical of religious faith but supports industrial expansion. 

This differs, in my estimation, fiom the significance of risk discourse in the Inuit context- 

where individuals are able to develop th& own concepts of risk without contributing to sociai 

disintegration. For exarnple, when 1 asked women what other people knew about pollution, 

1 was informed that they could not speak for others. In addition, I was told that individuals 

make th& own choices regard'mg which risks they choose to take. No comments were made 

that appeared to denigrate individual perceptions or actions as having the potential ta taint 

Inuit culture. 

A "chemophobia" epidemic (fear of chemicels-a sort of chernical reaction) is the 

cause of much fear arnong people who may be confùsed or uncertain as to the reality of the 

risks, and what it means to  them and their f d l i e s  (Whelan, 1993). For exampie, Shkiinyk 

(1985) reports that she was told by a resident of Grassy Narrows Reserve, " ... 1 got a letter 

from the governrnent saying that I had a high mercwy level. 1 think it was over 200. The letter 

said 1 was 'at risk.' But what does that mean for me...?" (p. 192). 

Risk Communication It is accepted and understood that the public often responds to 

risk differently fiom the experts, and this has implications for risk communication and 

management. Kasperson (1987) notes that risk managers who operate on the basis of 

technical risk assessrnent only, using numerical esthates of mortality and morbidity , continue 

to be mrpnsed by the broader perceptions of nsk of the general public. Although people are 



generally rational in th& approach to risk, grrater attention needs to be paid to the qualitative 

(socioailtural) aspects of nsk. The scientific literature on the risk of Arctic contarninants is, 

generally, inaccessible to the Inuit. 

But, because they had received contradictory messages from scientists in the past, 

Inuit women told me that they were suspicious about their advice. Risk communication 

should adapt to the social contexts in particular communities and strive to recover lost trust 

in expert knowledge. 

For the Inuit, the qualitative a m i t e s  of hazards w u m e  greater importance than the 

numerical level of risk. Because theü concept of risk is embedded within the local conte-, 

it is at the local level that dialogue on risk should be established. Kasperson (1987) advises: 

"A broader approach to consquences of a multidimensional conception of 
risk will almost certainly provide greater insight into public responx and 
concem" (p. 294). 

Communication in the form of health advisones is one vehicle for informing the public about 

health risks. Health care providers could use the local radio to  provide culturally appropriate 

advice on topical health issues, or printed bulletins could be distributed in public venues such 

as the health centre, the schools, stores, and community centres. In adapting to the social 

contexts communication efforts can help improve the understanding of public information and 

health professionals can continue in the maintenance of public health and safefy. 

Outline of the Thesis 

The remaining chapters of this thesis foUow the path of the research process beginning 



in Chapter Two where 1 discuss how the research was actually wnducted within an 

ethnographic framework. The qualitative research method 1 used coalesced with a feminist 

perspective which allowed me to engage in a collaborative relationship with all participants. 

Wornen's voices are distinctive and distinct in this study; they are the dominant voices 

because 1 chose to conduct in-depth interviews with women ody. An important element in 

the success of ferninist ethnography is the pan played by the researchec my being accepteci 

as a known quantity-one who has wom several hats (nurse, re~earcher, fiend)--was critical 

in the gathenng of nch data. 

Chapter Three provides the socio-cultural background idonnation essential for 

understanding the meanings of my observations and conversations. The context of nsk 

perception encompasses people and places in the North, and includes a history of Arctic 

peoples and characteristics of the Arctic ecosystem. Consideration is given to the 

politico/social aspects of Arctic life as such issues are influentid in hui t  perceptions of 

pollution and in the choices Inuit make. In Chapter Four 1 present a review of the scientific 

literature describing various contaminants found in the Arctic (mainly o rganoch io~es  and 

heavy metals) and an examination of this discourse is compared with the popuhr media 

discourse of pollution--mostly newspaper articles-in Chapter Five. 

Chapters Six and Seven are devoted to the voices of Inuit wornen in Coral Harbour. 

The foilowing themes emerged : food; health; contaminants; perceptions of pollution; 

perceptions of nsk; trust; power and blame; and community wellness. Themes describeci 

encompass the large range of health and social issues current in the cornmunity. My findings 

in these two chapters show that, for the women with whom 1 spoke, pollution can appear in 



many forms, fiom dmg and alcohol consumption to visible air and water contaminants to 

possible invisible contaminants in Arctic wiidlife. Erosion of traditional Inuit social structures 

by various f o m  of southem-generated pollution was identined as hoving a negative impact 

on Inuit identity. As well as asking about types of pollution, 1 asked Inuit women about the 

status of their m e n t  liva and how they thought this might change if Inuit food bewne too 

contaminated for consumption. This was the worst scenario they could imagine as they have 

suffered multiple losses in recent dacades. Losses were recounted in our conversations and 

they are presented in this manuscript as contributions to the overall picture of their 

perceptions of pollution. Women thought that it was important that their voices be heard 

because the so called "experts" look at things dflerently and are not always cognizant of 

important fàcets of the lives of the people involved. 1 was told that if the real problems were 

identified by the people suffering from them, then redistic solutions m l d  be initiated. 

In Chapter Eight 1 address the related study objectives, sumar i r e  my wnctusions, 

and provide explanations of my interpretations of some of the meanings in the three domains 

of discourse. The focus remains on Inuit women's voices and their perceptions of  pollution; 

this is compared with the languagel1 of the nsks of pollution published in the popular press 

and in the xientific literature. Central to my thesis that perceptions of pollution are culturally 

constructed was highlighted in my final question to participants, "how would you feel if you 

couldn't eat Inuit food any more?" Their answers are enlightening-and unforgettable: 

"1 wmld feel that part of acr tradition had been takn 0wayjFom us. It 
wmid be a big loss; " 

"1 use the terrn "language" in the same sense as Kaufert and O'Neil(l993): concepts, values, 
symbolic forms, as well as words. 



"I would feel t e d e .  1 I n  't think I would l a  tm long4 'm too ured to 
eoling il...we w m  f i  certain ImcitfOddS-wwrse than wmting a cigarette: " 

''1 would die nghl owoy. 1 think eveïybocty would d e .  " 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Research Process 

The year before 1 conducted my fieldwork in Coral Harbour, Nunavut, I carried out 

a feasibility study regarding perceptions of environmentai health risks on the part of Inuit 

women in PoVUngni~k, Nunavik. At that time substantiai work was bang done (and 

continues today) in Northem Québec in comection with the Arctic Environmental Strategy; 

siMlar research on environmental health issues, though on a much srnalier scale, was 

proposed for the Keewatin Region of Nunawt. 

In the first study (which Yin, 1993, would describe as an exploratory case study) 1 

spoke with key informants including the mayor, the employment officer, physicians, nurses, 

native midwives, and the head of the women's organization. I informdy i n t e ~ e w e d  18 

women (not in-depth) regarding their perceptions of the risk of contaminants in the Arctic 

food c h a h  Before going to Powngnituk 1 had constructeci a short interview guide based on 

my own knowledge of Inuit ideas of food, but in conversation with people there, perceptions 

of pollution were expanded to include sociocultural issues which were of current conceni to 

Inuit in that village. My stay in Nunavik was enlightening as it was here that 1 was informed 

by a member of the women's conunittee that of course people have mncems about the 

possibility of their traditional food k i n g  contarninated; however, other problems, such as 

dmg and alcohol abuse as weil as child and wife abuse were more significant at that time than 

fear of contamination of food. This assertive, well-informeci, Inuit feminist spoke with a 

fiankness and an authority that is rare in any t o m .  1 will never forget my long conversation 



with her-it was pivotal in the re-formation of the interview guide which 1 subsequently used 

in Coral Hahour. 

M e r  spending a few weeks in Povungnituk-a new and unfamiliar Inuit wrnmunity 

for me-1 more fuily appreciated the advantages of working in an aboriginal cornrnunity where 

1 had been known and trusted for an extended period of time. 1 value the woperation of 

people in Povungnituk, but the feminist methodology 1 had decided upon for my project 

requires a close connection with local women (and men), and 1 was fortunate in having these 

ties already established in Coral Harbour. 

Fieldwork Pre~aration 

In order to be able to conduct research in Coral Harbour, it was first necessary to 

obtain a science licence fiom the Nunavut Research Institute in Iqaluit. At that time this 

entded: completing an application fonn indicating university a ia t ion ,  sources of funding, 

and writing a short research proposal; requesting permission fiom the Hamiet Council of 

Coral Harbour and the Keewatin Regional Health Board; and because my project was 

"contaminant-related research," 1 also had to apply to the chair of the Policy Advisory and 

Technical Cornmittee on Arctic Contaminants in Yellowknife (see Appendices A, B,C, and 

D). Evidence of approval fiom the Ethics Cornmittee at the University of Manitoba (Faculty 

of Medicine) was also mandatory (Appendix E). Before going to the field 1 developed two 

forms: one was a consent form (which was subsequently translated into Inuktitut) for 

participants to complete before granting me an interview; the second was an explanation of 

the study itself (see Appendices F, G,& H). The interview guide (Appendix 1) was initially 



created fiom knowledge gained in my previous expenences of working with Inuit as weU as 

ideas gleaned fiom copious reading on topics regarding cultural constructs of risk. It was 

augrnented by invaluable contributions from Inuit women in Povungniîuk. 

Mer 1 received my letters of approval to conduct the research, I phoned some people 

in Coral Harbour in order to engage an interpreter and to locate a place to stay. A fnend 

announced my project on the local radio pnor to my arrivai. 

Research Partici~ants. 

Because it had been announced that 1 was conducting research in the community, no 

one was surprised to be asked to take part. In the 128 households registered in Coral 

Harbour, there was a total of 672 residents, and 37 of these individuals were Qaiiufb~~~t. Of 

the 635 Inuit, approximateiy 48% were under the age of 18 (n=304). Fi%-one percent of the 

rernaining 33 1 individuais were women (n=165); of these, 133 were eiigible for this study. 

Those who were exciuded were: non-Inuit women; women who had a disability that 

prevented them fiom participating; those who were absent fiom the community during the 

sntdy period (either away at schooi, visiting other wmrnunities, or  hospitalized); members of 

the f m  with whom 1 lived; the interpreter who worked with me; and women under the age 

of  18. 

1 conducteci indepth interviews with 47 Inuit women, supplemented with input fiom 

numerous other informants in the comrnunity. Each woman was provided with a study 

explanation sheet and was invited to ask any questions; she then signed a consent form. She 

was assured of confidentiality and understood that she would not be identified in the 



completed manuscript. Fiieen of the 47 participants did not speak English, and since my 

Inuktitut is somewhat limited, 1 engaged an interpreter 1 had worked with in the past to 

translate when neceSSaryeceSSary Ail of the women with whom 1 spoke, who ranged in age nom 18 

to 63, were mothers of adopted or natural-bom children, or were pregnant at the time. 1 

wanted to interview wornen fiom ail age groups, so 1 purposefbiiy limited the n u m b  in each 

group. Group A was wmposed of wornen in the 18 to 29 age range (n=15); group B. 30 to 

44 years (n=14); group C, 45 to 59 yean (n=12); and group C+,' over 60 years of age (n=6). 

The women aged 44 and younger usually spoke English as most of them had attended schwl. 

W~thin the purposefi11 sampling approach, 1 used the stratified purposefùi strategy in 

order to "capture major variations rather than to identify a common tore"--though this 

happens too (Patton, 1990, p. 174). 1 selected a number of women fiom each age group by 

the opportunistic method. 1 simply met people on the Street, in the stores (in exchange for an 

interview, 1 canied home the groceries for one participant!), at people's houses, or sometimes 

1 called women to request an interview. Initially, 1 had aimed to i n t e ~ e w  20% of the 

sampling f k n e  (n=27) because 1 thought that this would be a manageable number, but 

because the interviews were going very well, 1 decided to continue until it was time for me 

to Ieave the cornmunit.. Forty-seven women out of a possible 133 eligible for inclusion in the 

study represents more than 35% of the total. Nobody declined to be i n t e ~ e w e d .  

Research Schedt.de During the weeks 1 spent in Coral Harbour, 1 conducted in-depth 

'For some partly explicable reason, 1 did not want to assign anyone (particularly îhe elden) to the 
'D' category-perhaps because this has connotations of fàilure. My cultural (academic as well as 
Qallunaaq) baggage is evident. 



interviews every day of the week and on weekends, either dwing the day or evening- 

whichever was the most convenient for the participants. 1 tried to intenew those women who 

did not speak English during the day on weekdays so that my interpreter would not have to 

forego farnily responsibilities. W1th one exception-where the interview was held in the 

workplace-aii i n t e ~ e w s  with participants took place in their homes. If there were rnany 

visiton in the house at the tirne of rny arrivai, or ifother members of the family were watching 

the television, or listening to the local radio or the CB radio, 1 was taken into a bodroom in 

order to conduct the i n t e ~ e w  without undue noise intempting us. Of note the following 

modes of communication were in operation when 1 entered the houses: television, 30; radio, 

18; CB radio, 23 (the easiest and quickest method of contacting someone or of getting a 

message out to the community). No one appeared shy with me or reluctant to allow me into 

their house, as 1 had visited rnany of them in their homes on previous occasions and, as Finch 

(1 984) explains, 1 was treated as a guest-not merely an inquisitor. 

Research Process and Analysis AU of the interviews were voice-taped and 1 checked 

that each tape had been properly recorded &er each interview. When 1 returned to Winnipeg 

1 then transcribed al1 of the tapes. 1 entered al1 pertinent data into Paradox (version 7), a 

relational database management systern which enabled me to link and sort variables. Besides 

entering the answers to each of the 53 questions on the interview guide 1 posed to the 47 

participants, 1 also added another 18 variables--such as, which methods of communication 

were in operation when 1 entered the house (television, radio); the number of adults and 

children living in the house; in which language the interview was conducted; and the 



participant code nurnber. Sometimes severai questions became ntsed into a single 

variable/field (for, example, where they appeared to be asking for the same inf'omation and 

if similar responses were given). In other cases-those for which everyone gave the sarne 

response (such as belief in God, or Mlk is good food for growing chi1drm)-answers were 

not entered into the Paradox table to  prevent it ôom becoming umecessady cumbersome. 

As weii as entering a single word or syllable for many of the responses (there were 68 

fields), 1 also typed in all c o m e n t s  verbufimm These commeats were ofien supplemental to  

a simple yedno m e r  and they also comprised the total answers for several questions such 

as "what do you think the govenunent could do to help the Inuit be healthier," "what kinds 

of things do you think are dangerous;" and %bat do you think others know about 

contarninants." 1 created a database table for each of these questions-one record per 

participant. From all of the &ta entered, major themes were revealed by the use of  "queries" 

and were compareci across al1 interviews. Records were sorted across numenc, Boolean 

(tmdfalse), and text fields, and were filtered. For example, 1 might ask what is the most 

cornrnon food consumed in a pvticular age group; or, what was the health condition most 

feared by aii participants; or, for Inuktitut only speakers, what was the most comrnon concept 

of pollution. 1 also counted how many people mentioned TB, drugs or  abuse in their 

responses (that is, without being prompted). 1 then determined which topics appeared to be 

the most important or cornmon in the interviews and constituted themes. Themes may be 

described as top iq  issues, or concems which a person talks about et length or  to  which she 

constantly retums during the interview. Hence, themes can represent topics which are the 

most meaningful to the person at the time of the i n t e ~ e w  (Hayes, 1994). In this research 



study, themes were derived from the total number of responses; recurring themes were 

determined in this audy by asking Paradox to group, wunt or sort answers to a particultu 

question. 

By using the thematic process, concerns are contextudizad as they are then l i e d  to 

the way people expenence everyday life and each other. The relational database systern, 

however, did not solely determine the form and content of my interpretation. In addition to 

data entered into Paradox, 1 also examîned my field notes for references to thexnes i d d e d  

in the Paradox tables. These notations, as well as responses to my questions regardhg f d ,  

health, and contaminants, illustrate a kind of mapping of evolving health concepts and 

precepts (such as increasing fears of cancer) in the cornrnunity of Coral Harbour. It wos 

important that 1, as a researcher, be cognizant of the socio-cultural determinants of health 

relevant to the culture. For exarnple, 1 knew most of the people who had died of cancer in 

recent years and the women expected me to understand the depth of their concem. 1 did not 

solicit specific answers to my questions, and al1 of the explanations/associations which 1 

discuss in later chapters in this thesis were presented to me by my research participants, 

though the interpretations are my responsibity. 

1 had an opportunity to retum to Coral Harbour the following surnmer-for just one 

day. 1 was asked to take part in a television documentary for the World Wildlife  und.* 1 was 

able to arrange some interviews with community residents who were wiliing to talk about 

contaminants in Arctic wildlife-their food resources. It was interesting for me to observe 

'The WWF oôtained verbal permission to d u c t  the documentary from the Depamnent of Health 
in Yellowknife who also recommended that the fih rnakers contact me. m i r  approvai mecbanism 
was much simpler than the process that 1 (and other academics) must undergo. 



someone else wnduaing interviews on this topic-even though their fonis was more on the 

plight of the animais! Six rnonths later, in Febmary 1997,I returned to Coral for two weeks. 

1 spolie with most of the women who had participated in the 1995 study and 1 asked them if 

my interpretations were sound. They vaiidated my analyses and brought me up to date on the 

happenings in the comrnunity. 

The greatest -or which contributed to the success of this research endeavor lay in 

the rapport established between mysefand cornmunity mernbers over a span of 13 years. In 

addition to inteniewing in the field, and exarnining published accounts in the academy and 

popular press, I believe that the most salient feature of this qualitative research dissertation 

i s the ovemd ing infiuence of feminist methodology whose effect is conspicuous throughout 

the study. 

Qualitative Method 

Qualitative research was the obvious choice for this ethnography as it is the site of 

multiple methoâologies. By crosscutting disciplines and subject matter, 1 was able to gain an 

in-depth understanding of how Inuit act in, and give meaning to, their lives (Hayes, 1994). 

Qualitative research involves an interpretive approach by its emphasis on the interpretation 

of phenornena in terrns of their mePnings for people affécted in the investigation. Such a 

naturalistic inquiry examines r d  wodd situations as they naturaiiy unfold, that is, without any 

intervention or manipulation on the part of the researcher-although quantifieci data may be 

included (Patton, 1990; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). My inclusion of quantitative data is 

restricted to percentages and ordinals, that is, how much or how many participants furnished 



particular responses. Lévi-Strauss' (1966) idea of researcher-as-bricoleur (8 worker who 

gets the job done) may be applied to the quaiïtative researcher. She coliects the data, and in 

the interpretation of the information, she produces the bricolage-a set of practices which 

constitutes an emergent construction of the bricoleur's method; this changes as different 

tools/practices are added to the punie (as explaineci in Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). 

Qualitative research may involve the use of a variety of empirical materiais, research 

practices, and theoreticel paradigms such as grounded theory, case study, f d s t  

methodology, Marxïsm, life history, participant obsewation, or whatever other strategies 

appear to be suitable in a given context (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). One of the advantages of 

qualitative research is that because there is no d e d  set of practices, an individuai researcher 

is free to make use of selected elements she finds most suitable for addressing a particular 

research question. However, in ail qualitative research there are t hree major components: 1 ) 

data, which are gathered fiom a variety of sources-interviews and observations being the 

most cornrnon; 2) analytic procedures which may include coding or diagrammïng of 

conceptual relationships; and 3) written and verbai reports of the research fudings (Strauss 

& Corbin, 1990). Reliability in the traditional meaning of replicability is meaningless in 

qualitative research (Janesick, 1994), but "validity" of the research findings is e n h c e d  by 

procedures which reduce the possibility of rnisinterpretation in the communication process. 

These procedures are tenned triangulation3-a process of using multiple understandings to 

clan@ meaning by identifjing different ways the phenornenon is being perceived (Stake, 

'~rian~ulat ion is an alternative to validation. It is the combination of muhiple mabods that adds 
rigor, breadth and depth to a single study @enBn & Liacoln, 1994). 



The (gendered) researcher approaches the research process with an idea (or theory) 

that specifies a set of questions which renders the data to be analyfically exarnined (Denzin 

& Lincoln, 1994). Stake's (1994) dictum that the most effective and simplest rule for the 

qualitative research methoci is to "place the best brain available into the thick of what is gohg 

on" (p. 242) promotes a degree of reflectivity' on the part of the researcher. Because 1 was 

not following a rigidly predetennined theoretical perspective, 1 tried to explore my 

cultural understandings and anticipate the subsequent readers' interpretations by including and 

contemplating a combination of local aaors' meanings. 

Qualitative research is a se< of interpretive practices of which grounded theory is one 

exarnple. Grounded theory (referred to as "theoretical sampling" by Janesick, 1994, p. 209) 

uses an iterative process through a succession of questions and answen. Tt is denved 

inductively fiom the study of the phenomena it represents, for example, theory denved fiom 

the phenornenon of nsk perception. Hypotheses proposing relationships among concepts 

(such as fear of 105s of Inuit identity if access to  Inuit food is lost) are systematically derived 

fiom actual data related to the phenomena, and the research findings constitute a theoretical 

formulation of the probkm under investigation (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 1 utilized grounded 

theory in this study because a new approach was needed to look at an old problem, that is, 

the problem of perceptions of risk and pollution in the Arctic. 1 has been postulated that 

grounded theory may now be the most widely employed interpretive strategy in the social 

*Reflectivity is a term used by Stake (1994) in reference to the problern posed by the researcher's 
etic bias; reflectivity is used to challenge her frame of reference. 



sciences (contan is imperative), as emerging explanations or categories nom empiricol data 

illustrate its utility in its explicit cornmitment to theory development and theory verification 

(Yin, 1993; DenPn & Lincoln, 1994). 

The seledon of feMnist methodology for this qualitative study was not a diflkxdt 

decision to rnake. It was not basecl solely on the faa that Inuit wornni w m  to be the 

subjects (in contrat to the objects) of the research, but that 1 wanted to include them as 

active agents in the gathenng of knowledge (Strathem, 1987). As in rnany other societies, 

Inuit women are usually responsible for the preparation and distribution of food, and 1 

planned to place emphasis on eliciting women's knowledge regard'ig food. Admittedly, 1 

wanted to h d  out Inuit women's perceptions of risk in consuming potentially contaminated 

Arctic foods, but more importantly, 1 was resolved to undertake a palyvocal ethnographie 

enquiry that would encompass aspects of feminism appropriate to the Inuit cultural context. 

Although there is no unifonn canon of feminist research principles it is still possible 

to characterke some dominant conceptions, the moa salient of which is feminist support for 

qualitative methods (Stacey, 1988; Jayaratne & Stewart, 199 1 ; Reinhan, 1992). By 

promoting feminist methodology 1 am not advocating an essentialist position. Like Seager 

(1993), 1 want to examine "the ways in which gender and gender relationships enter into 

environrnental issues, and the ways in which environmental issues are shaped by gender- 

specific constructs" (p. 5) .  In the Inuit context, gender relationships could be affecteci by 

changes in family roles if hunting and fishing punuits were curtailed because of highly 



contaminateci country foods. Would women (or children) becorne the breadwinners? 

Some will undoubtedly question (or even spoculu~e) how a ferninid analysis of 

problems regarding the seerningly genderless environment could contribute to ow 

understanding of the issues involved. Environmental problems in the Canadian Arctic (as in 

most areas of the world) are not simply physical systems in crisis; they are the result of 

bureaucratic arrangements and non-Inuit cultural conventions that create conditions of 

environmental destruction. The "enWonmenta1 crisis" which is for- by some is not just 

the sum of such signs as the depleting ozone loyer and global waming; it is a crisis 

precipitated by the dominant ideology (Seager, 1993). The question of agency' is seldom 

addressed in conventional evaluations of environmental problems, but t is a central issue in 

a feminist enquiry as feminism is rooted in an analysis of associatecl social, cultural and 

political institutions. If one accepts that the institutions that control our environment are 

constmcts of male culture, then it becomes clear that only a feminist enquiry will reveal the 

gendered consequences of environmental stress at the social level. 

Undisputedly, there are many ferninisms (the term itself is contested), but feminist 

methodology may be seen as the sum of feminist research methods6 (Reinhan, 1992). By 

utilizing feminist methodology, which invoives engaging in a collaborative approach where 

no hierarchical relationship is established, I had the opportunity to  be involved in every step 

"gency refers to individual or group capacity to exert influence or power. 

6"Methods," as defined by Harding (1987), are the particular p r d u r e s  used in the uwirse of 
research (e.g. interviews), whereas "rneîhodology" applies to the b r d  principles of how to conduct 
research and how theory is applied (e.g. survey research methodology, and epistemalogy as a theory 
of knoledge.) in the sphere of the qualitative method, for example, feminist methodology refers to a 
much broader theory of how to do feminist research (Jayatne & Stewart, 199 1). 



of the project-fiom research design to negotiating the study site, and to the finished written 

product. Moreover, I personally inte~ewed each participant and analyzed the data. 

An important objective of feminist methodology is to conceptuaiize women's 

behaviour as an expression of social contexts (Reinhan, 1992). In response to Mohanty, 

Russo and Torres' (1991) cal  for a more finely honed historical and context-spccinc ferniaid 

approach, the exploration of Inuit women's perceptions which 1 undenook addresses all 

pertinent sociocultural factors-such as disrtiptions in f d y  and community activities. 

Feminist research is not only about women (and ofien by women); it is for women. As a 

feminist, 1 believed that 1 was able to place women's own definitions of their problans or 

concerns at the centre of the enquiry. This enabled the women with whom 1 spoke to 

formulate problems themselves and plan for potential action. 

In general, I prefer to designate the methodology in which 1 engage as a "feminist 

perspective," and at the same time 1 aiign myself with Moore's (1988) view of feminist 

anthropology, which she sees as the study of genda-of the interrelationships beîween women 

and men in a context where gender cannot be marginalized. Gender (not sex) is socially 

constmcted, and it is reconstructed within a fiamework that interacts with, but is not lirnited 

to, biological considerations (Farganis, 1989). Feminism and anthropology have been 

described as having an "awkward relationship" (Strathem 1987). Their views may be seen as 

not readily reconciiable as both disciplines rise out of, and focus on, the two fiindamental and 

political systems of difference: gender and race, each of which is rooted in selflother 

distinctions. Anthropology, daims Moore (1988), offers a critique of feminism based on the 

deconstruction of unifjing categories which are based on oppression. However, 



anthropological discourse is also described as the discourse of the self and of dominance 

(having its roots in colonization), and paradoxically it defines self (reflexively) as the study 

of the Other (Abu-Lughod, 1990; Mohanty, Russo & Torres, 199 1). 

There is an implicit assumption in anthropology that there are many truths, and the 

discipline has becorne critical of the notion of objectivity (Abu-Lughod, 1990). Objectivity 

used to  be accepted as a necessary characteristic of  ethnography (Spradley & McCurdy, 

1 9 8 1 ), but in the promotion of (subjective) fmllnist ethnognphy, rather than endorsing an 

inferior projecf 1 am advancing an intereste4 more complete research process. By studying 

and describing what women in a particular society realiy do-as opposed to what they are 

assumed to do-1, Iike other feminist researchers, am atternpting to overcome a long history 

of the systematic neglect of women @emailariy the indifference to women's representation') 

in the ethnographie literature. 1 elected to focus on Inuit women because their views on 

contaminants in Arctic foods have not been considered to date. By positioning Inuit women 

at the centre as "subjects" of my enquiry, those who have traditionally been constituted as 

Other are tumed into selves, that is, transforrned fiom objects to  subjects. In the traditional 

Western hierarchical system, women have long been Other to men's self. 

Abu-Lughod (1990a) asks "what difference feminism could make to the doing of  

anthropological research" (p. 9), and answers that, because women are recognked as 

knowers, their experience is taken into account throughout the feminist research process. For 

'Representation is explained by Edward Said (1978) as a discursive system involving political 
choices and political forces-authority in m form or another. Representatioas, he adds, are put to use 
in the domatic economy of an impenal society. Attention to the politics of representation, states beU 
hooks (1992), has been crucial for colonized groups in the stniggle for seW-determination. 



myseE having undertaken several yean of training in anthropology, 1 believe that the pnctice 

of conduaing research as ethmgraphy emphasizes direct participation in, and experience of, 

social realities. FeMnism's contribution to the ethnographic process, pbcular ly in a cross- 

cultural setting, is that it reinforces an unsettling of the boundaries that have fomed in the 

enquhy of the selfstudying the Other (Abu-Lughod, 1990a). 1 have found that ethnographic 

fieldwork is enabling for al1 phcipants: women's lives are made visible and their voices are 

heard. In summary, feminist methodology is an egaiitarian approach which is characterized 

by au t henticity, reciprocity, and intersubjectivity (Stacey, 1 988). 

Ethnography 

Both the activity of doing anthropological research (which includes nondirective 

intewiewing and participant observation), and the written results of the endeavor constitute 

ethnograp hy--t he process of describing a culture. Many feminist scholars, such as Reinhan 

(1 992) and Mies (1991), identi6 the ethnographic method as being well suited to feminist 

research because its contextual, hands-on approach allows for a reciprocal relationship 

between researcher and participant. Ethnography emphasizes the interplay among variables 

situated in a natural context, and credibility is established in the identification and examination 

of al1 related factors (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). Because the only possible approach to 

ethnographic fieldwork is an inter-subjective one, fieldwork may be seen as fradution and 

the resulting ethnography as text. The text becomes the product of  an interactive process 

between the describer and described (Clammer, 1984). 

The concept of the "ethnographic present" is a farniliar one in anthropology and it is 



commonly used in the writing of the ethnography. Howewer, this d a s  not mean that as an 

ethnographer, 1 can ignore the facts and interpretations of histoiy, or any diachronie changes 

in the comrnunity, or aaoss Inuit culture. These aspects of cultural change are woven into the 

description and analysis of data in order to produce a credible ethnography. A feminist 

enquiry is also an appropriate choice for an ethnographic comunity study as it emphasizes 

the experientiai, and values engagement with ail those participating in the research process-in 

contrast to the objective stance of detachment. 

In this ethnographic study, it was essential tbat 1 take a hoüstic perspective of the focal 

issue because the whole phenornenon (of perceptions of pollution) is examined as a cornplex 

system formed of interdependent parts. Some investigators, however, advisedly wam against 

the pitfd of "dhnographic encyclopaedism" whereby the raavcher collects countless pieces 

of information' which are not relevant to the focus of the study (Clammer, 1984). 1 tried to 

avoid doing this by centering the study on the inter-relationships of relevant facts and their 

interpretation 1 have to admit, though, that in the past when 1 have leA the fieldwork setting 

and I am in a later stage of completing the ethnography, seemingiy rneaningless facts can 

illuminate a perplexing question (good field notes are indispensable). Consequently, a 

comprehensive view of the community, ranging over the social fields of kinship, politics, and 

customs, is a necessary feature in et hnography-in contrast to a purely thematic study. In the 

current study, although 1 focused my questionhg on matters of pollution, I leamed more 

about health and social problems in general, and about types of pollution specifically, by 

'Malinowski, on the other hanci, insisted that an ethnography should deai with the totality of d l  
social, cultural and psychological aspects of the mrnmunity (Malinowski, l92Z84). 



inviting participants to delineate their perceptions of general problems in the community. 

Identification of aiment problems undoubtedly Uiauenced their response to inquiries regardmg 

their perceptions of nsk of environmental wntarninants. 

By concentrathg on ( t h i ~ k ) ~  description, ethnography is not disregardhg theory. In 

fact, in the phenomenologid method, it is the description of experience which is the foais, 

not oniy of what subjects do but also th& voiced intentions, the manner in which they c l a s s e  

their world, and the ways in which they endow it with meanings (Clunmer, 1984). 

Feminist ethnographies, by revealing what it means to be a woman in dflerent places 

and under dflerent conditions, can offer those ferninias exposed to a sin& image of 

womanhood a way of replacing these prernises with a grounded sense of our commonalities 

and clifferences. Ethnographie feminism is described by Cole and Phillips (1995) as referring 

to theoretical grounding of feminism in fieldwork as well as to gender as an experience, 

process, and identity which varies both cross-culturally and within cultures. This type of 

ethnography makes women visible without denying the problematics of writing about and 

representing women's lives. A necessary component in a ferninist approach to the 

ethnographie research method is participant observation, the hallmark of fieldwork. 

Participant Observation 

When participating in the everyday events of another culture (or "subjective soaking" 

'The term thick description was originally coined by Gilôert Ryle but it has corne to be more 
associated with Clifford Geertz, particularly in his Interpretation of crthres (1973) w k  he 
describes ehmgraphy as a an eiaborate venture in thick description, that is, the description of densely 
texture- facts about a social context. Minute attention to detail is deemed to be the basis for more 
general assertions about a particular culture. 



as Clammer, 1984, descrik it), the fieldworker rnerges herselfinto the culture king !midieci 

and necessarily abandons the idea of absolute objectivity. The success of participant 

observation depends on the ability of the researcher to adjust and adapt to changing 

conditions of da* We. As an outsider she strives to gain awess to phenornena that are usudy 

obscured f?om a non-community rnember (Jorgensen, 1989). By doing this, 1 was able to 

discover what was going on rather than assuming what might be going on. Of course, 

preconceived ideas on my part cwld c o n t e t e  the reaiity of what I fod-as well as 

impede efforts in the generation of new concepts fiom the data gathered. Nahirally. we al1 

have some preconceived ideas about how people rnight think and behave, but when these 

notions are recognized, made expücit, and controlled, such foreshadowed problems can serve 

to focus and lirnit the research effort (Fetterrnan, 1989). 

The followhg characteristics of participant observation are pertinent to my research 

study: the research problem is concemed with the insiden' (emic) world of meanhg 

(pollution); the problem can be addressed by qualitative data gathered by direct observation 

(in-depth interviews); the phenomenon of investigation is observable in the nanird 

environment of daily life (social ramifications of pollution); the phenomenon is sufficiently 

limited in size and location to be studied as a case (Coral H d u r  only); and, the researcher 

is able to gain access to the cornmunity and develop relationships (Jorgensen, 1989). 

In contrast to the use of concepts that are defined fiom existing theones and 

hypotheses, as data are collected, coded, and categorized in participant observation, a 

tentative conceptual fiamework (or grounded theory) is generated (Jorgensn, 1989). Some 

(positivist) researchers may regard participant observation as nonscientific, or as usefiil only 



during the p r e b n q  stages of an aiquiry for initial exploration and description of a research 

problem. However, participant observation cannot be presented as a =ries of mechanical 

steps; it is an iterative strategy whereby the direct involvement in people's daily lives 

provides a point of reference for the logic and process of this humanistic methodology. 

As in ail qualitative research, the presence of the researcher should be fiedy 

acknowledged because ail elements of the research process can &kt the research outwme. 

The very presena of an outsider spaidirig t h e  with membaJ of the research community wiii, 

to some extent, change the dynamics of the ""everyday actMnes." Mer sorne tirne has elapsexl 

the researcher practising participant observation should bewme less visible and less of a 

hindrance to those who want to get on with their daily lives. Scheper-Hughes (1983), in 

reminding us that ethnographers used to deny their visibility, explains: 

"By pretending that the selfwas an invisible, permeable screen through which 
cultural information could be objectively recorded and transrnitted, traditional 
ethnographers did not have to cntically examine the oAen subjective bases of 
the questions they asked and the kinds of data they coliected" (p. 1 15). 

The ferninist qualitative researcher does more than observe and participate. By drawing on 

her own lived experience in the creation of the research process, her voice is included in the 

text. This idea is enlarged upon later in this chapter. The type of methodology in which 1 

engaged for the coiiection of data for this project rnay be more accurately termed "observer- 

as-participant" (Field & Morse, 1985), since 1 was more of an observer than a participant. In 

this approach the participants in the setting are aware of the researcher's purpose and 

responsibilities but she does not intrude or interfere with their everyday life. 



Fieldwork In Coral Harbour 1 became a temporaqv member of the Inuit farniiy with 

whom 1 was living. 1 stayed with Rhoda, the sister of Potogok-the person 1 had stayed with 

in the past. Potogok's family had increased in size by two and there was no longer a spare 

room for an extra person. 1 contributed to such household responsibiiities as shopping and 

cooking, and, occasionally, baby-sitting. In addition, 1 attended the local church and joined 

in community activities aich as bingo, dances, games, meetings and a coun session. Since 1 

had engaged in similar behaviour in the past in this settlemmt, community mernbers did not 

find my activities unusual. People in Coral Harbour know that 1 like to eat Inuit food and 1 

was given lots of caribou and fish and several people invitecl me for meals. 

1 spent time visiting with people whom I did not f o d y  interview, for example many 

Inuit fiiends as well as the nurses and teachers. Others, such as the police, wildlife officer, 

store managers and store pasamel, 1 met with at their workplaces and talked 4 t h  in gened  

terms about life in the community. People working in the Hamlet office, Arctic College, the 

Housing O£Ece, the Health Centre, and those working in small business ventures were helpfirl 

in many ways. It was also interesting for me to meet another graduate student; Carrie Ann 

was a young wornan studying the past and present use of dog teams for three months. 1 found 

it a real treat to be able to discuss mutual anthropological interests-as well as issues related 

to fieldwork. For example, Carrie Ann informed me that she had been told that meat on a 

qamutik that is being pulled by a dog team tastes better than on one being pulled by a 

snowmobile--no fumes to mar the taste. This was a question 1 had not thought to ask. 

1 took many photographs of people and events and when 1 retumed the following 

year later 1 presented my participants, as well as others, with their photographs. 1 did not pay 



women for their inteniiews as funds were low! 1 had a spare S200.00, and nther than give 

each participant $5.00 (which would only buy two cans of pop at northem prices), 1 decided 

to  put al1 47 names into a hat and give two $100.00 prizes. The two yeâr old in the house 

where 1 was staying drew the names and the wimers were announced on the CB radio. The 

fieldwork proceeded very well because 1 was weU ho- 1 had a cornfortable place to stay, 

plenty to eat, and women were happy to be interviewed. 

Women's Voices 

Although it has been said that women, in general, are a "muted group" (Ardener, 

i 975), it does not follow that women are silent. Admittedly, there are contexts-pariicularly 

those public domains controlled by dominant male power-where women are barely audible. 

Instead of contesthg such disadvantageous spheres, we should acknowledge that talk and 

interaction are gendered; hence, the advantages of "woman to wornan" talk in female-only 

settings are promoted by Dale Spender (1985). Here wornen are more bkely to iisten senously 

to each other and thus strengthen ties of communication. 1 have also found that by 

establishing areas of shared experience, a research topic can be augrnented. In the past in 

Coral Harbour 1 have joined Inuit women in sewing circles, egg picking groups and bannock 

baking contests-just for the fun of it. On reflection, 1 recognize many benefits in developing 

such relationships with Inuit women, and 1 value theu pivotal positions in ser-g as k y  

informants in the research setting. With a few signifiant key infonnants 1 have been 

privileged to observe life changes, and in some instances participate in changes they have 

experienced in a period spanning 13 years. From them 1 have learned first hand of their 



perceptions of the Inuit world view, the quality of marital relations, and the challenges of 

living in an Arctic cornmunity where change continues to accelerate. 

Women's voices are becoming more audible in the North; conferences for Inuit 

women are becoming more cornmon and quite popular across the Arctic (see Shirley, 1995; 

George, 1996b). Pauktuutit is the national organization representing di Inuit women in 

Canada (there are more than 20,000 in 53 communities). The organization has been involved 

in various projects including the child a r e  initiative; health projects a tobacco use reduction 

programme; the housing and violence reports; and, a project involving Inuit women and the 

administration of  justice (Nunavik, 1997). Excerpts fiom one workshop, which were 

published in a volume by Northem women (Kataujuk, 1990), indicate support for the feminist 

ethnographie technique. Participants reported that t h 9  appreciated the oppor tu~ty  to 

understand their own uniqueness and sirnilarities, to "tell their own stories," and to  feel 

aocepted for who they were. Equipped with this kind of current sociocultural knowledge, the 

feminist researcher may ascertain the most appropriate approach to be undertaken with 

participants in the research commu~ty. 

Personal Reflections 

One of the saiient features of a ferninia approach to research is the role of reflexivity 

(Fonow and Cook. 1991). As weil as its utility in the process of  consciousness-raisin& 

reflexivity characterizes the tendency of feminists (and others not claiming that distinction) 

to refl ect upon, examine critically, and explore analytically the nature of the research process. 

Mer several years of living, as well as conduding research, in the North, 1 can now 



appreciate that the research process for me began in 1969 when 1 first went to the Canadian 

Arctic. Initially, 1 worked in the hospital in Xqaluit (then Frobisher Bay) and within a few 

months 1 was delighted to have the opportunity to transfer to the nursing station in Cape 

Dorset. Following thk, 1 spent two years working in the nursing station at Pond Wa in the 

high Arctic. In the hospitaII had met Inuit 6om ail over BafEn Island and 1 was cunous to 

find out about the way of lifê in smaller cornmunities. At that time 1 had no idea that 1 was 

embarking upon what would becorne a Iifetime alliance with the North. 

By the tirne 1 started my data wllection in Coral Harbour in November, 1995,I had 

lived and worked in ten Inuit mmmunities in the Ba& and Keewatin regions over a p d o d  

of 26 years as well as in one Nunavik cornmunity. 1 had also visited rnany more communities 

during this intend w k  1 had spent only short periods of tirne. AU ofmy experiences in the 

Arctic, as  well as in reserves in Northem Manitoba, have had a profound effect on my 

approach to research in the North. My association with Keewatin Inuit began in 1982 with 

a visit to  a friend in Rankin Inlet. 1 was not looking for a job at that time (I had one in 

Manitoba) but within months 1 was back working among the Inuit. The changes that had 

occurred during the ten yean since 1 had lefi Pond Inl* were amazing: television had arriveci, 

there were many more air flights available, bread could be bought in the local store, as well 

as a good range of vegetables; but best of dl ,  flush toilets were installed at the nursing 

station-no more honey buckets! There were other changes too-in the education system, the 

health system, and in job availability for the Inuit (no change in the weather, though). 1 

worked for a few weeks in Rankin Met and then spent a month in Coral Harbour (alone) 

while the regular nurse went on hoüday. I enjoyed the intimacy of a smaller community and 



a few months later (March 1983) 1 transfened to Coral Harôour whae 1 w u  to spend the 

next two and a half years. 1 returned to work in Coral Harbour for several summen while I 

was attending university, but 1 also worked in Chesterfield Inlet, Repulse Bay, and Sanikiluaq 

for short periods. 

1 have always been made welwme in Coral Harbour, both as a nurse and as a 

researcher. People have accepted me with ease in whatever role 1 assumed; for many C o d  

Harbour people, 1 am now a friend. Fortunately, I dso have the opportuiiity to meet C o d  

Harbour people when they corne to Winnipeg for medical appointments-these occasions 

enable the link to continue in fiiendship. My long association in the North ~ a v a  me well. As 

a feminist researcher, 1 draw upon rny own lived expenence in the continuhg deveiopment 

of the research proccss and 1 admit that my voice is just one of many included in the text. 1 

find that by a critical examination of my own values and a willingness to make those values 

explicit, 1 am accepted as an honest and tru~tworthy person. 

The planning and implementation of a f d s t  inspired research project entails a series 

of decisions, and reflexivity is required at each step of the procas. Continuous reflection is 

necessary in order to focus on the researcher-participant relationship, both in the gathering 

of data and in the anaiysis. 

Unquestionably, we are always part of what we study, and when we start with our 

own expenence (in contraa to the custom in main [male] stream research of "writing up"), 

we feminist ethnographers start from the standpoint of women, by merging public and private 

lives, and descnbing how the project originated and why it was conceptualized. The actual 

research process may well be described as "lived experknce," and the ferninia researcher is 



likely to reflect on what she learned fiom the process (Smith, 1987; Re- 1992). 

However, it is ody in the hands of a faniiiin that a description of a culture-an ethnography- 

becomes feminist. 

As an undergraduate in anthropology 1 had two oppominities to  conduct research in 

my third and fourth years. in my first project 1 wanted to determine the relative value of men's 

and women's contributions to household economy in Cord Harbour, fkst in terms of wage 

labour, and, more gaiaally, in tems of the relative value of SeMces performed in sustainhg 

the family group (Egan, 1988). I enquired into employment history and patterns, as weU as 

emptoyment opportunitiees in Coral Harôour at that time. The data showed that women were 

less oflen employed, for l e s  pay, and more mmmonly on a part-time basis in comparison with 

men. A substantial part of farnily subsistence, however, still derived (in 1988) from hunting, 

and this was supplemented 6om food purchased at the lofal store. The general trend seemed 

to be that men were allowed the fkst oppominity to  secure full-tirne employment and that 

women were under-utilized in the wage sector. interestingly, some working Inuit men told 

me that they thought it was unfair that men were more oflen given jobs; they suggested that 

women be given these jobs instead so that mm could take up hunting tuIl-time and be assured 

of money for the necessary equipment (ammunition, gas, vehicles). 

The following year 1 conducted a study in the sarne comrnunity exploring the 

perceived and observed health status of Inuit receiving social assistance (Egan, 1989). This 

study stimulated my interest in the concept of perception. Out of the 83 families living in 

Coral Hztrbur7 3 1 were receiwig social assistance and 1 i n t e ~ e w e d  a member from each of 

these recipient families. A comparison of the i n t e ~ e w  results with the medical mes showed 



a high fiequency (>SV!) in the tecipient M e s  of social and family problems and of chronic 

diseases, wmpared to 14% of the employed population @<.001). Sorne people told me that 

lack of cash in the mixed economy was having a deleterious effect on the health of rnany 

indigent Inuit. However, the majority expressed a desire for greater access to  land food- 

perhaps by a hunting subsidy-as all of the Inuit conveyed an overd  feeling of well-king 

when a more traditional life-style was assumeci. This expression of well-being in relation to 

traditional food was to becorne the seed for my subsequent research project for my Master's 

thesis in 1 990 (Egan, 1990). 

In February and June of 1990 1 conducted r e m c h  in Coral Harbour using diet 

records for both months and participant observation for the month of June. 1 campeà with one 

family during the summer month and recorded everything each member consumed every day 

for t hat rnonth. A member of the family kept a sirnilar record for the month of Febmary- In 

addition, 1 informally intewiewed another twenty people in order to  solicit their opinions 

regarding felings of weli-being in relation to the type of food consumed. Besides confinning 

that those who consume a traditional diet of land f w d s  feel healthier than those who eat 

mainly store-bought foods, it also became apparent that the nutritional value of traditional 

foods was not sufficient in itself to produce perceptions of good health among the Inuit; 

feelings of well-being were also induced by the syrnbolic aspects of hunting and related 

activities. This was illustrated by the finding that qualitative differences were demonstrated 

between the surnrner and winter seasons in the self-perceptions of "well-being" in the group 

of Inuit under study. This was associateci with measurable differences in the foods consumed 

by the study group during these seasons. This study illustrates how the powefi l  syrnbolism 



attached to food can account for dimensions of well-king which othenwise would go 

unrecogd by health care workers who understand only the biomedical model. 1 have corne 

to appreciate that perceptions of well-behg, risk, or sickness can only be explored in a 

trusting relationship-such as the kind 1 established with people of Coral Harbow. 

The rnanner in which we elkit information by means of a reflexive approach is created 

through our personal interactions 4 t h  individuals in specific cultural wntexts (Abu-Lughod, 

1990). The genaous contributions ofthe uniit women I interviewed-as weil as behg pivotal 

to this thesis-greatly facilitated the research process for me. 



CHAPTER THREE 

The N o r t h  Context of Risk Perception: 

People and Places 

Arctic Phy sical Environment 

The Arctic is actuaüy a central basin of water-the Arctic Ocean-which is surrounded 

by the islands and coestal regions of h i a ,  Alaska, Canada, Greenland, and Scandinavia; the 

latter, consisting of Norway, Sweden, and Finiand, are known as Fernoscandia. The Arctic 

Ocean is characterized by a low slünity surfàce layer (<50 m) as a result of Arctic river mnoff 

(which inhibits vertical mixing, thus enabling organochio~es to enter the ocean via the 

runom and surnrner iamelting, which also creates a relatively stable surface layer (Muir a 

al., 1992). Globally, the Arctic includes an ara of over 40 million km2 or about 8% of the 

sunace of the earth; it takes up 15% of the planet's land area and 5% of the world's oceans 

(Young, 1992). The word " Arctic7' literally refers to  the area north of the Arctic Circle (66' 

N) though the tenn is often u s 4  to  describe areas somewhat south of this demarcation 

(including Coral Harbour). Nearly 40 % of Canada is above the 60th parallel. and above 66" 

N the Arctic encompasses 24% of Canada's land area and more than two thirds of  the 

country's 244,000 km of coastline (Government, 1 99 1 ). 

Latitude plays a role in the seasonal pattern of solar energy available in the North, 

because at 66033'N, the Arctic Circle marks the norihem limit of the year-round occurrence 

of d d y  alternating daylight and darkness. That is, it marks the point at which the sun is above 

the horizon for 24 hours during the longest days of the year, and below the horizon for 24 



hours dunng the shortest days of the year. One boundary of the Arctic, characterized as 

climatic, is the mean lo°C isotherm in July, and though there is considerable disagreement 

among researchers, it is the m o a  lrequently recurring mappable limit (Sater, 1%9). Other 

boundaries o h  r e f d  to are the southem limit of continuous permafrost and the tree line, 

both of which lie in more southem regions in the eastem part of Canada. The tree h e  in 

Canada varies from 69" north latitude near inuvik to 55' in northern Ontario, runs diagonally 

from the Beaufort Sea to a point just north of Clanchüi, Manitoba, and continues through the 

Ungava Peninsula in Québec and Labrador. T h o x  areas north of the tree line experience 

mean temperatures of l e s  than 10' C in the wannest month, l e s  than minus 30°C in the 

coldest month, and below minus lo0C average for six or more months of the y e ~ r  (Stager & 

McSkirnrnering, 1984; Govemment, 1991). 

The Canadian Shield, an area of ancient (Precambrian) rock that contains mherals 

such as uranium, gold, radium, silver and iron ore, extends into the central Ardc (Lloyd, 

1966). Infertility of the Arctic soil-ar well as its aridity resulting fiom soü type and generdy 

lo w precipitation, short growing season, high wind velocity and fiequency-encourages the 

development of a structural unifomiity of vegetation resulting in a lack of diversis, among 

animal habitats. Low availability o f  nutrients (including light) provides the major limitation 

to production of plant and animal material in the Arctic terrestrial environment where there 

are fluctuating population levels of certain dominant m i e s  (Stager & McSkimmaing, 1984; 

Freernan, 1984). 

A unique characteristic of the Arctic physical environment is its relative absence of 

heat energy. Although there are marked regional dinerences in insolation, in Arctic regions 



where the sun is very low on the horizon, the annual arnount of insolation is s m a l l e u ~ g  

a negative radiation balance. In order to compensate for the net radiation l o s  to space fiom 

the atmosphere and the earth's surfés, polar regions mst irnport heat from southem regions 

An upper air flow is then generated which redistributes heat energy northward, and beuwse 

of the rotation of the earth, the flow pattern b m e s  circumpolar and moves fkom west to 

east in a çounterclockwise direction (Stager & McSkimmering, 1984). An understanding of 

Arctic air cumnts is u d l  in o rda  to appreciate paths of air poilution in the Arctic. 

Modem Inuit 

The direct descendants of the Thule Inuit are those who were encountered by the 6rst 

Europeans d u ~ g  the period from the rniddle to the latter part of this rnillennium. Franz Boas 

presented data based on observations made by whaling captains traveling around the Hudson 

Bay-for example, early encounters with the Saliinniut of Southampton Island (Boas, 1888; 

Coiiins, 1984). The era of the "modern" Inuit probably ended around the 1950s and 60s when 

the infiuence of the Canadian Government helped to change substantially the way of life of 

the Inuit. It is estimated that before Contact, there were about 22,000 Inuit in Canada 

(Crowe, 1974), and Oswalt (1979) deduces that there was a total of 51,200 Inuit living 

across the Arctic fiom Alaska to Greenland at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Social ûrwization There are significant aspects of variation mong the different Inuit 

groups-even arnong those designated as Central Inuit (the Copper, Netsilik, Igluîik, Caribou, 

and BafhIand Inuit). The nuciear farnily was the focal group but the extended family fonned 



the unit of cohabitation and cooperation, ppnicuîarly in hunting activities; bath men and 

women were involved in the decision-making process. Food sharing was practised not only 

with family members, but with anyone dse in the community who was in need (Crowe, 1974; 

Rousselière, 1 984). 

The Inuit woman gave birth alone in a separate shelter, and aftewards, because she 

was considered impure, she spent t h e  in another igloo and observeci various taboos (such 

as using separate utensils). Amulets, especially for babies and pregnant women, were wom 

to guard against evil spirits; beliefs and taboos were heeded for the maintenance of social 

cohesion (Philippe, 1952). Parents gave almost unrestricted fieedom t o  their children, and 

later they were rewarded with obedience thaî continued after maturity . Adoption (i and out) 

of children has been (and continues to be) a custom that paMts f d e s  to  regulate their size, 

and older individuals to continue to have children who w i U  take care of them in their later 

years. Adoption also creates special ties between the adopting parents and the natural parents. 

A specid farniliarity is created, too, when an individual is given the (genderless) narne of a 

deceased person--they are atiyik (narnesakes) (Crowe, 1974; Rousselière, 1 984). 

Those who encountered Inuit in the early days considered them to be a spiritual 

people. A shaman or  angakok (who could be female or male) intervened in times of poor 

hunting and tried to cure ailments. Her powers included the healing of sickness, iduencing 

the weather, locating garne, and searching for nolen souls. The mgakok was seen as the 

intermediary between the cornrnunity and supernaturd forces; the (Catholic)' pnea  is said 

'Catholics were M y  exclucW 6um Hudson's Bay from 1670 to 1870. Whea the Hudson 
Bay Company was given its charter in 1670, the Company "adopteci a Iine of coaduct hvourable to 
Protestant missions and hostile to Catholic missions" (Turquetil, 1954, p. 5). The fïrst Catholjc priest 



to have been seen by the huit  in a sirnilar light. The priea iistens to confessions-much like 

the goddess, Sedna, to whom public confessions of transgressions were made (Vandevelde, 

1956). In the camp, a manire man and proficient hunter was chosen as the leader (isumufkq: 

"he who thinks"); ofien, the isumatuq was also the local shaman. Foikiore and origin myths 

were important oral traditions which tended to reflect values such as courage, generosity, and 

ho spi t ality (Rousseliere, 1 984). 

Traditional Material Culture Before Contact, the Central Eskimos were nomadic- 

living in snow-blodc structures in the winter ("igloos"), with windows made of blocks of ice. 

When a number of families were established in the sarne area, they ofken built separate but 

interlocking snow houses. In parts of Bafon. Labrador and Greenland. winters were spent in 

semi-subterranean houses made of sod or stone-the top coverd with animal skins and snow. 

In the summer, the Inuit erected a double lean-to or tents made of animal skins (seal or 

caribou) (Oswalt, 1979; Dumond, 1987). One important and distinctive item of Inuit culture 

everywhere was the krrllig (stone lamp), used almost excIusiveiy by women for cooking, light, 

and heat; animal blubber was used as fbel and the wick was made of moss. For most of the 

year, transportation was by sled (qmmtik) pulled by dogs; in the eastem Arctic the dogs were 

hmessed in a fan-formation. The rumen of the qamutik were made of whalebone, wood, 

bone, o r  antler, and were iced with a piece of fbr dipped in water. The skin umiaq (boat) 

seems to have disappeared by 1820, but ail Inuit are thought to have used the kayak (Crowe, 

to preach in Inuit temtory was Father Gasté in 1906 near the Kazan River, and the first Catholic 
mission for the huit was founded at Chesterfield Met in 1912 (Choque, 1987). 



1974; Rousselière, 1984). Al1 Inuit wore clothing made fiom seai, caribou, pdar beiu. 

büdskin or fishskin-depending on what resources were availabie locally. Th9 preferred to 

live in coastal regions but in the Barrdands, caribou hunting was an important pursuit on 

the extensive tundra and in the lakes. 

Impact of Whalinq "The whalers were the start of change in the North" was the 

message given to Dorothy Eber (1989) whcn she exploreci Inuit recolktiow of whaüng days 

in the eastem Arctic. For instance, even today, Saturday is still called sivataqbîk (meaning 

"the day of the biscuits") beuiuse that was the day the Inuit were paid by the whaiers-and 

their paychecks consisted of (arnong other supplies) biscuits, molasses and dk. Whaling 

was a lucrative business conducted on a large scale by foreigners: by 1650 Enghh, Dutch, 

and Basque whalers were hunting sea mammals between Greenland and B a n  Island 

(Dickerson, 1992). After leaving the Hudson Strait, the vessels would sail around 

Southampton Island and p a s  nearby Coats Island (Apptuuqjuaq-the place of many rippaks- 

-thick-billed murres), and afier passing Marble Island, they would hunt for whales around 

Roes Welcome Sound where the richest catches were available. 

In 185 1, Americans were the pre-erninent whalers in the world and they introduced 

the practice of w i n t e ~ g  into the Canadian Arctic. Whaling then became a mutual endeavour 

as an interdependence was created between the Inuit and whalers. Instead of retuming to their 

traditionai life in the winter season when the whaling bats  would leave, now the Inuit 

continued to be of senice to the whalas-providing them witb fkesh country food and making 

t heir winter clothing. In return, the Inuit received tobacco, firearms. ammunition, and new 



foods. Even a f k  the M e  stocks beçame depleted ad most of the whalers hPd kft, in some 

areas the Inuit continueci working in the stations for another twenty years-wMe huntuig as 

weli as harvesting other sea mammals (Eber, 1989). 

Commercial whaiing came to an end around the time of the Fia World War, and by 

that time many changes had taken place. AU dong the whaling routes new communities 

emerged and many new customs were introdud. Days of the week and houn of the day as 

measured by the whaters were taken up by the Inuit. New games and musical insvummts 

were adopted, and European goods were put to new uses (for example, spoons and coins 

were incorporated into the decoration of parkas). Inuit were given nicknames or English 

names; Scotch Tom (Anguiimmurik), Shoofly (Nivisinmq) and her son John EU 

(Oudlynnock), were well known individuah on Southampton Island. Nicknames were also 

conferreci on the w M a :  the weli-respect4 whaling captain, George Comer, was given the 

narne Angokok (sharnan) as he was able to proddce pictures out of a piece of paper; he 

performed "magic" when he developed photographs with glass negatives (Eber, 1989). 

Contem~orary Inuit 

Aleut/Eskimos have the greatea linear distribution of any people in the world, 

extending for 6,000 miles from Greenland and Labrador, through northem Canada and Alaska 

to the B e ~ g  Strait, and fiom the northeast coast of Siberia to Prince William Sound on the 

Pacific Aiaskan coast (Collins, 1984). The language spoken by Canadian Inuit is called 

Inukiitut in the eastem Arctic; in the Kitiiuneot region (central). the tem Imin~qtun is 

preferred; the western Canadian Arctic dialect is terrned inuvialukt-inn But all of these 



dialects are considered to be one language (Condon, 1996). In Canada, the category of 

"Inuit" has undergone a number of rede6nitions. Initiaily, the Inuit were p l a d  under the 

control of the Indian Act (1876), but shortiy &a, they were placed (and continue to this day) 

under the direct jurisdiction of the federal government under the British North Arnerica Act. 

In the M u n  Act amendments of 1924, Inuit were placed under the jurisdiction of the 

Superintendent General of uidian AfEiirs, and for a short whiie, they were given Indian status, 

but it was later withdrawn. lurisdiction was resolved in 1939 when the Supnme Court of 

Canada declared the Inuit to be Indians for the purposes of the British Novrh America Act 

(Frideres, 1983). 

In order to  establish how many Inuit there were in Canada, the government issued 

numbered dis& to those officidy dehned as Inuit. However, this practice ended in the early 

1970s-just as social security numbers were being bestowed upon the Qaiiunaat! In 1978, in 

an agreement between the Governent  of Canada and the Cornmittee for Original Peoples' 

Entitlement (COPE), an Inuk was defined as a member of those people known as Inuit, 

Eskimo, or Inuvialuit who daim traditionai use and occupancy of the land. Interestingly, for 

the purposes of the James Bay Agreement (1975), an Inuk was defined as "any individual who 

possesses a disc number, or has onequarter huit blood, or is considered an Inuk by the local 

community, and such other persons as may be agreed upon" (Frideres, 1983, p. 13). 

* E s h o  Disc numben (E or W numben, i.e. from eastem or western Arctic), ongiiially 
proposai in 1939, came into use in 194 1 or 1945 (there is some uncertainty about the &te). The disc 
list of E numbers-ch number commenced with that of the commu~ty and was followed by a 
personal number- was upàated annually for each settlement by the RC.M.P. Abe Okpik was 
respcmsible for replacing E numbers (Projeet Sumame) with suniames of each person's choice in the 
early 1 970s (Alia, 1 994). 



Population Cunently, in the Canadian North (1996 projected population accarding 

t O the Department of Health, Goveniment of NWT) Inuit numôer about 3 0,000 and alt hou* 

fertility rates are starting to  decline tiom their traditionally high levels, the Inuit population 

is expected to double over the next gMat ion  (Memtt, 1 989). In Canada (1 996). over 7,000 

Inuit live in Northern Québec, about 6,500 in the Keewatin, and aboui 8,500 in Bafb region, 

and the remainder live in the Kitikmeot and Mackenzie districts of the NWT. From 198 1 to 

1986 there was a 14.2 % increase in the total population of the Northwest Temtories (fkom 

45,700 to 52,200), and in the same period, the Keewatin Region claimed the largest natural 

rate of increase in Canada-an increase of 34.5 percent which amounts to  172 individu& 

(Bone, 1992). 

Seasonal Variations of the Inuit (with apologies to Marcel Mauss). The mode ofWe 

of the Inuit, States Boas (1888) "al1 depends upon the distribution of food at the different 

szasons" (p. 1 1). In eariier times, fluctuations in grnip size corresponded with the season, and 

the migrations of game compelled bands to regroup; Inuit had to regulate their dweüing 

places in search of food--particularly the seal. In the Arctic environment there are dramatic 

seasonal fluctuations in temperature, daylight, precipitation, ice and snow conditions, and 

game availability. Hence Inuit had to be enormously flexible in everything fiom basic 

subsistence to social organization. Winter starts eady. In September, fieshwater lakes and 

large rivers begin to fieeze over and the weather is o h  stormy. The sea near the land 

gradually 6.eezes over but because the ice is ofien broken up by early winter stonns, hunting 

is difncult. By the end of ûctober. the modem snowmobile rnay be d e l y  dnven over the ice. 



Throughout the winter, as the sea ice becornes stronger, hunting of seais is dl carried out 

by harpooning through a breathing hole (agh)--often detected by specially trained dogs 

(Grabum & Strong, 1973; Crowe, 1974). This daôorat ive pnctice is cited as one of the 

major factors underlying the aggregation of local populations ïnto large winter villages 

(Damas, 1969). Caribou hunting is pursued throughout most of the year, and fishing utn be 

undertaken both through the ice and in open water. In the winter, when social cohesion was 

the most wncentrated, dances were held in the <pggg; one of the most important was the 

midwinter festival where masked individuals superviseci the events (Graburn & Strong, 1973; 

Crowe, 1974). In former times, early winter was also the season when new skin gannents 

were made by the women. 

Freshwater ice breaks up earlier in the spring than saltwater ice, and as the season 

advances, food becornes more plentinil and varied. The difference in hunting techniques 

requires the dispersion of farnilies over a wide area, and the selection of the summer 

settlement depends on ice conditions as well as upon traditional hunting grounds being 

favoured by certain farnilies. In the open waters of summer, fishing @y spearing the char in 

wein), and hunting for al1 marine anirnals was pursued, though inland hunting activities were 

also intensively conducted (Crowe, 1974). Jigging for fish through holes in the ice continues 

to be an enjoyable family activity in the spring. During the summer months food would ofien 

be cached for later consumption by the nuclear family-though consumption of fiesh food was 

shared with whomeva was anxind. In Coral Harbour, June is the month when goose hunting 

is undertaken--both goose meat and goose eggs are sought. 

A research study 1 conducted in 1990 in Coral Harbour included a comparison of food 



consumption dunng one winter month and one surnrner month 1 found that in the surnmer 

there was a higher (22%) absolute intake of food recorded compared with the wînter. In the 

winter, less than halfof the food consumed was huit (42.2%) but in the surnmer this rose 

substantially and significantly to 65.9.h (x2 =6.19, p=.013, d e l ) .  In the summer month of 

June, more Inuit meals were wnsumed at camp (as in pre-Contact times) while Qallunaaq 

meals were more fiequedy conswned in the settlement- Significantly more gifh of Inuit food 

were r W e d  than of QPllunaaq food at any time of the year, but the abundance of food @s 

received at camp (compare. to those received in the settlement) in the summer was 

sub stantially incrd-syrnbolic of traditional food sharing (Egan, IWO). Camping away 

corn the settiement in the summer affords p a t e r  access to Inuit foods and contnbutes to an 

overall feeiing of weU-king which prevails wben a more traditional lifeptyle is assumed. Some 

food procurement activities are collaborative efforts, but in the summer, social bonds slacken 

and the extended farnily establishes as the summer unit. As denoted by Mauss (1979), this 

pattern is distinguished fiom, and altemates with, the cultural pattern of the winter season 

when there is tighter social cohesion. The seasonal dual morphology is still extant, though to 

a lesser degree. 

Characteristics of the Arctic Ecosystern 

As well as the social, cultural, and material characteristics of the Arctic, 1 also 

undenook a primaq adysis  ofecological relationships; 1 saw this as a preliminary step in the 

exploration of perceptions of pollution on the part of Inuit women, because 1 believe that it 

is essentiai to consider the total complex of interacting factors. Some of these factors 



(including the anthropogenic) are comprised of behavioun of populations that can only be 

fully understood in the context of their total environment. For example, the relatively short 

food-chahs in the Arctic are associatecl with simple predator-prey relationships 

@hfloplankton-~oplankton-fish-Seal-polar bear-human or phyioplanlaon-zaaplankton- 

whale-human). In addition to Arctic organisms bang long-lived, there is also low s w e s  

diversity (Barrie et al., 1992)-hence there is a fewer number of resources to be accessed. 

Human exploitation of the enviromnent is n&es~ary on the one hand for s u ~ v a l  of the human 

species, but on the other hand, environmentai destruction is king caused by human-generated 

contaminants which are not of Inuit making. An appreciation of the development of the 

physical characteristics of the Arctic ecosystem is usefbl for an understanding of why 

contaminants are particularly potent in this environment-and for predicting impacts of 

pollution in the Arctic. 

Air pollution in the Arctic Once contarninants are r e l e a d  into the environment at 

middle and lower latitudes, air pollution is carried to the Arctic by long-range atmosphenc 

transport, wateways, and ocean currents (Dewailly et al., 1993). Eastward moving air masses 

in northem latitudes becorne polluted near the surface; they are then cmied to  higher 

elevations in the Arctic regions where they descend and deposit their impurities. Chemically 

stable and slow-reacting pollutants fiom eastem North America are canied by winds and 

nvers into the Atlantic Ocean and noithward to the Arctic Ocean by the Gulf Stream making 

the northeast Atlantic the major marine point of entry for pollutants to  reach the Canadian 

Arctic. Under the Arctic ice, pollutants remain protected from sunlight and vigorous 



oxygenation which would hasten th& chernical breakdown. One example of the effectiveness 

of transport of pollutants fiom southern latitudes into the Arctic is the rapid transport of 

radioactive contaminants fiom Chemobyl (southwestern Russia) to nonhern Scandinavia 

(Arctic, 1990). Cesium*-unambiguoudy hm the 1986 reactor accident at Chemobyl-was 

also detected in snow collected at Hawk Lake on the northwest toast of the Hudson Bay, 

NWT (Lockhart, 1995). 

One clear indication of hemispheric pollution reaching the North is the air mas 

known as "Arctic ha.ze"-which reaches its maximum in February and March (Muir et al., 

1992). Arctic haze consists of suspend4 particles of mot, hydrocarbons and sulphates 

(industrial chemids) but appears to have Little deletenous effect on the Arctic environment 

at the present time-though the warming of air through sunlight absorbed by the hase may 

directly a f f i  weatha patterns in the northecn hemisphere (Arctic, 1990; Barrie et al., 1992). 

Haze may influence Arctic temperature directly, or fallout from these pollutants may Séct 

the reflexivity (albedo) of snow and ice. Recent studies have shown that the pattern of TCDD 

(tetrachlorodibe~l~~pdioxins) contamination in polar bars and seals--which have the highest 

levels in the high Arctic--is consistent with an Arctic haze vector from Eurasian combustion 

sources (Norstrom et al., 1990). 

Arctic Ozone de~ietion ChJorofluoro&ons (CFCs) are industrial chemicals and 

together with related compounds known as "halons," they and other ozone-depleting 

chemicals are responsible for the ozone decrease in the polar regions. In intensely wld air 

masses (below -85OC), ice clouds fom in the omne layer and provide nuclei that facilitate the 



chernical reactions that destroy ozone. Although the Arctic ozone depletion has minor 

environmental and biological effects at the moment, it is a potentiaiiy serious problem and 

therefore is of great significance for the world environment (Arctic, 1990). It is hypothesized 

that if a disproportional warming took place at higher latitudes, Arctic communities would 

experience great changes, including a concomitant rise in sea levels. Postulated increases in 

ultraviolet radiation as a result of a depleted ozone layer could also cause changes in 

vegetation in the Arctic. A deeper annual thawing of the pennafkost would aicourage the 

emergence of new plant cornrnunities; however, such a wanning trend (which is still a 

contentious debate) would have a profound negative influence on marine ice and mammals. 

The most adversely affecteci would be the polar bears which depend on ice for travel and 

hunting (Livingstone, 1995). Estimates indicate that the size of the polar bear population in 

western Hudson Bay is stable, but changes consistent with a population approaching canying 

capacity have occurred (Stirling & Derocher, 1993). 

Although causes of poilution in the Arctic are the same as elsewhere in North Amerka 

and Europe, detection, monitoring and clean-up are more difficult in the Arctic environment 

because of its remoteness and climatic conditions (Arctic, 1990). One example is the two to 

three rnetre thick layer of ice which covers the Arctic Ocean for most of the year and acts as 

an insulator, it effdvely severs the exchange of heat between the ocean and the atmosphere 

(Goverment, 199 1). Solar radiation speeds up the break-down of contaminants, but in the 

Arctic, where there is a much reduced level of sunlight (and warmth), this degradation 

process is retarded-increasing the likelihood that toxic substances wiU p e ~ i s t ,  ammulate, 

and enter the food chah (Arctic, 1990). Cold temperatures tend to  condense volatile organic 



contaminants and slow d o m  evaporation rates leading to the progressive traflsfer of 

chlorinated organic wmpounds into the Arctic. ûii spills take longer to clean up as oil 

degrades slowly in the Arctic; at 5°C oil degrades 10-25 times more slowly than at 2S°C, thus 

exposing the Arctic environment to the contaminant for a longer period of tirne than in 

temperate waters (Government, 199 1). 

Norihwest Territories of Canada (until April 1 , 1999) 

The Northwest Territories constitute about 3 5 % of the area of Canada (3,376,698 

sq km). Although it is the Iargest political jurisdiction in Canada, in the Northwest Temtones 

(NWT) there are only 57,649 people; the Dene, Métis, Inuit and Inuviaiuit constitute about 

58% of this population (Dickerson, 1992; Keewatin, 1995). The Iargest town on Bafb 

Island, which lies in the eastem part of the temtory, is Iqaiuit (fomerly Frobisher Bay) and 

in the 1997 election it was selected by vote to be the capital of the new temtory of Nunawt. 

Evolution of the NWT 

When the Dominion of Canada was created by the Constitution Act of 1867 (British 

Nonh Arnerica Act), Rupert's Land and the North-Western Temtory were also brought into 

Confideration. For two hundred years, Rupert's Land, which had been adrninistered by the 

Hudson Bay Company, becarne the Nonhwest Temtones by a federal government act in 

1875 providing for its administration. Five years later, the Arctic islands were ceded to 

Canada by England. In spite of many changes, the constitutional basis for the temtorial 

administrative system continues to be the 1875 Northwest Temtones Act, which was 



arnended in 1905 in order to restate Canada's daim to the Ardc islands. Foreign interest in 

the  Canadian Arctic had been increasing-as evidenced by the passage of 750 ships in the 

Arctic which captured over 8,000 whales in the last decade of the 1P century (Purich, 1992; 

Dickerson, 1994). In 19 12, Ottawa allowed the province of Québec to extend its northem 

border to the waters of Hudson Bay and Hudson Strait, thus forfeiting this large area tiom 

the Northwest Territory The h i t  and Cree were not consulted in this matter, and conditions 

for the Ungava Inuit were very poor throughout the nrst haif of tliis century. In 1975, 

however, Northem Québec reached an agreement with the Aboriginal people of Nunavik: the 

James Bay and Northem Québec Agreement dowed Québec to create the massive 

hydroelectric dam in the James Bay (Weller, 1981). 

The North-West Mounted Police first established posts in the Arctic in 1 903 in order 

to a f b n  Canadian sovereignty, and by the 1920% there was a police poa wherever there was 

a trading post. In 1938, when Charles Carnseii was the Cornmissioner of the NWT, he took 

a petition back to Ottawa which led to the granting of an advisory cornmittee on local affairs. 

Prior to active governrnent intervention in the 1950s, missionaries took on responsibility for 

Inuit health and education. The Department of Northern Aaairs and Natural Resources was 

operative fiom 1954 to 1965 (replacing Resources and Development), and in 1966, the 

Department of Indian Mairs and Northern Development (DIAND) was created. Other 

federal departments which had been responsible for administration in the NWT were the 

Departrnent of the interior (until 1936); Mines and Resources (193749); and Resources and 

Development (1 950-53) (Dickerson, 1994). 

The Second World War brought the military to the North; the United States built 



strategic air bases at Coral Harbour and Frobisher Bay, and after the war ended, five joint 

American-Canadian weather stations were opened across the Arctic. Construction also began 

dong the 55" paralle1 on the Mid-Canada line of radar stations (62 in total). The purpose of 

this Distant Eady Waniing (DEW) Line was to protect Nonh America â o m  Soviet attack by 

providing an impenetrable radar shield (Coates, 1985; Purich, 1992). The clean-up fiom 

decayed military installations thrmghout the Arctic continues today. The Frobisher base was 

used from 195 1 as a tram-shipment point for materials going to the Thuie base in Greenland 

and, between 1959 and 1963, the United States Strategic Air Comrnand (S.A.C.) used it as 

a base for long-range bomber aircrafk When the S.A.C. building was closed and tumed over 

to the Canadian govemment, it becarne known as the Federal Building (McElroy, 1973). This 

green edifice was my first home in the Arctic (in 1969) as the building was used as living 

quarters for employees of the federal governrnent. 

New cornrnunities were established around many of the military bases; one example 

is Resolute Bay which started as a Royal Canadian Air Force base in the high Arctic. Its 

creation apparently came about when a ship that was canying supplies becarne icebound at 

the site, so the town was built right there. In the 1950s, Inuit were moved to the settlement 

where they formed a source of labour (Punch, 1992).' A cornparison of inwme between 

Inuit and Whites in 1963 is very revealing: the average Qallunaaq eemed $2,922 a year 

whereas an Inuk earned only $426 a year @ickerson, 1992). During the 1 950s and 60s policy 

changes were initiated in the areas of housing, health care and comrnunity development. For 

%e relocatim of inuit fian Northern Québec to Grise Fiord in the high Arctic in 195 3 is stiii 
an issue of contention. 



exarnple, the fim Co-operative was esiabiished at George River in 1959, and by 1966, the 

number had grown to 19 Co-ops operating in the NWT (Fournier, 1%3; Dickenon, 1992). 

In 1965 a Northem R e n d  Houshg Programme was dweloped which contributcd 

significantly to the establishment of permanent cornmunities; however, there was never 

enough houshg to accommodate the increasing number of Inuit who moved into town fkom 

camp. Education was provided by the building of local schools, and nursing stations were 

built throughout the NWT (Dickerson, ,1992). The NWT population in 1962 (exclusive of 

white DEW line personnel) was 23,230, of whom 8,282 were hu i t  (Rousseiière,. 1%4). It 

has been argued that it was only after the war when new interventionkt ideology dominated 

northem affairs that tnie colonialism began (Dickerson, 1992). Until the e d y  1950s, the 

Nonh had been treated with benign neglect-the govemment acting by default rather than 

irnplementing state control th roue  a bureaucratie apparatus on the ground. Prime Minister 

S t. Laurent admitted in 1953 that the North "had been administered in an alrnost continuhg 

state of absence of mùid" ( Dickerson, 1992, p. 63). 

The Berriminas of Nunavut 

In 1959 a decision was made (the natives had no input) to divide the Temtories into 

two parts: the M a c k e ~ e  District would have its capital at Fort Smith, and the Eastern Arctic 

would be called Nunnassiaq (beautifid land) (sx Figure 1). Because there were no real towns 

in the east, no capital was suggested; Rankin Met was a pirely industrial (rnining) cornmunity 

and Frobisher Bay was an Arnerican military base. In 1 % 1, two bills regarding division were 

put before Parliament, but they were shelved. The question surfaced again in 1962 when the 



temtorial council proposed, essnitisny, rdf-govemment for the western Mackenzie temtory, 

and continued colonialism for the ummed eastem temtory (Punch, 1992). By the rnid 

1960s, many comrnunities in the NWT were moving toward sorne kind of municipal status, 

and in 1969, the federal govemment transférred responsiii to the Government of the NWT 

(GNWT) for education, welfue, ewnomic development, and municipal a f f h .  Transfer of 

health services was to corne later. By 1970, the Keewatin and Eastern Arctic administrative 

districts were added to the responsibilities of the GNWT (in addition to the Mackenzie 

District). Afler the 1969 transfer of power, the territorial council passed an orciinance 

dlowing communities to declare themselves harnlets, even if they had no truc base. Without 

this status, a community was managed by an appointed settlement manager (Hamilton, 1994). 

In 1966, Simeonie Michael of Frobisher Bay was the first inuk to be appointed to the 

temtorial council, which later becarne the Legislative Assembly, and the number of elected 

members was increased to seven. By 1992, the number of seats stood at 24 (hirich 1992; 

Hamilton, 1994). 

It is interesthg that political parties have never operated at the territorial level in the 

NWT, although they do iùnction in federd elections. Therefore, there is no partisan base by 

which ministers are chosen; the government fùnctions on the basis of a consensus. The eight 

executive mernbers (who hold the government portfolios) and the sixteen fion-goverment 

(or ordinary) members of the legislature are able to negotiate policy proposals without the 

influence of party discipline. However, the eight perron executive needs to persuade only five 

of the ordinary MLAs in order to attain a majonty in the legislature (Dickerson, 1992). 



A Rema~pinn of the Arctic In 197 1 the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada (ITC, an umbreila 

organization for dl  Canadian Inuit) advocated the formation of Nunawt (Figure 2). a 

temtory for al1 NWT Inuit except the Inuvialuit-who made their own agreement with the 

federal govemment. And in 1976, the ITC submitted a claim for its formation. The promise 

of their own temtory was formaüzed for 20,000 Inuit in the eastem Arctic when, in 1993, the 

federd govemment signed an agreement for the establishment of Nunavut on April 1, 1999. 

Nunavut now occupies about 20% of the land m a u  (2,000,000 hnq in Canada. Eighty 

percent ofthe population in Nunavut is Inuit and they own 350,000 km2 of land and 36,237 

km2 of subsurface mineral rights. In addition, they will teceive total financial contributions 

that will arnount to (when paid over time) $1.15 billion (Dickerson, 1994). Under the 

agreement, the Inuit agreed to give to the Canadian govemment their aboriginal title to the 

lands, waters and offshore areas of Nunavut. They extinguished their aboriginal rights, but 

they will continue to enjoy the rights protected by the Canadian Constitution. 

Essentially, Nunawt is a temtory similar in fùnaion and authority to the presmt 

NWT, with an Ottawa-controlled commissioner and a Legidative Assembly with powers 

somewhat more limited than those of provincial governrnents. Nunavut provides a fonn of 

"home rule" for the Inuit-similar to that which operates in Greenland.' The remainhg portion 

of the NWT, the Mackenzie Valley, is divided among non-Natives, Dene, Métis, and 

Tnuviduit (Dickerson, 1994). The Nunawt Planning Commission (NPC) was established as 

a new co-management institution in the Arctic; Inuit now have control over al1 activities on 

4Under home rule in Greeniand, Denmark retains ccwitrol of the 
extemal affairs, defence, monetary policy, and the justice system. Since 
legislative powers simiiar to a Canadian province (Bonc, 1992). 

constitution, citizenship, 
1958 Greenland has h;td 



Dickerson (1 992), p. 13 



their settlement lands as well as major input regardhg Crown lands. Memben of the NPC 

were nominateci by Inuit institutions as well as by the federal government and the G M .  

This planning cornmission scamins land use issues throughout Nunawt. For example, clean- 

up of abandoned waste sites (mining exploration camps, abandoned DEW l i e  sites) is a 

priority. The potential environmental impact of mineral development in the region, including 

effects on the Bathurst Caribou Herd which calves in the region, the rnapping of wildlife 

populations, human use, wane sites, end areas of archeological significance are also important 

issues that the commission will be addressing (NPC, 1997). 

Inuit Or~anizat ion~ Encompassed in the National Inuit organizations in Canada are 

now the six regional afnliates of the Imrit Tcy>nsat of C d  (ITC), including the KivaIIliq 

(Keewatin) Inuit Association (KIA). The ITC was originally formed in 1971 by a group of 

Inuit fiom Nunawt, Baffin and the Keewatin and it becarne the foundation for many other 

organizations including the Inuit Cultural Institute (ICI), Pauktuutit (Inuit Women's 

Association), and the Inuit Broadwting Corporation WC). In 1982, the then 15.000 Inuit 

of the NWT (which increases by about 450 per year) fonned their own organization and 

became the Tungavik Federation of Nunawt (TFN). The Committee for Original Peoples' 

Entitlement (COPE)' separated from the ITC in 1976 as the 2,500 Inuvialuit of the Western 

'A final COPE agreanent was reached ia 1983, and 8 1 percent of v e r s  in the six Inuvialuit 
comrnunities supported the accord, the Western Arctic (inuvialuit) Claims Settlernent Act was pas& 
in Parliament in Jwte 1984. The COPE agreement set the parameters for tiiture agreements between 
aboriginals and the federal goveniment. It acknowledged national control of the offshore, thus 
perxnitting unhindered exploration in the Beaufort Sea. However, the Inuvialuit settlement acceptecl 
the govement's dernand that their claim to aboriginal rights be extiaguished-this provision 
guaranteed that abriginai righis would rot inierfère with eumomic developmemt in the Western Arctic. 



Arctic wanted (and suaeeded in attaining) their own land agreement with the federal 

govemment (Coates & Powell, 1989). Mokivk is the Inuit Developmmt Corporation of 

Northem Québec that was created as a result of the 1975 James Bay and Norihem Québec 

hydroelectric power agreement. The Northem Québec Inuit Association (NQIA) had 

negotiated this agreement, but nearly a third of the provincial Inuit opposed it and founded 

the Imrir Tungavrngut Nunro~i 0, ü t d y ,  "Association of Inuit Standing Their Ground" 

(Jetté, 1 994). 

The Keewatin Remon The Keewatin (Kivaffiq) is an administrative region in the 

eastern Northwest Territories and one of three districts in the territory of Nunavut. It 

ocaipies the western shores of the Hudson Bay and, for health services, the Belcher Islands 

(Sanikiluaq) which are located in the south-eastem part of this bay, are also included. 

Encompasseci within its 592,500 km2 are the other seven communities in this region: bat, 

Baker Lake, Chesterfield Inlet, Coral Harbour, Rankin Inlet, Repulse Bay and Whale Cove. 

The communities in the Keewatin are dispersed over a large area and there are no road links 

between them. Supplies arrive once a year by ship, usually in August and September, but air 

seMces are the mon important means of transportation of cargo and people between 

communities. Each community has an airstrip, and Rankin Inlet, the region's largest 

In return, the Inuvialuit receiveû $45 million, plus $17.5 million for social development and to promote 
cconomic enhancement, as well as title to 91,000 square miles of land which included surface and 
subsurface ri&& to 700 square miles around each community. For an a d d i t i d  30,000 squafe miles, 
rights for sand and grave1 were included-but not for oil and gas. Hunting ne&, howeveer, were 
pro- and represenÉtuai on advisary boards respomible for land and resource management were 
guaranteed (Coates & Powell, 1989). 



settlement, has jet service to Winnipeg, Iqaluit, and Yeilowknife. Sanikiluaq is the only 

settlement in the region linked with scheduled commercial flights to Montréai. Chanered 

aircraf'î for m e d i d  evacuations anywhere in the region are stationed in Rankjn Met, and in 

Churchill and Thompson in Manitoba. 

In 199 1 there were 6,360 people living in the Keewatin (projected to 7,29 1 in 19%), 

and of these, 90% were of Inuit ancestry. According to the 1991 Census of Canada, 83 

percent of the total population in the Keewatin speak Mdhit compared with 13 percent who 

speak English as their first language. Since the growth rate of Inuit communities is about 3 

percent per year, it is estimated that the population will double in about 25 years. SO, by 

20 16, there will be about 13,000 people in the Keewatin region (Keewatin, 1995). 

Rankin Met, with a population of 2,058 in 1991 (estimated to have increased to 2,700 

in 1999), acts as the regional service centre, including heaith administration. It does not yet 

have its own hospital--though plans are undenway for its construction. In a health s w e y  

conducted in 1991 it was found that in tk 2,840 dweliings in the region, there was an average 

of 4.3 people living in each house; this compares with a Canadian average of 2.7. The 

popdation is Young, with 51 % under the age of 20, and 8 % over the age of 50. The 

economy is d e s c r i i  as 'hot robust," as many of the jobs are fùnded through various levels 

of govemment or are subjea to fmors not in the control of Keewatin residents (e-g. hunting 

and weather conditions, sale of an and artifacts). About one third of men in the region are 

unemployed, and of the women, over 30 percent are solely involved in activities of 

homemaking and child care. In general, then, it appears that slightly more women than men 

are employed in some capacity, but this figure includes both Inuit and nonoInuit (Keewatin, 



1995). Today. in ail communities in the Keewatin, grade twelve is off& in the local high 

school and Arctic College offers continuing education, secondary school equivalency, and 

vanous skills upgrading courses including business and computer skiils (Keewatin, 1995). 

There were no mines operating in the Keewatin region at the t h e  of my research-though 

minera1 extraction has since been established close to Rankin Inlet and to Baker Lake. A 

nickel/copper mine was established in 1953 near R a n h  Inlet and Inuit workers were 

r m i t e d  fiom ail over the K e a m h ,  but the operation wu tenninated in 1962 (Coates, 1985; 

Choque, 1987). 

Many nonhaners have questioned the legitimacy of the GNWT, just as they did that 

of the federal govemment. The main issue is that because decision-making OCCLUS in 

Yellowknife. local cornrnunity participation is denied. For exarnple, Peter Enerk, a former 

MLA fiom the Keewatin region asked, in 1990, how can people in the Keewatin feel that they 

have the authority to deliver h d t h  matters when the chairperson of the Keewatin Regional 

Health Board (KHRB) is appointed by the rninister in Yellowluiife? The question of 

devolution and the transfer of authority is an issue which continues to be debated at the 

present t h e ,  partiailady for the smooth running ofNunawt (Dickerson, 1992). This question 

is one that was considered soon after April 1, 1999. One of the first changes the new 

government made was the dissolution of the regional health boards and the creation of a 

Department of Health. 



Corai Harbow, Southampton Island 

Phvsicai Environment. 

Southampton Island, which ave r s  20,000 square miles, Lies in the no&-west corner 

of Hudson Bay. Whaling activities were conducted between 1860 and 1915 in the narrow 

waters of Roes Welcome Strait which separates the island 601x1 the mainland. The island is 

situated at a latitude of 64' 08' N and a longitude of 83' 10' W; the mean wind velocity in 

January is 68 knots and the mean temperatures are -26.2' C (hi&) and -34.7 O C (low); in 

Jul y they are 1 3' C (high) and 4.1 C (low). In midwinter, hours of sunlight Vary between 

three and four hours, and in midsunnna there are approximately 20 hours of sunlight per &y 

(Atausiunasuarniq, 1 982). 

Southampton Island (Figure 3) is composed of a complex pattern of glacial and p s t -  

glacial beaches, bars, and terraces. The island is divided into two regions: a Paieozoic flat 

lowiand in the west and south (the community of Coral Harbour is located here, near South 

Bay) whose surface material is cornprised of shattered Limestones, gravels, and clays. This 

lowland also contains some small shallow lakes and ice wedge polygons. A plateau of 

Precambrian Shield rocks lies in the north-east. The most important river is the Kirchoffer, 

which empties into South Bay, and there are also the Sutton and the Boas rivers which flow 

westward out of the plateau and southward to the coast. Continuous pemaf?ost f o m s  an 

impervious layer over the island impeding drainage and enhancing surface flow, particularly 

during snowmelt. Around the setdement, because the active layer above the permafrost is only 

a few inches deep, ice accumulates in the ground. Moisture then enten the rocks dong 

cracks, fieezes, and the rocks are subsequently split into blocks; rocks such as sandstones and 
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Paleozoic limestones are rapidly broken up in this marner (Atausiunasuamiq, 1982). 

Flora and f a u ~  Because of the relatively recent retreat of the continental ice sheets 

that covered most of the region dunng the Pleistocene ma, there is a lack of diversity in the 

Arctic ecosystem. Hence, the structural unifiorrnity of the vegetation results fiom the low 

fedity of the Arctic soi1 (Freeman, 1984). However, the tundra is Linered with hundreds of 

species of plants, some of which are eaten or used for medicinal purposes The most 

important resources on Southampton Island are the wildlife species which are sources of food 

and clothing. Polar bears (Thcllarctos muritirnus) are plentifiil, though quotas have recently 

been reduced to only 34 per year (this is about 30 fewer than when 1 fkst wmt to Coral 

Harbour in 1982). Types of seals hunted around Southampton Isîand-which supply food, fbd 

and clothing-are the bearded seal ( E r i p t b s  bmhtus), the ringed seal ( ; p h  hiqpida), 

and the harp seal (Phoc;a grwniandica). The white beluga whde (De@hinapteers ieucasj is 

plentifùl around Coral Harbour, and its skin (maktuu@ is considered a special delicacy. 

Bowhead whales are now seldom hunted, though one was captured in Repulse Bay in 1996. 

The walms (Odobeemcs rmams) ,  is plentifiil around the island and one animal provides up 

to 1,800 pounds of meat. Caribou (Rmgr!er arcfias) are again plentifbl on Southampton 

Island, despite having become extinct in 1952. Fi@ animals fiom nearby Coats Island were 

transported in 1967 by the Canadian Wildlife SeMce in order to start a new stock 

(Macpherson & Manning, 1968). The transplantation was successful, and &er carehiiy 

maintaining siria quotas for many yeam, an organized commercial caribou hunt is now being 

carried out each spring. The ptannigan (Lagopus mutus) is a small tasty bird, but the meat of 





1975). It was not, in fact, untü the late 1890s that the natives of Southampton Island came 

into direct contact with Qallunaat. In 1896, Captain George Corner first met with the 

Sallinmut on Southampton Island and estimaîed thek totai population as 70 individuah. Their 

dwehgs, seva in numba and located near the Coast, were cücular in shape, constnicted of 

limestone and sod, and buih partiy underground; the roofs were fmhioned with the long jaw- 

bones of a whale. Before Contact, it is estimated @y the number of dwellings?) that the 

population on the island was 300 (Oswait, 1979). In 1902, the total population-including 

Inuit who were imponed to work at the whaling station-was counted to be around 120 to 

144 (Ross, 1975). However, within three yean all but a few of the SaIlinniut were dead. A 

report documented by Therkel Mathiassen of the Danish Fifkh Thule Expedition (1921-24) 

records events which led to the extinction of the Sailinniut (Mathiassen, 1927). 

The Active was a s t em whaler and supply ship of the Scottish Kinnes finn which 

arrived in the summer of 1902 at Cape Low, a whaling station established on the 

southwestern part of Southampton Island. Some of the visiting Aivilik Inuit (from Repulse 

Bay) at the station became il1 and died, and some of the Sallirrniut also contra- severe 

diarrhoea (typhus?) and had to be sailed back to their camp, Tununirmiut (now known as 

Native Point) in the station's whaleboat. However, when this settlement was visited during 

the winter, all of them had died. One Sallirmiut woman and four children who had remained 

at the whaling station !amived the fatal epidemic; they were later transporteci to Repulse Bay 

where they were adopted by the Aivilingrniut (Ross, 1975). 

Captain Corner, at that time, assumed that the extinction of the Sal l i iut  had corne 

about because of scaccity of garne and suggested that this was due to over-hunting on the 



island by imponed Inuit (Aivilingmiut) with guns. However, Mathiassen reports that in the 

winter of 1902, when the deceased Sailirmiut were discovered at Tununinniut, "there was a 

great deal ofmeat and blubber in the depots" (Mathiassen, 1927, pt. 1, p.284). The aarvation 

hypothesis may have k n  plausible for certain members of the tribe who camped in the 

western portion of the island and who had refrained 6om visiting the station during the 

summer of 1902. Mathiassen, however, because of the convincing testimony of his AiviWr 

infomiants, had no doubts that the sudden, widespread rnortality was caused by ship-borne, 

Actiw disease (Ross, 1975). In addition, many Inuit died at Repulse Bay, and it is recorded 

in the logbook of the ship Ero (which was stationed at Repulse Bay) that the sickness had 

become so widespread that the Aivilingrniut believed that "people â o m  another tnbe have 

cast an evil spell over them" (Era, 1900-02: 2 1 Aug. 1902, cited in Ross, 1975). 

In order to work in the whaling industry, Captain Corner, in 1908, relocated about 

70 Inuit tiom Repulse Bay (more than halfof their population) to  the vacant Southampton 

Island. The relocated Inuit were comprised of Aivilingmiut as weU as members of other 

groups fiom Bafnn Island (Uqqunriur) and fiom inland areas of the mainiand, including 

Nersilingmiu who had taken up residence near the whaling stations (Ross, 1975; Balickci, 

1984). The present inhabitants of Southampton Island, who al1 live in Coral Harbour, are 

descended &om al1 of these people and are included in Birket-Smith's (1928) designation of 

"Centrai Eskimo" (Damas, 1984). 

Evolution of the Present Comrnunitv 

Salliq, meaning "a large, flat island in front of the mainland"(Beardsal1, 1997)' is the 



Inukâitut name for the settlement of Coral Harbour (where fossilized coral can be found), 

which became estabiiskd, or at least more recognized as a place to gather, in 1924 when the 

Hudson Bay Company (HBC) transfmed its post to Southampton Island nom Coats Island. 

Two years later, it is noted that there were about 220 Inuit living in scattered camps around 

Southampton Island; sorne lived at Ihke of York Bay, others lived at SnafÛ (a landing beach 

halfway between the airport and Coral Harbour), and some lived close to the Kirchoffer 

River. Most came periodically to the trading p s t  until about 1950 when houàng started to 

becorne available in the settlement. In 1924, St. Mark's Anglican Church was founded, and 

this was followed two yean later by the establishment of St. Joseph's Catholic Church, and 

in 1974 by the Glad Tidings Church. It appears that the Hudson Bay Company was involved 

in bringing eastem Inuit to Southampton Island for the Anglican Church, and that Inuit who 

originated West of the mainland followed the faith of the Catholic Church (Mord, 1984; 

Atausiunasuarniq, 1982). 

The first governrnent tacher and nurse arrived in Coral Harbour in 1950 where one 

of the k t  government-built schools in the Arctic had just been built (Phiilips, 1967); the first 

nursing station in Coral Harbour was built in 1963. In order to be eligible to receive family 

aliowances, children had to attend school; sornetimes this meant that children stayed in town 

during the week and went home to their camp at weekends. The last f d y  to leave the camp 

at Snafu (so named because a ship of small tonnage floundered on the rocks on the landing 

beach) was the Bruce family in 1969. Because of over hunting, the caribou disappeared fkom 

the island, and in the late 1940s and early 1950s there was a senous food shortage on 

Southampton Island (Atausiunasuarniq, 1 982). 



The airstrip, which was opened by the American Forces around 1942, is located 12 

miles outside of town, and since 1989 when the Ministry of Transport (MOT) withdrew, it 

has been totdy operated by local personnel. MOT used to be the only gathering place, mostly 

for the Qallunaat population, where alcohol was allowed, as a bylaw had ken passed in the 

1970s prohibiting alcohol to  be brought or wnsumed within the boundary of the community. 

M e r  World War ïI, 40,000 empty oil barrels were lett strewn around the tundra betwwn the 

airport and the community and, besïdes k i n g  an eyesore, these barrels couid have leeched 

their contents into the ground. In 1992, these barrels, except for about 1,000 which were 

salvaged for use as garbage bins, were shredded and shipped out on the annual sea l a .  In 

addition, the old MOT offices, living quarters and warehouses were tom down and the 

garbage was buried. It was at this time, during the clean-up, that some old genaaton 

containing PCBs were discovered. These too, were shipped out, 

Around Southampton Island-narned by Sir Thomas Button in honour of the Earl of 

Southampton-are place names which cornmernorate some important historical characters. For 

example, EU Bay, which is half-way up the west coast of the island, is named afier John L 

(Audlatnaq or Oudlynnock) who was the only natural son of Nivisinaaq, ais0 known as 

Alairak, and nicknamed "~hooflf" by the whalers (Faford, 1984). It is said that John L 

(named after John L. Sullivan) became chief of the new Sallirmiut people; his daughter, 

'Shoofly's father was called ANluk, and her mother was Tarralik. The name Shmfly is 
thought to corne from an old song popular in Civil War time"Shew Fly, h ' t  b o h r  me," written 
in 1869. Alternatively, the name could have arisen from the fact that she was always shooing away 
fies! Shody was one of the wives of Tuggak (bw>wn as "Ben"-tiot John L's fàther) who was aware 
of the close liaison between Shoofly and Captain Corner (la~,wn as Angakkuq). After Ben died and 
the whalers left shmfly îhen lived with Angutirnarik ("Scotch Tom") who was the step-fàther of 
Pameolik-another family name which still lives on in Coral Harbour (Eber, 1989). 



Bernadette Ookpik, now lives in Ranlan Inlet @ber, 1989). Descendants of the EU farnily dl 

reside in Coral Harbow. There is also Harry Gibbons Bird Sanctuary (Ikkatuiaq), MUM Bay 

(Akkulidut), and Angutimarik is a place in the mountains narned after Shoofly's last 

husband, Angutirnarik ("Scotch Tom*). 

Population When I worked as a cornmunity health nurse in Coral Harbour in 1983, 

the population was 41 5, of whom 92% were lnuit The recorded population of Coral Harbour 

in 199 1 was 578 and by 1996 it was projected to have increased to 663 (Keewatin, 1995). 

When I conducted my research for this project in 1995, the actual Inuit population was 672 

and the non-Inuit population was 37. About 99ah of the Coral Harbour population speaks 

Inuktitut in cornparison to the average of W h  in d Keewatin comrnunities. Fifty-four percent 

of Coral Harbour's population is under the age of 20 and S P !  is over the age of 50 (Keewatin, 

1995). 

Material culture Public buildings in the comrnunity include two general stores, the 

Nonhem (ex HBC), and the Co-op. Both stores recently built new premises-though the 

Northem is somewhat larger and carries a greater variety of f d s  ad, in addition, has a small 

annex which stays open until IOpm. The Co-op, however, sells some local foods such as 

Arctic char and, as well, it buys and sells local handicrafts, mostly carvings made fiom 

soapstone and whale bone, and jewelry made fiom walrus ivory and caribou antler. 

Occasionally, handsewn handicrafts are sold here but they are more likely to be found at the 

smaii store attached to Leonie's Place, a cornfortable, Inuit-owned and-mn hotel in the centre 



of the settlement. The Katdgevik Co-op was f o d  in 1970 and, besides mmïng the store, 

it also operates the Esungark Motel in the town. The post office has a renewable contract 

with the Co-op and full service is available on a part-time basis. The C o s p  has fonned its 

own board and memben are elected from within the comrnunity. The two stores are 

noticeably in cornpetition for selling their wues-not an unhealthy approach. While 1 was in 

the cornmunity, the Co-op freezer unexpectedly broke so the manager advertised on the 

television (the Co-op operates the cable fianchise) that al1 fiozen food would be sold at hdf 

price for the nact three hom.  People were pleased to get such a bargain. For a few days the 

Northem store gave out bingo tickets with its receipts and the following Satufday a bingo 

game was played in the store (''full house"). The winner won a minute of fiee shopping. 

A large new nuning station was built in 1986, and currenily there are three full-time 

southern-trained nurses working there, one of whom has been the Nurse in Charge for almost 

ten years. A Cornmunity Health Representative (Inuit) works out of the Heaith Centre and 

acts as a liaison between comrnunity members and health providers. The old nursing station 

has been expanded and converted into the Hamlet offices for the Mayor and other local 

governrnent officiais. A new office-fire hall complex was completed in 1979, and part of this 

building is devoted to Sapputit, a drug and alwhol counseling service. The present school, 

Atausiunasuamiq, built in 1980, means "working towards one" and al1 grades fiom 

kindergarten to grade 12 are taught; cultural inclusion is an important component of the 

children's education and relevant courses (Inuktitut, traditional sewing techniques, Inuit 

storytelling) are delivered by local elders. The education cornmittee was formed in 198 1 and 

it is active in o v e m g  school activities as well as recruiting staff. An increasing number of 



teachers, partiailady for the lower grades, are Inuit who have beai fÙUy trained. In addition, 

there are Inuit classroom assistants and aides who help with students (e-g. the disabled) who 

need extra attention in the classroom. In Coral Harbour there is dso a campus of the 

Nunavut Arctic CoUege which is devoted to adult education. Besides upgrading, many other 

courses such as cornputer skifis, early childhood development, and carpentry are taught here. 

In 1996, a three year tacher training programme cornmencd for 19 students, 17 of whom 

are from Coral Harbour (Northem Tacher Ehication Programme-NTEP). 

The number of new housing units increases each year in Coral Harbour and most of 

these are now privately owned. The Housing Association is responsible for the allocation of 

public housing as well as for newly constructed (rented) homes and for renovations. There 

is also a new building for the Department of Social SeMces where the Govemment Liaison 

Officer (GLO), among other duties, issues binh and death certificates, adoption papers and 

social insurance numbers. In 1995 there was no social worker permanently living and working 

in the settlement (one visited fiom Rankin Met on a rotating basis), but in 1996 a full-the 

social worker was hired. The Hunters and Trappers Association was established around 1974; 

it is now known as the HTO (Hunters and Trappers Organization). Coral Harbour used to 

have the highest quota for capturing polar bears in the Arctic--it was 64 tags per year until 

very recently. In 1995, 30 male and 14 fernale polar bears were killed. Of these, 36 tags were 

given to community people and 7 sports tags were allotted--these are usually for Qallunaat 

who pay Inuit guides to take them on a polar bear hunt, specifically to capture a bear and take 

home the skin. in 1995,I was inforrd by the Renewable Resource Officer, that there was 

also one defence kill. In April of 1997 the total number of polar bun captureci was 34. 



Goverment Coral Harbour attauied Hanilet status in 1972 and was the tint 

cornmunity in the Keewatin Region to do so. In this municipal level of government, a Mayor 

and Council memben are localiy dected. T h q  are responsi'ble for administering the operating 

budget through which aii comrnunity business is conducted, including hiring personnel to 

work in the administrative offices, develop contracts or hire pasonnei to maintain the roads' 

collect the garùage and empty the sewage tanks. By-laws are passexi by the Council 

(sometimes, as with the alcohol ban, aAer a community referendwn), and these rnay also 

include children's curfews and dog control. There are still about a dozen dog-tearns in the 

community but a Coral Harbour by-law requira that loose dogs be shot (Shannon., 1997). 

The W e t  CouncJ in addition to the Mayor, includes eight elected members who serve two 

year terms. Each year, at the end of their tenn, four are replaad (or re-elected). There is 

usually an equal distribution of men and women elected to wuncil in Coral Harbour-a sort 

of natural gender equity process. 

Subsistence economv In 1983 when 1 was living in Coral Harbour, 1 noted that only 

38 Inuit were employed on a ttll-time basis and three part-time. In 1988 when 1 conducted 

research in the community, 1 intemiewed al1 76 Inuit that sumrner who were working on a 

permanent or temporary bais in fU-tirne employment. Most of the permanent jobs were held 

by men (Egan, 1988). Cmently, including seasonal fluctuations, about 15-2û% of people are 

wage earners or entrepreneurs. in 1995, it was refieshing to find that the hunting and 

butchenng skills of Inuit could, besides equipping them with abilities for fiiling their famify 

larder, also provide them with the oppominity for paid work. Because there is an over 



abundance of caribou on Southampton Island, since 1995 a southeni-based company has 

negotiateû a business venture with the local Hunters and Trappers Organization. Each spring, 

hunters from Coral H d u r  are hVad to harvest a number of d b o u  per week. A camp is 

constructed about 30 miles fiom the settlement and other Inuit (women and men) are hired 

to work in various stages of the p r d g  of the caribou carcasses (skinning, de-fatting, etc) 

as well as in the kitchens, cooking for ail the resident workers. In 1995, all of the caribou 

meat was sent to Rankin Inlet for hirtha processing, but when I retumed to Coral Harbour 

in April 1 997, the meat was p r d  in Coral Harbour and sent diredy to Toronto. Besides 

hunting for the business venture, hunters can elect to keep an animal for his family's needs. 

In addition, some parts of the caribou (for example nbs, legs, and heads) are not wanted by 

the southem company, so workers take these parts for themselves. 

The hotels and stores provide fbll-time and part-time jobs for local people, but they 

are not as well-paying as many of the govemment jobs. ûther places of employment in the 

community include Northem Canada Power Commission (NCPC); the community radio 

station; agents for Calm Air and First Air; the Harnlet and all its many services, the heaith 

centre; the school; Arctic College; Wildlife SeMce; Govenunent of NWT, which includes 

social services and public works; the Housing Association and the Housing Corporation; the 

airpon weather obsecvers; and the RCMP There are some private businesses in town: Leoni's 

Place Hotel, the Co-op hotel, a taxi and cargo delivery service, a plumber, and oiYgasolim 

supplier. A printing business was in operation in 1995 (Casper's Shack), but two years later 

it was replaced by a games arcade. Dunng my 1997 visit, a tannery was opened; here, hides 

and skins c m  be processed locally, which will obviate the need for sending them south. 



Interpreter positions are sometimes offered on a contract basis and are usuaiiy taken by 

women. 

Social Orsankation Kinship ties a p p w  to be as strong as in former t h e s  but some 

elders believe that today young people do not take their advice as much as they did in th& 

own youth. Because there are many more houses available in the wrnmunity now, a large 

number of nuclear families and single people have th& own separate accommodations. 

Extended family units, however, are still quite cornmon. One innovative method of enabling 

kin from outside the settlement to visit their f d y  is by means of a "penny sale." The way 

it works is: people donate items (clothing, gift-ware) and participants buy tickets in 50 cent 

denominations--up to the limit they are prepared to  spend, and then the donated items are 

auctioned and bought by people with the appropnate number of tickets. Sometimes, one to 

two thousand dollars may be r a i d  in a single penny sale. Celebrations now follow the 

Christian structure of feast days (Christmas, Ester) but traditional Inuit feasts, for example, 

a boy's first seal, are still comrnemorated. Comrnunity events are usually well attended, for 

example Hamlet Days (ii August), dances, and Mnous festivities during the Christmas period. 

The Anglican Ladies Society and the Sapputit Sewing Circle are j u s  two of the smaller 

organizations which involve women only. Other groups include the Youth Music Group 

which sings in the Anglican Church and for some other comrnunity events. Recently, they 

have also been invited to other comrnunities to parîicipate in hymn singing. When 1 was in 

the settlement in April, 1997, the Youth Music Group sang in the cornmunity hall during a 

welcome cerernony for three Inuit men who had traveled by snowrnobile fiom Salluit in 



Nunavik (except for the lasi leg oftheir joumey because of open w a t a  around Southampton 

Island).These men had volunteered to undertake this journey in order to  bring awareness 

about suicide prevention in the North. The reception in the community hall was enormous- 

most c o m n i t y  members participated in this event. Bingo, which is held in the community 

h a  is a popular socid activity, particularly in the winter months. Nevada tickets are also sold 

during the two bingo events of the week. Not just an ordinary bingo, but a culturaily 

appropriate bingo game is played. For instance, besides the usual one iine, two lines or fidl 

house, an inukshuk, thus: 

----- 
1 I 
I I  is also a winning line. 

The Recreation Committe was forrned in 1970, and now the community has a facility 

which houses an arena and a comrnunity hall. A ftll-time recreation officer, with the help of 

volunteers, coordinates various programmes which, in the summer, also includes a temporary 

swimming pool. Much of the recreation, though, is carried out through visiting. In many of 

the houses 1 entered there were fnends, neighbours, and relatives visiting. Some came just to 

chat, others played garnes such as "yahtzee," Chinese checkers, or  cornputer games. A very 

popular way of visiting, especially in the winter, is through the CB radio. It is fast and 

efficient--but very public. It was turned on in many of the homes 1 visited--just in case 

someone was sending a message to the occupant. Television, of course, is very popular (every 

household has one), and programming is now available nom many areas of Canada and the 

United States. The radio, especially CBC in Inuktitut, remains one of the most effective 



means of disseminatuig newsworthy information. 

Learning about the methods through which people in Coral Harbour communiuite 

witb one another and with outsiders was an important aspect in this research project. Findimg 

out how Inuit in this comrnunity leamed about cuntaminants such as PCBs and mercury-and 

the (un)irnportance of them in their evetyday lives was essentiai to my understandmg of Inuit 

women's perceptions of pollution. This idonnation would not have been so accessible if I had 

interviewed Inuit wornen in Wuuùpeg or Toronto; it is the Northern coatext which not only 

influences their perceptions, but shapes them. Historical background of people and places, 

including traditional, colonid, and modem, al1 have a bearing on the socioailwal 

environment of a cornrnunity which evolves over t h e .  



CHAPTER FOUR 

Contaminant Discourse in the North: 

The Voice of Science 

In this chapter 1 will present examples of the discourse of pollution that 1 have 

found in the scientific literature, primariiy in acadernic joumals. The voice of the academy 

is represented in this thesis by articles which report on research studies investigathg 

contaminants-mostly organochlorines and heavy rnetals-in the Arctic. In order to prepare 

for my fieldwork, 1 audited a graduate course on environmental heaith and then used the 

articles referred to in this chapter to familiarize myself with biochernid contaminants, in 

general, and with problerns of pollution in the Arctic, in paxticular. This discoune can be 

compared to perceptions of pollution that were expressed to me during my in-depth 

conversations with women in Coral Harbour, which are presented in Chapters Six and 

Seven, and to those examples of contaminant discourse 1 selected fiom the popular press- 

usually Northem newspapers, which form the bais  of Chapter Five. 

As in the discourses of the Inuit women and of the popular press, the academic 

discourse is authoritative in its own cultural context. Only by critically analyLing each 

discourse can a framework for mutuai understanding be reached which will facilitate an 

on-going dialogue between al1 participants in the research process. Objectivity is 

considered by some (positivist) researchers to be a more worthy scientific trait than 

subjectivity; an objective account is deemed to be fke from distortion and bias and to 

accurately represent what people know and believe (Spradley & McCurdy, 198 1). These 



same authors also point out, however, that selective obsewation ahvays ocain in humans 

and that selective interpretation penneates each stage of the data collection. Both types of 

selection are unavoidably influenced by the researcher's life experiences and cultural 

background, 

Talk of environmental issues (including pollution) is topical, and the environment 

is usually considered a natural phenomenon or a materid reality '3ust out there." 

However, unless we explore some of its facets, we wili be unaware of the debates 

surrounding facts and feelings, of politics and perceptions of the environment, and of the 

impacts of various types of pollution on people's lives. 

Mer a bief discussion of wntaminants as a global problem, 1 will presmt some 

exarnples of the scientific literature on contarninants which include articles on mining, 

heavy rnetals, nuclear power and organochlonnes. 1 discuss some of the implications of 

human body burdens of contarninants and issues related to the dissemination of the results 

of research. At the end of this chapter 1 will surnmarize the discourse of the academy and 

its effects on Inuit women. 

Toxic Wastes and Health: A Global Pers--ive 

Unquestionably, health and environment are closely interrelated. But exactly how 

t hey are related is cornplex. There has been an increase in the "evidence" demonstrating 

the declining quaiity of the environment as contributing to both the severity and the 

complexity of numerous human health problems. But the evidence to date is inconsistent 

and often contradictory, and should be considered with a r e .  The World Health 



Organization has estimated that globaüy (but more specificaiiy in the developing world) 

there may be 500,000 pesticide-reiated illnesses and 20,000 deaths each year (Foster and 

1994). However, there is still insufficient evidence to assess f U y  the m e  impact of 

pesticides on human health. In poriicular, the chronic effects (especially relevant to the 

Inuit) are far less clear. Some case control studies suggest an excess of lung cancer UI 

exposed occupational groups, and other studies have demonstrated that the incidence of 

malignant diseases such as soft-tissue sarcoma, leukemia and lymphoma is increased in 

those exposed to organochlorines (OCs), particularly DDT,' chlordane, and lindane 

(Wilkinson, 1990). 

What is evident is that there is an increasingly wide spatial distribution of 

environmental health problems; 1 0 4  issues become regional concerns and, in their tum, 

regional problems such as pesticide contamination and ozone depletion2 have become 

global threats. It could be said that the Arctic is an early waniing system for the planet, 

and, as exemplified by Sergio Marchi, Canadian Minister of the Environment (1996), 

"there is a link from the rice fields to the ice fields" (quoted in Smith, 1997). The rice 

fields to which Marchi is referrhg are those in Louisiana which were sprayed with 

' DDT is a trademark for 1,1,1 -lrichIor~2,-2=di-(4-~hlorophenyl) ethane 
(dichlordphenyltrichlorethane), an insecticide first synthesized in 1874 but not used until 1939. It 
became the most widely used insecticide and in the 1950s, world-wide production reached 100,000 
tonnes. By 1965 stringent restrictions or total bans cm its use had been intrduced in Europe and 
North Arnerica (Jones et al., 1990). 

' The ozone is a protective componeat of the atmcsphere formed by the reccmbinatim of 
oxygen in the presence of ultraviolet light-triatomic oxygen (O3). The layer in the upper 
atmosphere (stratosphere) that is slightiy enriched in ozone acts as a filter to prevent damaging 
ultraviolet and other solar radiation fiom reaching the earth's surface in high concentrations. 
Chorofluocarbon gases (greenhouse gases) are irnplicated in the oume layer depldon (Jones et al., 
1 990). 



pesticides that were then carried by wind and nin to the food chahs of the Arctic. This is 

an example of "global distillation"-the process by which pesticides are volatilized from 

temperate and tropical zones and redeposited in colder regions (Bidlernan et ai., 1989). 

In the United States alone, 3 5,000 chernicals are recognized as king either 

actually or potentially dangerous and in various areas of the globe hazardous wastes have 

been indiscriminately disposed of, resulting in 32,000 to 50,000 uncontrolled waste 

disposal sites (Foster and Foster 1994). One example is a Russian plutonium plant in the 

southem Urals which, from 1948 to 1955, pumped its radioactive waste directly into a 

nearby river; then, in 1967, strong winds dispersed clouds of highly radioactive dust fiom 

a lake that had been used to store sorne of this waste. It is estimated that more than 

450,000 people have been affected by radiation h m  this source alone. In addition, the 

former Soviet Union abandoned reactor vessels in the Northwest Pacific at two sites and 

at 16 locations near the Arctic island of Novaya Zedya (Foster and Foster 1994). The 

enormity of the environmentai contamination legacy of the Soviet m*tary has only 

recently become public knowledge. Dozens of secret cities were estabfished by Stalin in 

order to develop the atomic bomb, and even before Chemobyl, many accidents occurred. 

As well, safety was a low priority, and nuclear power plants were built without 

containment vessels. It has recently been disclosed that about half of the accumulated 

nuclear wastes were discharged diredy into the e~ r th  at three sites, and increasing r a t s  of 

cancer, especially leukernia, stillboms, and birth defms are associateci with populations 

living near these nuclear impacted regions (ZumBni~en, 1997). 

Adverse effects of PCBs on human health have been documented in several groups 



of occupationally exposeci workers and in accidentally exposed populations. For example, 

in two incidents in Japan and Taiwan, PCB-containing industrial fluids accidentally leaked 

into rice oil which was then sold to consumen (Safk, 1994). In addition to phys id  

symptoms, which include skin thickening, ocular problems, and numbness in extrernities, 

offspring of the Chinese (Taiwan) mothers were smaller than usual, exhibited modest 

learning deficits, and displayed same of the same toxic symptoms as their mothers. Many 

types of environmental poUution can be me~sured and the risks of their subsequent effects3 

estimated, but at present it is the insidious consequences of chronic exposure t o  

contaminants at low doses, as well as the ramifications of perceptions of pollution, that are 

of greater importance to Inuit in the Canadian Arctic. 

The Scientific Discourse on Contaminants in the Arctic 

Some generally accepted basic facts (that is, accepted by the scientific cornrnunity 

and to some extent, the general public in the West) about contaminants will be presented 

here. This is essential for estabiishing a starting point in a discussion of difference in 

discourses. If it were not for the publication of contaminant research by the scientific 

community, there would be no discourse debate. 

The dimension of academic discourse one usually sees in the scientific literature is 

t hat which is aimed at informing other scientists of the latest research findings. These 

reports are the most up-to-date and are relevant to the dissemination of important findings 

1 take the definition of "risk" as "the potenial for realization of unwanted, negative 
mnsequences of an event" and "nsk aversion" is action taken to cuntml risk (Rowe, 1977, p. 24). 



to the scientific community. Other scientSc reports are aimed at a more general audiare. 

For example, information regarding contaminants for the Inuit of Nunavik is readily 

available in a three volume report, Sanré Québec. A healthprofie of the Imrir (Jetté, 

1994). The reported research was conducted by a multidisciplinary team of scientists who 

present their findings in a style that is comprebensive and comprehensible for all health 

w e  professionals as well as for teachers and administrators in the region. One chaptcr in 

volume one is devoted to environmentai heaîth (Dewailly a ai., 1994b). 

The scientific literature is usually confineci to reports on levels, pathways of 

transpon, bioaccumulation, and sources of heavy metais, hydrocarbns, organochlorine 

pesticides, polychlorodibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorodibenzofurans (PCCDdPCCFs), 

and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in the Arctic marine environment (Muir et al., 

1992). As well as indicating a concem for the possible consequences to humans, such 

studies are necessary for an understanding of the behaviour of poilutants in cold clirnates 

and for cornparison in various geographic locations. These complex reports may have little 

meaning to readers unschooled in the distinct environmental vocabulary, however, one 

may scan the copious reported findings and complicated tables and learn something that is 

of interest in a particular location. For exarnple, it is reported by Muir et d., (1992) that in 

a study conducted by Norstrom et al., (1 988) comparisons were made of levels of 

organochlonnes (OCs) in polar bear fat samples coilected in 1969 fiom Southampton 

Island with results fiom polar bear samples collected in 1983/1984 in the same location. 

During the intervening period of 15 years, total PCB levels had increased, whereas total 

DDT levels had declined. It is unlikely that Inuit from Coral H-ur are aware of  these 



results. 

Mineral Ex~loration 

Although still relatively s d l  in the North, the number of mines is steadily 

increasing and a metals-mining boom is expected to take place during the next decade; 

unfortunately, Northem Canada's long tradition of mining activity includes a poor record 

of environmental protection (Lemiy, 1994). 

It is well documented that until the 1970~~ lakes and Stream in the North were 

used for the disposal of mine tailings and untreatd tailings pond effluent (Wagermann et 

al., 1978; Moore, 1980; Waite et al., 1988). When mines were depleted, they were often 

abandoned and left to leach for years into surface waters. Although environmental 

regulations were legislated to d u c e  contamination fiom mines, cornpliance has been poor 

(Whteway, 1990). As cornrnented by Lemly (1 994), the public is sceptical about the 

rnining industry's promise to rectify its contamination problems, and convincing the public 

will be a slow process. Mines have often been promotd as stimulants to local Northem 

economies but in some regions local indigenous people now are insisting that theu 

traditional lifestyle should not be disrupted at any cost. 

Of the mineral developrnents currently under production in the Canadian Arctic, 

the Polaris mine on Little Cornwallis Island and the Nanisivik mine on Baffin Island (which 

opened in 1981 and 1975 respectively) are the most productive-and they both discharge 

tailings into small lakes that overflow into the ocean. Concentrations of lead, zinc, 

cadmium and arsenic in ocean sediments near the Nanisivik mine are higher than pre- 



development levels but the ecologicai significance remains unknown ( G o v e ~ l ~ ~ ~ m t ,  1991). 

Exposure of iron pyrite and other sulphidic minerals to atrnospheric oxygen in the 

presence of moisture leads to the continual dissolving of mine wastes (taillngs) and a 

potential long-term source of metals being released to the environment (Govenunent, 

199 1). 

Lemly (1994) reports that because of an increase in the sophistication of mining 

technology, mineral deposits that were once thought to be inaccessiôk are now king 

extracted. Expansion of mining activities is cause for concem for its negative impacts on 

the environment--particuIarly on the fate of native fish in the Araic. Some of the 

contaminants associated with mine wastes (mercury, selenium, lead, and th) are known to 

bioaccumulate in aquatic organisms and persist in the food chah Toxicity studies indicate 

that Arctic fish' are generally more sensitive to metal, trace elements, and ore processing 

chernicals than are fish in warmer waters. Contaminants which are consumed by adult fish 

are passed on to offspring in the eggs where teratogenesis and death may occur dunng 

early development. With the anticipated increase in mining activities, it is essential that 

environmentally sound operations are introduced in the North. 

The potential effkcts of rnining on Inuit health can have repercussions on socio- 

sanitary indicators and on morbidity patterns (Grondin and Bruneau, 1994). Possible direct 

and indirect health effects include: toxic releases at the work site; high accident rates; and 

4Large scale metai extractions cm advenely affect fisheries because of high concentrations 
of copper, zinc, cadmium, lead, and arsenic. MetaI contaminants cannot be dissociated into other 
elemental components as can organic contamhants--they will change form, but they wiil not 
degrade through time. In general, areas of active and historic m k d  extraction are associatexi 
with elevated mortality rates (Moore & Luoma, 1990). 



psychosocial stress and adaptation problems due to a variety of disruptions including long 

pet-iods of absence fkom home, physical fatigue, and nutritional imbalances due to lack of 

access to country foods. In the neighbouring comrnu~ties there is also reduced accêss to 

country food, accompanied by land use pattern changes because of environmental impacts, 

and toxic releases into the environment through airborne gases. Grondin and Bruneau 

(1994) point out that health professionals should be included in al1 phases of 

environmental evaluations, not only to msw that ridequate monitoring programmes w u  

be established, but for the promotion of public health in a cross-discipünary perspective. 

Heaw Metals 

Over the last 20 years the accuracy and reliabiiity of estimating metal levels has 

improved; hence, the mean trace metal concentrations reporteci for m a t e r  have 

decreased relative to earlier results. However, most heavy metals have inaeased in the 

Arctic in modem times (Muir et al., 1992). For exarnple, the liver of marine rnarnrnals 

contains high concentrations of heavy metal, mainly mercury and cadmium, although the 

main source of uptake for cadmium cornes from smoking cigarettes (DewaiUy et al., 

1994a). Hydrocarbon mining activities are oAen the culpnts for the high levels of heavy 

metals in the Arctic. In the more than 300 oil and gas exploratory wells that have been 

drilled, wast e drilling fluids (containing metal salt s sudactant s and petroleum 

hydrocarbons) have been disposed into sumps adjoining the oil rigs. 

It is evident that more than any other metal, Iead has been extensively measured in 

the Arctic and is anthropogenically elevated in the Northem hernisphere. Lead 



concentrations are consistently higher in surface water than in deeper layas, and it has 

been shown that lead concentrations in the Greenland ice sheet are now 300 times greater 

than in prehistoric tima (Barrie and H o c  1985). Classical sources of lead exposure 

(automobile exhaust fumes, lead paint) are not common in the Arctic but its presence is 

detected in mine wastes. The 'Black Angel' lead-zinc mine which opcned in 1973 on the 

southwest mast of Greenland discharged mine tailings into a nearby fjord. Consequently, 

Iead concentrations in Strathcona Sound on Northern Baffin Island are now elevated 

manie and Hoff, 1985). 

Mercury (iiorganic) is a naturally oaumng metal in some soils but it is also used 

in chlor-alkali industrial plants to produce chiorine bleach. When effluent from such 

processes is deposited in rivers, a process of biornethylation begins whereby various 

organic bodies, including bacteria, fbngi, and fish, produce a reaction in the metal 

converting it to organic mercury which is considerably more toxic (Casarett & Doull, 

1 975; Vecsey, 1997). Methylmercury (organic) moves up the food chah to humans who 

absorb 95- 100% of it by ingestion, and it is excreted very slowly. It is relatively resistant 

to environmental degradation and is capable of passing through biological barriers such as 

those between the bloodhrain and the blood/placenta (Barrie et al., 1992). The Peatest 

damage caused by rnethylmercury exposure is to the brain, causing increases in the 

prevalence of retardation in motor skills and speech. In addition, adverse effécts of in 

utero rnethylmercury exposure have been mainiy associated with neurotoxicity (Hansen et 

ai., 1990). 



Methylmercury, which enten aquatic food chahs with the uptake by plankton, is 

bioaccumulated to a high degree and attains its highest concentrations in edible tissues in 

long-lived predatory fish living in both ocean and fkesh waters. The bioacauwlation factor 

(the partitioning of compounds between an aqueous phrw and tissues of organisms) to 

edible fish tissue e x d s  10 million for certain species of fish (Clarkson, 1992). 

Consumption of marine marnmals by Inuit in Arctic comrnunities is a major route of 

mer- contamination. Seals, for instance (which eat fish), have been found to carry 

dense body burdens of mercury; contamination is then pas& on to th& predators-polar 

bears and humans.( Eaton, Secord, & Hewitt 1980; Arctic, 1990; Clarkson, 1992). It is 

estimated that 70% of the total mercury present in m a t  nom marine mammals is inorganic 

mercury; however, in contrast to methylmercury, inorganic mercury is not absorbed eady 

(Hansen, Tarp & Bohm, 1990). Although only 1% of the sediment's burden of inorganic 

mercury is converted into methylmercury each year, the biological haKiSe of 

methylmercury in fish is very long--causing the process of contamination of marine life to 

be continuous, persistent and irreparable (Shkilnyk, 1985; Fitzgerald & Clarkson, 199 1). 

Other factors affect methylmercury levels in fish, such as acidification5 of bodies of 

freshwater by acid rain-causing higher levels of the heavy metal. It is thought that 

decreased pH may stimulate methylrnercury production at the sediment-water inte* 

and it may also decrease the loss of volatile mercury fiom lake water and increase mercwy 

 cidi di fi cation is caused by the precipitation (rab, snow, fq) of dilute solutions of Srmg 
mineral acids (pH < 4.5) king relead 60m the atrnosphere. Industries depemht on fossil fiels 
are the major producen of sulphur dioxide pollution and vehicle exhausts provide the main source 
of nitrogen oxides (Jones et al ., 1 WO). 



binding to particulates in water (Piver, 1991). The Unpounding of rivers and lakes to 

produce hydroelectric power (as in the James Bay power project) also raises 

methylmercury levels in fish, though the mechanism is not weil understood. One 

suggestion is that the raising and lowering of water levels in response to electric power 

demands causes increased erosion of the banks of impounded bodies of water and the 

deposition of more vegetation into the water (Gome, 1990; Clarkson, 1992). In addition 

to the relatively constant mtural background levels of mercwy, there appears to be an 

increasing anthropogenic load, indeed, the combustion of mal may be the dominant source 

of mercury contamination to the air (Lockhart, 1995). 

High levels of mercury have been found in fieshwatet predator fish in Northern 

Canadian waters which are f a  from the range of industrial mercury spills. Many of the 

fish tested in small Northern lakes were found to have markedly higher mercury levels than 

fish of the sarne species taken fiom the Great Lakes-where they are closer to the sources6 

of pollution (Eaton, 1979). 

Among the polar Inuit of Greenland, unacceptably high levels of methylmercury 

were revealed in the majority of pregnant women tested; in the maternai blood, 800/0 of the 

"ormation documenthg the source of mercury contamination of fish in northem waters 
is problernatic. It has been suggested that it occurs as a result of atmospheric vapour liberation 
fiom naturai outgassing or from industrial sources. However, levels of mercury found in the fish 
have not been similar across the northem regions-even though they have similar topography and 
rainfall. It has been demonstrated thai mercury levels in snow strata close to the soil in mineralized 
areas could be as much as 40-50 tirnes the level in the snow cioser to tbe mow surface. The snow 
blanket then becornes a sort of distillation trap for outgassing mercury vapour, in which the 
mercuxy is condense- before king retumed to the surfàce water in the ~p-. From this 
hypothesis it follows that the longer the period of snow cover or the less soil overlying the 
mineralited rock, the more mercury would be trapped. Variation in mercury levels could be 
accounted for by different altitudes and in areas where there is minimal outflow or low 
precipitation (Eaton, 1979). 



total mercury was found to be methylated compared with 98% in cord blood. In contrast 

to those in southem distrias, Inuit in Northem Greenland consume large amounts of top 

carnivore whale species, such as narwhal and beluga, and those mothen eating mostly 

local marine food were found to have the highest blood merairy concentrations. Until 

1990 (the study p e r d  was 1982-1988), no neuropqchological investigations had b a n  

performed among the expooed Granlandic children. However, the levels reported are 

compatible with those found in other studies wtiich demonstrate neurotoxic syrnptoms 

(Hansen et al., 1990). 

Clinical signs (such as abnomalities of the nervous system) of suspecteci mercwy 

poisoning have not been observed in Canadian Inuit-even in those individuals with 

elevated hair and blood mercury levels' (Eaton et al., 1980). M e r  ranges had been 

determined, a survey of Inuit in Arctic coastal communities showed many results above 

the normal range (i.e. >20ng/g). In fact, in some communities in Nunavik and on Bafh 

Island, as well as in Coral Harbour, 80% or more of the results exceeded 20ng/g. Most of 

these levels fell in the "increasing risk" range but no clear evidence of biological injury to 

humans was established in these communities (Lockhart, 1995). The problem of clinical 

evidence, however, is being addressed. The Arctic Monitoring and Assessrnent Program 

(AMAP), is proposing an action plan that would analyze links between contaminants and 

'Body burdens of mercuy can be quantificd by analyzîng mercury values in human scaip 
hair. There is a constant ratio between the amount of mercury in the hair and in the blood as 
mercury is incorporated into the bloaJstream as the hair is growing. The scalp hair sample can 
reveal both past and present b l d  concentrations of mercury. Health Canada (1978, 1984) has 
established three ranges of mercury levels in hunian b h d  which are linked with staternents of ri& 
(cited in Lockhart, 1995): under 20 ng/g (normal range); 20-100 ng/g (increasing risk);over 100 
nglg (at risk). 



health (George, 1 998). 

Nuclear Power. 

As a result of fallout fiorn atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons that took place 

between the 1950s and 1970s (as well as the 1986 accident at Chemobyl), radioactive' 

contamination is still present in measurable arnounts in the slow-growing lichens in the 

Canadian Arctic on which caribou feed (Hanson, 1982). Lichens are able to  cdect 

airbome particulates efficiently and retain them for decades. Radionuclides accumulate 

pnmarily in the muscle of caribou and, although the fallout (in the fonn of strontiumm and 

ce~ium'~') now represents a proportionally small contribution to population exposure, 

Inuit fiom the affeaad regions carry body burdens of radioactivity higher than the North 

American average. Of note, only 25% of the radiocesium found in Canadian caribou 

originated fiom the Chemobyl disaster and levels never reached levels as high as those 

found in Scandinavian reindeer (Arctic, 1990; Tracey and Kramer, 1992). 

As a result of the Chemobyl nuclear accident, there was radioactive fallout over 

Sweden, and the reindeer herded by the Saami in Lapland were found to have high levels 

of cesiumlY* 13'. Although darnage to human health with low-dose radiation could not be 

demonstrated, it was decided that lack of such evidence should not rule out 'no risk of 

' Nahirally ocairring radioactive minerais are widely distributcd throughout the earth's 
crust. The major sources of radioaaivity are: uraniumzu, thoriuma2, radiumm and their daughter 
products, almg with p o t a s i d  and u>smic ray pmduced radioisotapa of carboa and hydrogen 
(Bnli, Parker & Johnston, 1972). Cesiurn is not among the natudly occurrbg radioactive nuchles 
dinributed ihroughout the earth's cnist; in faq ~esium'~' and i~dine'~' are prduced d y  by atomic 
explosions-and nuclear accidents like the one in 1986 in Chemobyl. 



h m . '  In addition to high levels of  CS'^', which has a haWlife of 30 years, iodine"', with 

a haif-life of only eight days became a cause for concem. Because In' is secreted in rnilk, 

the release of cows to Pasture across Sweden was delayed in order for the Il3' risk to 

abate. Embodied in a ruling that was to continue for at least a year, a limit was set for the 

rnarketability of al1 foodstuffs; hundreâs of thousands of kiiograms of reindm meat were 

disquaiified fiom sale on the market because they exceeded the b i t  of 300 becquerelAc$ 

of Il3' in food. This contrasts with Sweden's later guidehe which i n c r d  the 

permissible cesium load in reindeer meat to 1500 bqkg. Of note, Canada proposed 

guidelines that would allow Cs"' contaminated meat and other foodstuffs with loads up to 

3 500 bqkg (Taylor et al., 1988). 

Interestingly, reindeer meat samples that were examined before the Chemobyl 

disaster were also found to contain higher levels ofcesium than were allowed on the 

market afler the lirnits were imposed! It was later determined that ody 25% of the total 

CS"' present could be attributed to the accident; the majority resulted 6om the residual of 

radioactive fallout fiom atmosphenc nuclear weapons testing in the 1950s and 60s (Beach, 

1990). Since it is now evident that m o a  of the Cs'" detected was not as a result of the 

Chernobyl disaster, it has been suggested that the Swedish governent was responsible 

for the probably unnecessary destruction of many tons of reindeer meat (not unlike the 

"mad cow disease" situation in Britnin in lW6)." 

'Bequerel (Bq) is a masure of the ionising octivity of a sample of doactivity: 1 Bq is 
one nuclear transformation per second. 

'O "Mad cow dixase"is the colIoquial term for Bovine Sponsiform Encephalopathy (BSE). 
Ln March, 1996, in Great Britain, it was announced that scientists had discovered a new variant of 



Although Arctic regions received oniy 25-50% of the radioactive deposition 

measured in southern Canada, these contaminants were not elirninated tiom Northern 

ecosystems as efficiently and substantiaiiy as those in the south (Govemment, 199 1). One 

study investigated radiocesium body burdens in two Canadian Arctic communities-om 

Dene and one Inuit (Tracey and Kramer, 1992). The latter is located in Baker Lake, in the 

Keewatin region of Nunavut. Elevated radiocesium levels had been documenteci in the 

1967 survey there, and, in 1989, measurements for body content of CsL" were carried 

out in five-minute sessions with the aid of a portable body counter on 266 Inuit. Body 

burdens were found to be low in young children, and after the age of 10, body burdens of 

males were twice those of fernales. However, the mean body burdens for adults had 

decreased over the 20 year period fiom 39.3 kBq to 1 -36 kBq and, although the mean 

cumulative dose (at 10.90 mSv) was twice as high as those levels detennined for Old 

Crow, Fort McPhereson and Aklavik, the researchers confidently reassured the Inuit in 

Baker Lake that caribou meat was still a " d e  and nutritious diet choice" (Tracey and 

Kramer, 1 992, p. 82). 

Organochiorines (OCs) 

Organic compounds include pesticides (e-g. lindane, chlordane, endrin, dieldrin, 

toxaphene, DDT), industrial compounds, and byproducts of various industrial processes, 

Creutzfêld-Jacob disease (CJD or nvCJD) in ten people (6 subsequently died) and this disease 
was linked with cansumption of beef cattle infected with BSE. Immediately, the British beef market 
collapsed; hundreds of thousands of cattfe were destroyed ;rt a cost to the European Union of S M  
billion in subsidies to the Windustry (Powell & Leiss, 1997). 



for exarnple, hexachlorobenzene (Ha) and polychlonnated biphenyls (PCBs). The 

widespread distribution of OCs in Northern ecosystems (they have been found in Arctic 

snow, waters and organisms) points strongly to eolian (wind) transport fiom lower 

altitudes (Bidleman et ai., 1989). The most freguently detected cornpounds in snow 

samples, usually more than 75% of the total OCs, are the hexachlorocyclohexanes (HCH), 

specifically the pesticide, lindane (Gregor & Gurnrner, 1989). It is thought that HCH levels 

are higher in Northem waters-which are fsr removed from thcir sources--possibly 

because lower water temperatures reduce vansfer to the atmosphere. Surveys of  fish, 

marnmals and seabirds across the NWT have shown that polychlorinated carnphenes 

(PCCs), PCBs, DDT and chlordme-related compounds are the most abundant OCs. 

In general, most studies report that the largest concentrations of OCs are found in 

the fatty tissues of the beluga, walrus and narwhal, and to a lesser degree in d s  

(Dewailly et al., 1994a). Concentrations of DDT, PCBs, toxaphene, and chiordane in sea 

marnrnal blubber are usually between 1 and 5 pglg (lipid bas), and in polar bear fat, PCB 

concentrations range fiom 3 to 8 pg/g (Dewailly et al., 1993). Mean concentrations of 

most PCBs and OC pesticides in nnged seal and polar bear populations in the Canadian 

Arctic are fairiy sirnilar-indicating a uniform distribution of contamination-with the 

exception of the Hudson Bay, where the highest concentrations have been found F u i r  et 

al., 1992). Residues of dieldrin, total DDT and total chiordane were found to increase in a 

path fiom the high Arctic to  Hudson Bay (Norstrom et al., 1988). Differerices include 

ringed seals and polar b a r s  in the eastkentrai Arctic which have higher levels of 

PCDDRCDFs than those in more southerly locations (Bidleman et al., 1989; Muir et al., 



1992). Among the pesticides in the Belcher Islands, the highest concentrations of DDE (a 

transformation product of DDT) and PCBs were found in nnged seal and beluga muktaaq, 

though DDE was also found in species (such as char) in the lower trophic levels (Cameron 

& Weiss, 1993). 

Organochlorines accumulate in fatty tissue (of which Arctic animais have ample) 

and bone marrow (reserves). The degree to which a contaminant attacha to a particle 

depends both upon the physiochemid properties of the cont amioam and on the type of 

part ide involved. PCBs, for example, are easily attached to organic-nch particdate 

matter (Harris et al., 1990), and sea mammals in generd have higher PCB levels than any 

other Arctic food (Kuhniein and Kinloch, 1988). PCBs are persistent toxk pollutants in 

water, and througb their absorption by fish, higher trophic feeding levels (including 

humans) are affectecl (Rowland & Cooper, 1983; Wagermann & Muu, 1984). Biological 

recycling (including carcasses, moults and fecal pellets) dso transfen incorporated 

contarninants to benthic populations--prolonging the exposure oforganisms to 

contarninants. OCs concentrate within individual species--particularly those (like seals and 

polar bears) which undergo seasonal cycles of lipid formation and storage (Muir et al., 

1992). 

One technical repori sumrnarizes a considerable body of knowledge regarding the 

environmental cycling of OCs in the Canadian Arctic, and then describes the study 

undertaken (Bright et al., 1995). Sarnples of pooled tissue fiom bottom-dwelling marine 

animals (clams, mussels) were collecteci, and a multivariate statistical method was used to 

assess the similarities or differences in various environmental simples based on their PCB 



congener compositions. M e r  presenting many detailed tables and figures of aU of their 

findings, the authors of this study conclude that their evidence proves localized elevation 

of various organochlorines in abiotic and biotic compamnents of an Arctic coastal 

environment, based on nvenne input of contaminants introduced through aerial transport 

from distant sources as well as fiom local shore-bad inputs (at a DEW line site). 

Differences detected in the PCB wngener compositions and concentrations allowed the 

discrimination between local and distant PCB sowces. Findings fiom tbis study raise the 

possibility that uptake of OCs from sediments by bottom-dweliing animals might be a 

major pathway for the transfer of river-borne and air-borne OCs to higher predaton. 

Across the Canadian Arctic, residues of PCCs and other OCs have been 

detennined in air, snow, seawater, zooplankton, and benthic amphipods (Bidleman et al., 

1989; Gregor, 1994), as weli as in lakes (Diamond, 1994). Sources and sinks of OCs have 

been quantified dong with determinations of the relative importance of atmospheric versus 

oceanic input of contaminant s to Arct ic Ocean biota by seasonal measurements (Hargrave, 

1994). Effects of contaminant accumulation on marine mammals and fish are documented 

in studies conducted throughout Arctic Canada (Kingsley, 1994; Muir and Ford, 1994), 

but polar bears are paid special attention as contaminant trends in polar bears reflect 

human exposure to OCs (Norstrom, 1994). 

A 74 page report written by Barrie et al. (1992) is an example of a very thorough 

comprehensive study. In the report, the researchers describe sources of chernicals 

considered in various studies conducted in the Arctic, as well as their historical uses. 

Metds and acids are likewise describeci, and readily comprehensible explmations are 



provided for the ecosystem, including the marine environment and atmospheric circulation. 

Contaminant pathways are discussed within a framework of interactions which occur 

between and within the atmosphere, land, and oceans. Dozens of studies are reported and 

summarized. We are inforrned that the Northem atmosphere is 10 to 20 times more 

polluted in winter than in surnrner-mainly as a resuh of the stronger transport of air from 

mid-latitudes into the North during the winter months. This was concluded af€er six years 

of observations of suiphate particle concentrations at locations in the Canadian Arctic, and 

reponed by Barrie in 1986. 

Human Body Burdens of Contarninants 

A study wtuch examines Inuit exposure to OCs through the aquatic food chah 

(Dewailly et al., 1993) subsequently looks at the transfer of body burdens of Inuit mothers 

to their breast-fed infants (Ayotte, Carrier & Dewaily, 1996). In the 105 breast milk 

samples collected in 1989-90 in Nunavik, the mean PCB (Aroclor 1260) concentration of 

2.9 mgkg was found to be five times greater than that found in breast milk sarnples of 

women living in the southem part of Québec. Mean concentrations of chiorinated 

pesticides were three to five times greater, and mean levels of PCDDs, PCDFs and non- 

ortho copianar PCBs in Inuit breast milk were two-fold greater than those meanired in 

samples fiom the reference population. The toxicokinetic mode1 used in this study, which 

predict s dietary exposure to dioxin-like co mpounds at diserent ages following weaning, 

suggests that levels found in Nunavik Inuit may be high enough to induce adverse effects 

on female and male reproductive systems. In addition, PCB congeners, other than the non- 



ortho wplanars which are major constituents of contaminants found in breast mük, may 

antagonize the effects of dioxin-like compounds. 

There are other studies which involve humans, for example, one in which 3 1% of 

blood and hair samples reveai elevated exposure to methylmercury in Native and Northern 

people in 356 communities (Wheatley, Barbeau, Clarkson, & Laphom, 1979); however, it 

was cautiously concluded that "no mercury related pathology could be conclusively 

demonstrated" (p. 42 1). Clinid implications could also not be dernonstrated in two 

studies conducted in Northem Québec (McKeown-Eyssen et ai., 1990). In the first study, 

the researchers found rnild, isolated neurologie abnormaiities in chiidren whose mothers 

had been exposed to methylmercury, so it was recamrnended that medical surveillance 

continue (McKeown-Eyssen, 1983). It evidently did continue (as their 1990 publication 

shows) with inconclusive results. Only an association between exposure and neurological 

abnormality was determined. 

In another study (Cameron and Weiss, 1993) where associations of levels of 

contaminants are sought, the researchers estimate the intake of organochlonnes of Inuit in 

Sanikiluaq (MKT) by measuring levels of contarninants found in various country foods. 

They then link these levels with previous estimates fiom harvest data and food 

consumption levels (however, some assumptions were necessarily made, for example, one 

"meal" is assigned as 500 g). In addition, because diet data were collecteci for whole 

families (not individuals), because intakes of al1 foods were averaged over 365 days 

(although only seasonally available), and because harvest information only discloses the 

total number of animals captured without taking into account how mudi of it is used for 



dog food, the estimates of consumption of contaminants are not precisely reliable. 

Findings of contaminant concentrations are consistent with other studies, but it is very 

difficult to determine the cumulative body burdens for individuai Inuit over a long period 

of time. The article concludes that "fiirther research is requüed to  establish consumption 

guidelines more applicable to Northern diets" and advises a "continued in-depth study to 

fully evaluate dietary intake of OCs and the effects of these wntaminants on health and 

development" (Cameron and Weiss, 1993, p. 47). 

Other studies (for example those conducteci in Nunavik) have dernonstrateci that 

Inuit have significantly high levels of PCBs and dioxui-üke compounds, and body burdens 

which are close to those at which adverse health effects are seen in laboratory animals. 

However, participants and readers are assured that the nutritional and cultural benefits of 

Inuit food are still considered to far outweigh potential health nsks (Ayotte, Dewailly, 

Ryan, Bruneau & Lebel, 1997). Even when the highest reported levels of OCs are found in 

Inuit, researchers advise that people need to make informeci and satisfj6ng decisions for 

themselves on how to meet food and cultural needs (Kuhnlein, 1995). 

Communication of Research 

The first study descnbed in the previous section (Ayotte, Carrier & Dewailly, 

1996) is a good example of an informative report as it explains the meaning and 

significance of the hi& levels of contaminants found in Inuit women's breast miik. The 

authon explain that the caiculated levels do not take into acmunt the rapid growth of the 

breast-feeding infant; hence, the increase in body burden would be limited due to the 



expanding volume distribution. In addition, the reference doses are established for c h r e c  

exposure-but breast-feeding (as the exclusive food source) usuaily only continues for a 

few months. These researchers are carefùl to point out that because of the well-known 

benefits of breast-feeding, airtailment of this practice is not recommended at this tirne. In 

addition, modelling techniques indicate that breast feeding strongly influences body burden 

during childhood, but not &er the age of 20 years. 

in Jetté (1994), previous research regardhg Arctic cont arninants is succurctly 

sumrnarized, and results of the Nunavik health study are explainecl well: biological 

exposure of Inuit to  heavy metal and organochlorines are evaluated, and the nsk factors 

relating to health and diet are defined. Most importantly, the issue of individual attitudes 

to PCBs is addressed. Recommendations fiom the results of the study are that, 

"considering the low potential risk and substantial benefits of the traditional 
diet, nothing for the time being would justify recommending to Inuit adults 
in Nunavik that they lirnit the consumption of marine products. 
Recommendations made solely in Iight of the possible risks could indeed, as 
we have aiready observed, lead to undesirable changes in traditional eating 
habits with a long term negative impact on public health. However, it is as 
yet unclear whether these changes in eating habits truly corne about owing 
to concem over PCB contamination or whether the data rather reflect a 
certain malaise and public reaction to the state of the environment" 
(Dewailly et al., 1994b, p. 104). 

Readers are assured that monitoring will continue in Nunavik, and it will be compared 

wit h results from similar contaminant monitoring programmes across the Arctic. This 

comprehensive document elucidates how perceptions of wntaminants can affect Inuit 

lifestyle. Research results are presented in a manner that is easiiy understood and, hence, 

the information contained herein would increase the knowledge base of al1 readers. 



One of the problems in rnuwring contaminant levels in humans is in the 

interpretation of the results-and this is problematic in the xientific literature as well in 

the popular press. Even when levels of contarninants are shown to be higher than the 

acceptable range, effects on the human body are difficult to predict. Inconclusive results in 

the scientific literature do not indicate that the researcher has failed or that she made an 

error. And deeming a report to be "scientifid' does not mean that it is infaiiible-as many 

people seem to beiim. As long as the hdiigs are reportedly acairately, negative r d t s  

are just as valid as positive ones. Readers should, in fact, be relieved that no c l in id  

implications have been found in a study looking for relationships between human health 

and contaminants. But, as explained by Backett a al. (1984), most people are more 

concemed with the threat of illness than with health. Health is taken as the default (we are 

not vulnerable to it), and the notion of nsk has becorne incorporated into Our thinking 

about the prevention of disease. 

The accumulation of contaminant information may be difiicult for a lay person to 

comprehend, but the bottom line is clear: it is impossible at this tirne to predict clearly 

adverse health effects on human populations similar to those that have been demonstrated 

on laboratory animds. 

Discussion 

Articles referred to in this chapter which apprise readers of research studies 

pertaining to contaminants in the Arctic are written by experts in their fields. Because 

clairns to scientific knowledge need to be validated, this expert knowledge may be seen as 



a form of "universal communi~ation'~-an "agreed-upon-reality" whereby shared scientific 

knowledge is legitimized as well as communicated (Johnson and Covello, 1987). Most of 

the studies examine and objectively measure contaminants in animals or sediment-they are 

descriptive in a quantitative way. The complexity of some studies-especially purely 

scientific reports, and particularly those with no obvious relationshi p to health-render 

them accessible to only a select number of people. 

In their published studies, what scientists are tdking about is the potential adverse 

nsk to the health of humans who become contamhated by organochlorines and heavy 

metals. Essentially, publication of these studies constitutes a fom of "risk 

communication"-a tenn which came to be in cornmon usage 0 3  in the 1980s. Risk 

communication was initiaiiy described as "the pure, rational knowledge content inherent in 

the assessrnent of risks made by scientific and engineering 'experts"' miss ,  1994, p. 13 2). 

Leiss (1 994) explains that some experts contend that it i s  because the general public has 

little access to scientific explmations that they are not ody l a s  weU informed, but they 

also do not understand the real risks of contaminants. Hence (daim some scientists), the 

public is less able to make informed judgements--people tend to overestimate some risks 

and are unwilling to tolerate even low levels of other nsks (Kasper, 1980; Fischhoff et al., 

1982). The Inuit women with whom 1 spoke, however, also intimated that theu ideas of 

pollution and of risk are not understood by "outsiders." 

One of the problems associated with risk communication is labelled the problem of 

the source (Johnson and Covello, 1 987). Who cornmunicates the risks (either verbally or 

in a wtitten format) influences the degree of understanding achieved by the listeners. For 



example, disagreements among experts tend to hinder audience understandings. 

Disagreements are more apt to surface when experts have an interest in promoting a 

particular interpretation or when others have an interest in using expert opinions for their 

own purposes. For example, the high level of mercury found in local fish might be 

downplayed in the interests of a hydroelectric company which wants to dam yet another 

river. In the academy, however, researchers usually are disinterested (Le. they do not have 

a vested interest) in the results of th& studies. Because readers of scientific j o u d s  are 

usually scientists themselves, they understand the terminology used in the quantitative 

findings. The general public, however, and particularly people who are affécted by 

contarninants in their food, may believe that al1 scientific experts-whether they are 

acadernics or employees of minerai extraction companies-are cut from the same cloth; it 

is difficult for people to differentiate between the various kinds of experts. 

Apparently, joumalists (non-experts) have complained that ofien experts do not 

tell the whole story; they are thought to conceal material facts and deliberately obfùscate 

in order to confuse the public and retain power (Crowley and Mitchell, 1994). However, 1 

find t hat rat her than concealing facts, academics usually are eager to broadcast their 

findings. The interested public is usually anxious for the conclusion of a rexarch study 

that relates to their lifestyle, and they want to know the final answer to their concerns. 

These kinds of mutual misunderstanding of the discourse of the "other" 

contributes to an increase in the resistance to really wanting to learn what other parties are 

saying. As explained by Elias and O'Neil(1995), the merits of a Foucaultian conceptual 

approach to scientific discourse are that it focuses on power and tmth. A discourse is 



established within a cultural (e-g. scientific) context and although influencecl by the 

similarity of things, order is not necessady established. Although it may have a unified 

appearance, scientific diocourse can be fisgmented-and this discontinuity may emerge into 

a new discourse and form of knowledge. (Fragmentation may be a resuit of  dinering 

expert opinions.) Effects of the scientific discourse can either ülwninate or  conceal the 

"reality" of what is being said by its method of presentation. Scientific dimurse can be 

seen as a form of contaminant bio-power-a discursive formation whose t o t a h g  cffects 

may be wrtaiied by an Inuit discourse on contaminants which is a counter-knowledge 

(O'Neil, Elias & Yassi, 1997). 

Power operates through systems of knowledge, and by defining what is normal and 

expected, scientific discourse may be seen to control members of a society. This is a type 

of surveillance and discourse that ensures that regdations conforni with the dominant 

values of prevailing scientific understandings. Elias and O ' M  (1995) fùrther explain that 

in discourse boundary disputes, what is at stake is the power to control institutional 

mechanisms and knowledge. Assumptions made in the scientific literature seem to elevate 

particular scientific perceptions to the level of objective knowledge. It i s  only through an 

engagement of the various discursive formations that a mutual understanding will be 

accomplished (O'Neil, Elias & Yassi, 1997). 



CHAPTERFIVE 

Contaminant Discourse in the Popular Media 

Much has been written about the Arctic as being pristine and unpoiiuted (for 

exarnple, Memtt, 1989, Twitchell, 1991), so it was something of a shock, as well as a 

revelation to the general public @ut not to the scientists) to leam fkom the media that the 

celebrated virgin snow of the Arctic was blemished. For over 30 years scientists have been 

finding and reporting an increasing variety of toxic contaminants in the North, but now the 

popular press, too, is exposing the "not so pristine Arcticw (Twitcheli, 199 1). We have 

been infonned fiom al1 sides that an accumulation of toxic substances in Arctic ecosystems 

(terrestrial, aquatic, and marine) represents a potential threat to  the whole North because 

small changes in the global environment oAen have exaggerated effects in the Arctic 

(Memtt, 1989). 

Messages offered through the news media may be thought of as being more 

accessible to a diverse range of people, but more imponantly, what the newspaper selects 

for emphasis also helps shape the public's perceptions of issues being reporteci. For 

example, the item headlined 'Toxic shocker in the not-so-pristine north" (Pearce, 19%) 

reveals S pitzbergen' s' "dirty" secret in a respectable British newspaper, The Guardim. 

However, there is some dispute regarding the translation of scientific information that is 

relayed through different vehicles of popular media (see Singer, 1990). In fact, this 

researcher has determined: 

1. At 1,000 km inside the Arctic Circle, Sptizbergen is Europe's most northeriy outpost. 

126 



"An analysis of news stories that draw on published research shows that, in 
the process of making science lively and acceptable, most media reports 
introduce some errors of omission, empha&, o r  fact" (p. 102). 

Usually, incorrect statements are not the main flaw-omissions and changes in emphasis 

are more problematic. Neveriheless, Singer (1 990) dso reveals that when reporting about 

hazards, 40% of statements made by joumaiists differ substantiaily corn statements in the 

original research. Science joumalism in the print media too often is transmitted as a senes 

of drarnatic events with litîle discussion of the basic scientific question (NeUcin, 1987). In 

addition, intense media attention can be generated by a single research study; the popular 

press can draw attention to an event or study by sensationalizing an issue-partiailady ifit  

appears to  be uncovering information not meant for public consumption. T o  ülustrate, 1 

will present one study that was reported both in the scientific literature and in the popular 

media. It is an important one because it made headlines in Canadian national newspapers 

(especially The Globe andMail.) Results of the study were pubiisfied in scientific j o u d s  

and were also presented at the Circumpolar Health Conference in 1987 where both 

scientists and Aboriginal peoples were in attendance (though the latter were 

underrepresented). This study continues to be cited by many researchers (e-g. DewaiUy et 

al., 1994a), as it is pivotai in Arctic contaminant research. 

It is important to  note that neither The Globe cmd Mail nor other national 

newspapers are sold in the North; the only time I can imagine that an Inuk living in a smali 

community would have the opportunity to read a w p y  would be ifsomeone brought it up 

fiom the South. The Nunutsiaq News, which is published in Iqaluit, is one of the most 

accessible print media for Inuit, and in many communities the NuMIsaq Nws is offered 



fiee of charge at the Co-op stores (hom 1995 1 subscribed to this newspaper for delivery 

in Winnipeg). The Kivafliq Novs in the Keewatin and the Nunaisiq Novs both publish 

Northern news exclusively. In addition, people in the Arctic usuaily receive news from the 

CBC radio which transmits fiom Iqaluit in Inuictitut and Qallunaaqtitut. Tday, there are 

more t elevision channels available-thus o f f e ~ g  amt her vehicle for news broadcasts 

about national and global issues. Since both radio and television use the national 

newspapen as their sources of information (and are seldom the onginator), they relay their 

own versions and interpretation of the news items. Most homes in the Arctic have a 

television and a radio, and many have a CB radio (many fewer are ~ ~ e c t f 2 d  by 

telephone-it is very costly). While 1 was conducting my research in Coral Harbour, 1 took 

note of what means of communication were in operation whm 1 entered. Thirty homes 

had the television on, 23 had the CB radio on, and 18 were listening to the radio. In six 

homes ail three means of communication were being operated simultaneously, and in 15 

homes, two of the three were tumed on. 

The aforementioned study was conducted in Broughton Island (NWT) because 

hunting and fishing harvest data suggested that Inuit in that community wnsumed high 

amounts of traditional foods. In 1985, analyses were carried out on blood samples from 

207 Inuit for PCB and mercury levels, on four samples of Inuit women's breast Mlk for 

PCB content, and on various types of traditional foods for PCB content. Results showed 

that nearly 19% of the audy population consumed more thari the Canadian conditional 

Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI) of PCBs of 1 pg/kg of body weight. Blood PCB levels 

exceeded the unpublished "tolerable levels" established by Health Canada in Wh of the 



children studied, in 3% of women of child-bearing age, in 3% of womm over the age of 

45 years, and in 6% of adult males (Kinloch & Kuhnlein, 1988; Kuhnlein & Kinloch, 

1988). 

The major foods consumed and tested were seal and nanuha), though PCB levels 

were also teaed in samples otwalrus, char, and caribou. It is well known that fatty tissues 

of animas accumulate PCBs, and this was particularly evident in the samples of blubber 

and maktaaq. Sixty-eight percent of the total cornmunity intake of PCBs was said to have 

derived fiom nanuhal alone, and 94% fiom narwhal and seai together. PCB levels in 

narwhal and seal blubber were found to be lOpg/g and 0.5pg/g respectively. 

PCB levels in breast milk were within the range found in southem Canadian 

samples--only one of the four Inuit women had a PCB level above the "tolerable" level of 

50 ppb. However, she, as well as five other iactating women, were found to have PCB 

blood levels below the detection limit of 2 ppb. In this study (n=203), blood organic 

mercury levels exceeded the "at nsk" level of 100 ppb in only three individuals--al1 adult 

males (Kinloch & Kuhniein, 1988; Kuhniein & Kinloch, 1988). 

Before the results of this study were released to the people of Broughton Island, 

mmours or, "contaminants gossip" (see Usher et al., 1995) began to circulate that very 

high levels of PCBs had been found in the Inuit living there. Then, in Ihe Globe andMail, 

December 18, 1988, there appeared to be a warning (Rom a joumalist) for the Inuit to 

brace t hemselves for "huge diet and cultural change" (Powell & Leiss, 1997). This 

contradicts the advice of the researchers who, in their reported studies, wncluded it to be 

"unwise to propose dietary modification in response to these findings" (Kinloch & 



Kuhdein, 1 988, p. 1 6 1).  The researchen emphasize that becaux th& traditiod foods 

also contain omega-3 fatty acids and retinol (essential to health), any niture 

recornrnendations for dietary change would have to be made with great a r e  (Kùiloch & 

Kuhnlein, 1988; Kuhnlein & Kinloch, 1988). However, they do point out that, "the Arctic 

food chah is contaminated with PCBs, and the dietary habits of many Inuit place them at 

nsk of high intake." Furthemore, because narwhal biubber makes a large contribution to  

the total PCB intake, they caution, %ghly selective dietary mdincation could have a 

dramatic effect upon PCB intake should it be deemed prudent to attempt such an 

intervention" (Kinloch & Kuhnlein, 1988, p. 161). According to Powell and Leiss (1997), 

the newspaper's interpretation alarmed Inuit in Broughton Island sufficiently to assume 

that PCBs were responsible for many of their health problerns, includiig cancers, suicides, 

and premature births. 

This study, and how the Inuit of Broughton Island were said to  have learned about 

its results, was still being reponed seven yean later in the Candiion Medicul Associazon 

Journal by a fieelance medical writer, Wormwonh (1995). Although this particular article 

is published in a medical journal, the writer is evidently not a scientist (there is no 

bibliography) so it is difficult to  assign the article to a specific literature. Because there are 

no references cited, it is impossible to  venQ what is reported. The article is easy to read 

and the information appears anecdotal, but because it is published in a medical journal, it is 

uniikely that non-medical personal would read it. 

This article reports that, "It wasn't handled very well" said Dr. Russel Shearer, an 

environmental p hy sical scient ist wit h the Department of Indian AfE'airs and Northem 



Development (DIAND), commenthg on the Broughton Island incident (Wonnworth, 

1995). Reports in the newspapers heightened fean that the food that health officials had 

urged them to continue eating was hl1 of toxins. Moreover, reports Womworth (1995), 

Inuit in Broughton Island were labelled the "PCB people" and were said to be avoided by 

Inuit from other communities who fwed that the problem was contagious. 

Arguments can be made regarding individual or collective constructs of risk and 

how these are influenced. Usually (and particulariy in Western cultures), those who are at 

the most nsk (for adverse effécts fiom anything) are deviants, aliens, and the poor who 

make convenient objects for stigmatizing speculations (Rosenberg, 1988). In 

individualistic Western culture stigrnata are symbols of contamination; in fact, declares 

Douglas (1990), it is the condition of the stigmatized to be contaminating. Exarnples of 

the stigrnatized include sufferers of the Great Plague (the poor) and the (often 

homosexual) victims of AIDS. Individuals suffering fiom mental health problems and 

those afflicted with cancer continue to be targets of discrimination. In the case of 

environmental contaminants, al1 who consume tradit ional Arctic foods are at equal nsk, 

though in Canada, Inuit consume almost 100 percent of the Arctic animals hunted. 

Wormworth's (1995) reported avoidance of Broughton Island (PCB) people by other 

Inuit appears to be assigning the westernized concept of stigrnata to the situation-without 

any Inuit voices to confimi this presumption. 

Womworth (1995) comments on a study conducted by Dewailly (no citation) 

where mercury was found to be a "major contaminant of the food chain" (p. 1238). The 

levels found were deemed too low to endanger adults, but she States that "the neurotoxic 



effects.. .could be of concem for fetal development" (p. 123 8). Other heavy metals and 

organochlorines, as well as social implications of country food, communication problems 

and solutions, are ail mentioned in this short article which ends with an ominous note 

regarding the future: "The Inuit, whose austere îifestyle has accrued fiw of the benefits of 

industry, must live with the toxic spectre of the 'progress' enjoyed ekewhere on the 

globey7 (p. 1240). 

Dissemination of the results ofthe Brougbton Island study could be described as a 

failure of communication-with the cost being borne prirnady by the Inuit. However, 1 

met an Inuit woman in Rankin Inlet in 1995 who was living in Broughton Island at the 

time of the original study; she told me that people in the community were given the 

scientific results in a timely manner-and she did not understand why the newspapers made 

such a commotion as she had not been aware that Inuit in the comrnunity were womed. 

Whether or not Inuit in Broughton Island actually perceive themselves as being 

stigmatized, or whether other Inuit treat them as being contagious, they will be 

remembered by readers of The Globe and Mail as canying the stigma of PCBs. 

Perhaps it is the legacy of advice provided by scientists merging with contliaing 

reports in the newspapers that has now led many Inuit to treat opinions of experts and 

other "outsiders" with vanous degrees of scepticism, suspicion, and mistrust (Powell & 

Leiss, 1997). 

Discourse of Pollution in the Po~ular  Press 

Some scientific reports are quite lengthy and rnany contain cornplicated 



terminology, hence, newspaper joumalists inevitably omit some r d t s  they deem l e s  

important, or they overgeneralize the findings (Singer, 1990). Jourdists  are under 

constraints of time and of the necessary resources for accessing adequate background 

matenal for their news items. Scientific research, on the other hand, evolves more slowly 

and the final result may be "in process." When scientists were asked to rate newspaper 

stones that taiked about environmental nsk, they gave high ratings t o  stones that 

emphasized the accuracy ofrisk information, promoted trust in institutions, and were not 

alarming (Salomone et al., 1990). 

When it came ta the tum of how journalists evaluate news average  of 

environmentai risk, journalists were said to consider accuracy to be the least important 

characteristic in a newspaper story; they placed more emphasis on risk information and on 

those stories that are generally alanning in terms of information, imagery, and tone 

(Salomone, 1990). 

But the public is not passively receiving a transfùsion of information-as in the 

metaphor of a hypodennic needle being injected into the bloodstream of a tnisting public 

(Gamson, 1987). We tend to judge the credibility of a news item basecl upon the reality of 

the message, and not upon the reputation of the source (Powell & Leiss, 1997). In fact, 

many Inuit women told me that they used their own judgement about the risk of 

contaminants in the Arctic food chah and did not rely on the opinions of scientists or 

journalists. 

The notion of "media fiaming" succeeds in making issues salient-thereby 

influencing issues we choose to discuss, and to some extent, what we feel are the 



important points in a particular contmversy. In addition, drarnatic devices are sometimes 

utilized in order to highlight a story, for exarnple, imagery often replaces content in the 

popular press, and Little discussion of the actual science is presented (Powell & Leiss, 

1997). However, media reporthg of the risks of contaminants will continue-it sells well. 

Organochiorines and Heaw Metals In this section 1 will dimss articles published 

in the Nunatsiuq News and in some Canadian national newspapen as well as relevant items 

in literature available to Inuit--usually in the fonn of (often published) repons of research 

conducted in theu comrnunities. 

The Globe arsdMail regularly keeps its readers informed about "How the Arctic's 

being poisoned (Matias, 1999, and lamentations such as bbPoisons for a pristine l and  

(Nikiforuk, 1996), and "Canada on environmental hot seat" (Fine, 1997) are attention 

grabbers, but when Arctic contamination is seen as less sensational, items are relegated to 

a single column on an inside page, for exarnple, "Chernicals find way to Arctic, study saysY7 

(Laghi, 1997). The content of this latter article is somewhat informative; it reports on 

(uncited) research studies where scientists "wmed of possible effects on memory and 

leaming abilities because of exposure in the womb to contaminants that have built up in 

the mother's body over timey7 (p. 7), and it ends with an optirnistic note: "Although 

scientists are still unsure about how quickly pollutants can be eliminated, some research 

indicates that eradication can take place relatively quickly." Unfortunately, the research 

referred to has no reference. It would be more informative for readers to have been told 

the mechanisms by which eradication of pollutants could take place in a relatively short 



period of time. 

"Poison in the land was the editorial headline in Nunutsiaq News on May 19, 

1 995, in reference to the admission by federal officials that PCBs were indeed present in 

the soi1 around Iqaluit. In 1995-the year 1 collected rny field data in Coral Harbour- 

Nimrsioq Novr ran several items regarding contamhants in Nunavut. Most of these 

articles were concemed with the clean-up process of PCBs and asbestos materials around 

Iqaluit (Coral Harbour had conducteci its own clean-up in 1994-shreddmg thousands of 

gasolene barrels and other materials abandoned during the Second World War.) One 

headline warned, "Fire near PCB shacks sparks f d '  (Philüps, 1995). ancl the openhg 

paragraph reads: 

"The gigantic toxic powder keg that looms over the town of Iqaluit was set 
on fire last Saturday, but fire officials say the flames didn't ignite the 
poisonous cloud that they might have" (p. 4). 

We are then informed that the "poisonous cloud" did not result because the buildings that 

had been identified as containing PCBs did not actually catch fire. In spite of this the next 

sub-heading States "Pollutants released," and though not attributed to anyone in particular, 

the heading is followed by a paragraph in quotes: 

"There's no guarantee that there wasn't same pollutants, that was a 
concem, that's why the firefighten were wearing breathing apparatus, 
because in al1 those old buildings, there's stiil some fibreglass innilation, 
the old lead paints on the wails and that type of  stuff." 

Until the whole story is rad, one could easily believe that PCBs were involved in the fire 

at Upper Base in Iqaluit. A headline containing the word PCBs is sure to be eye-catchhg 

but, when the text does not resonate with the headline, it is oflen difficult for a reader to 



fully understand what is king communicated in a newspaper article. 

Recently, PCBs have not had as high a profile in the news media as in the past (the 

new Nunavut government has taken precedence), but any information about hazardous 

materials continues to be newsworthy. For example, lead-contaminateci food is usually 

attnbuted to deposits fiom tailings in the mining industry, but in the spring of 1999,I 

awoke to the morning news on the radio (in Rankin Inlet) announcing that potentiaiiy 

dangerous levels of lead had been found in the umbilical cords of 400 I d  babies in 

Nunavik. These high levels were attributed to the lead pellets found in shotgun shelis. This 

story was printed in NuMiJuq News the foliowing week and a more daailed article was 

featured in the Globe and Mail a week later. It appears that about 7% of the blood 

sarnples in this study showed lead concentrations above Canadian guidelines. 

Radioisotopes in the blood samples closely matched those in four popular brands of 

shotgun shells (Bueckert, 1999). This recent discovery indicates yet another source of 

contaminants that has the potential to interfere with Inuit food resources. Although 

researchers had been investigating the effects of lead poisoning on waterfowl for some 

time, it is only recently that they have considered a possible impact on human health of 

lead shot. Until lead shot is easily replaced, it is unlikely that Inuit wiIi refrain fiom using it 

for goose hunting--especially when adverse effects are said to be "potential." 

Minina Reports of Northem rnining issues are usually restricted to Northem 

newspapers. For exarnple, news items such as cornplaints of u n d e  practices at Nanisivik 

mine on Baffin Island (Bourgeois & Wilkin, 1997), and reports of Inuit opposition to year- 



round shipping in order to c a q  away nickel from Voisey7s Bay in Labrador (Green, 

1998), are given fair representation in Nonhem newspapen. Greater attention focused on 

Canada's first diamond mine which is under construction in the Western Arctic, 300 km 

nonheast of Yellowknife; however, there is some dispute whether the mining exploration 

is intempting the calving grounds of  the Bathurst caribou herd (Selleck, 1996). 

The flagship edition of the C d i a n  Miner carries the fiont page headline: 

'Nunavut set to boom." ï h a e  is no date on this edition, but I picked it up nom the lobby 

of the Siniktaavik Hotel in Rankin Met in Apd, 1997. Exploration for gold, which was 

allowed to begin in March, 1996 because of a gruidfathered was inïtiated in an 

area 80 k m s  north of Baker Lake. Other communities in the Kivalliq region which are 

involved in mineral exploration include Rankin Idet, Whale Cove, Arviat, Repuise Bay, 

and Chesterfield Inlet. So far, 61 drillholes have been made in the region for iron- 

formation-hosted gold and Kivalliq7s gold resources have since qüadrupled (Canadian 

Miner, 1997, p. 30). This newspaper announces that Inuit in Nunavut are ''very proactive, 

basically telling us that Nunavut is open for business" (p. 32). But the Inuit in Nunavut are 

very particular about what kind of mining they will endorse. In March, 1999, the 

Nunatsiaq News reports: 

"Uranium mining giant pulls out of Nunawt", and goes on to explain, 

"Uranium mining giant Cameco Corporation has cancelled its mineral 
exploration program in Nunavut this sumrner, citing lack of cornmitment by 
Inuit leaders to embrace the nuclear industry." 

'A grandfàther clause in the 1993 huit Land Claim Agreement allows companies to 
continue holding mineral rights on any daims that existed prior to the Agreement. 



It appears that a "negative uranium pbilosophy" was adopted when, according to the 

company's exploration manager, ''misinformation [was] spread by the global antinuclear 

movement, and is expressed by aich organirations as the Inuit Ciraimpolar Conference, 

which has declared a 'nuclear-fiee zone"'. Besides blaming the Inuit and their 

organizations for not dlowing them to mine the resourfes of Inuit-owned-subsurface land- 

-not to mention the addition of very few jobs for Inuit--the manager then retorted: 

"Apart nom the resource industry I'm not quite sure where Nunavut is 
going to get any taxes from, other than federal govemment handouts." 

He can be sure that such comments would not endear him to any future negotiations with 

Nunavut Tungavik Incorporatecl (NTI). It is a low blow to rernind Inuit that jobs in 

Nunavut are badly needed. The following week, the editorial in the Nuntztsiaq hrews 

explains to readers the special sensitivities of uranium rnining-that it is a radioactive 

substance that needs cautious handling. In this item Jim Bell (1999) also applauds NTI for 

looking f i e r  the interests of Nunavut beneficiaries in preference to not making life easy 

for the rnining companies. This is the kind of responsible newspaper reporting that is 

accessible to many Inuit-though the CBC radio news in Inuktitut is probably the most 

widely accessed news source for the majority. 

It is interesting that, for the moa part (with the exception of Grondin and Bruneau, 

1994, presented in Chapter Four), the products of mining activities are reported in the 

scientific literature, but human aspects of these activities or controversies regarding mining 

is communicated in the popular press. In order to convey information about Inuit 

responses to mining projects, I will present some reports that 1 found in Northem 



newspapers as well as idormation gleaned fkom a v q  readable book written by a social 

scientist (Punch, 1 992)3 

In regard to mining, it is evident that the voices of opposition by local Northem 

residents are being heard. For example, when a uranium mining project was again 

proposed for construction in Baker Lake, Nunavut, 9û?! of the people in that community 

voted at a public hearing in April, 1993 to oppose the project, and a decision regard'ig the 

venture was delayed until a fiil Environmental Impact Assessrnent (EIA) could be 

conduaed (Hicks, 1995). The Kiggavik project was finally shelved in favour of  expancihg 

uranium exploration in Saskatchewan. (However, the mining company continueci to try to 

attract Inuit to the idea of uranium rnining until March, 1999 when it finally gave up.) 

Previously, in 1979, the hui t  of Baker Lake had asked for a court order to deny 

any further mining pennits in an area of 78,000 km2 around their community. They 

claimed this uranium-nch land to be theirs and asked that companies prospecthg there be 

ordered to stop work. During the many weeks of hearings, it was said that helicopters and 

activities of the prospecting camps were scaring away the caribou. In part, because some 

elden testified that they could identifL their traditional hunting grounds, Judge Mahoney 

declared that Inuit title existed in the lands surrounding Baker Lake. However, he refised 

to stop the activities of the prospectors--arguing that although the caribou herd had 

decreased in number, mining exploration was not a significant contributhg factor. In any 

case, he asserted, federal and temtorid mining legislation could abrogate Aboriginal title. 

3All schools in the Keewatin have a library; in addition, many adultp now take courses at 
the local campus of Arctic Colfege where many books on Northern-related issues are available. 



Although this case did serve to rocognize Inuit Abonginai nghts, it also ümited thes  

rights by affirming the preeminence of govenunent authority (Purich, 1992). 

Evidently, this Inuit protest to mining development resulted fkom theu 

"environmental perception'" of contamination of local caribou herds as weU as 

distuhance5 of caribou calving grounds (Transcript, 1993). Local newspapers and books 

are important as disseminators of environmental information, and when accurately 

reported, they can do much to idonn the public and enable the public to play a role in 

decision-making affecting exposure to contamuiants. 

Remedyin~ the llls of the DEW line The DEW line is familiar to readen North 

and South. The "Remedying the iUs" headline in The Globe 4 Mail in July 1 997- 

although it is informative about the history of DEW lines-does not teU Northemers what 

they need to know. Clearly, newspapers are market-driven and must pander to their 

readership. In May that year, Numîsiuq News readers were told "Cleanup at radar sites on 

hold again this sumrneî' (Wilkin, 1997a), and a year later they were inforrned that NT1 

Environmental perception is the way in which individuals regard their environment and is 
formed and conditioned by the subjective interpretation of sensory experiences of that external 
environment. individuals' environmental perceptions within the same ldcality are likely to vary 
considerably because for each individual this "perceived environment" is their own reality which 
conditions attitudes towards life, and elicits a behavioral response in goveming the way decisions 
are made. There is generally a strong relationship ôetween perceived environmental images and 
actual behaviour. Decision-making o h  reflects how individuals, rooted in their geographicai, 
historical and cultural milieu, view their environment and react to information about it (Jones et al., 
1990). 

Disturbance can be causeci by human or naturd occunaiccs and refers to any change in 
an ecosystem as a result of environmental variation. Some ecosystems appear unable to withstand 
any signifiant element of disturbance but northern coniferous forests require periodic disnirbance 
by fire in order to stimulate regeneratim (Jones et al,, 1990). 



had signed a 10 year deal to complete the clean-up at 15 fonner DEW line sites ( W i  

1998a). The cost of methods (and thus the delay) disnisxd for the disposal of 

contaminated material (including PCBs) was cont entious because $242 million had initiaüy 

been budgeted for the clean-up, but the cos for complete rernoval of contaminated 

material fiom J I  15 sites in Nunawt would cost $600 million. A total clean-up had been 

requested by NTI because of "concem that some of the contaminated materials wili be Iefi 

on the site.. .we want to make sure there's no hazardous materid leaching h m  landfiIl 

sites" (Bourgeois, 1997a). Potentid health effects fiom these hazardous materials are not 

specified; this probably makes more of a statement than unsubstantiated predictions. 

Hint s of il1 health can provoke fear. In March, 1999, Wilkin (1 999) States in the 

Nunatsiaq News that PCBs are cancer-causing substuices, but makes no reference to 

research studies in his report that could clam situations when PCBs could cause cancer. 

In this article, describing the clean-up at a former U.S. military base on Resolution Island, 

he reveals that al1 the work crews have been able to do in the last four years is to wllect 

barrels of liquid PCBs and store thern in a temporary containment facility on the island; 

hence, the problem has not yet gone away. 

As rnight be expected, ?ne Globe and Mail provides the wider reading public with 

its own interpretation of the DEW line issue, introduced by the headline at the beginning 

of this section ("Remedying the ills"). In gene~al, this is an informative mide in that it 

tells us that there were 42 radar stations in Canada and another 2 1 in Alaska and 

Greenland. Although haif of the Canadian sites were abandoned by 1963, DIAND began 

assessing the extent of the darnage in 1 96 1 . Thirty-five years later, of 863 waste sites in 



the NWT, 270 have already been cleaned up and the remainder are markcd for clean-up in 

the near future. In spite of the progress made, however, one paragraph in this article 

"Studies show the food chains of wildlife have been affecteci and pose a 
threat to the health of the local Inuit, who take up to 7 W  of their food 
from the land and sea" (Moon, 1997, p. Ag). 

Partial and inadequate aecounts serve little purpose but to alann and heighten the dramatic 

impact of a scient& report. Towards the end of the item, potential tourists are warmd: 

"In reality, today the North is strewn with hazardous and non-haaudous 
waste. The waste poses potential dangers to people, wildlife, and the 
environment. It also shocks and repels tourists who have visions of visiting 
a beautifil, pristine northem landscape" (p. AS). 

Since tourism is one of the few business endeavoun that has been increasingiy successfiil 

in the North, it is a pity that The Globe andMaif not only does not endorse the Canadian 

tourist industry, but plays a part in tuMng away potential tourists for the Arctic. 

Arctic Warming Global wanning in the Arctic is another eye-catching topic. 

Reading about dinosaurs roarning the lush forests millions of years ago on what is now 

Bylot Island (near Pond Iniet), is fascinating reading (George, 1996a). The consensus, in 

the newspapers, however, seems to be that the ''Eastern Arctic [is] not getting warmer" 

(Wilkin, 1997b); in fact, "El Nifio and Nunawt: colder weathei' (Wilkin, 1998b). It 

appears that at the end of the iast ice age (10,000 years ago), temperatures in the eastem 

Arctic were at their wmest-a  yearly average of  about 10 to 15 degrees celsius-and then 

the world cooled down by one or two degrees and reached their lowest 150 years ago 



when the climate started to warm again. The warming end& about 1960 when the 

temperature lowered stightly; it has changed very little since then. It is reported in the 

Nunatsiaq Novs that Dr. Roy Koemer, a geologist with the Canadian Geological Survey 

has determinecl, 

"the connection between m a n m d  [sic] poIIution and warmer 
temperatures may be more compllicuted t h  previuusiy thought..A couid 
be jus! mother natutaIfluct~ation'~ ( W i n ,  1 997b, p. 2 1 ). 

In other wordq no one really knows for sure. 

Television 

While 1 was gathering my field data in Coral Harbour during November, 1995, 

there was a television programme on CBC North featuring contaminants in the North. 

Long-range contaminants, radioactive materials, organochlorines including pesticides and 

industrial wastes were all discussed in relatively comprehensible terms. %ewers were 

invited to phone in to the television studio and ask questions. Apart from a few children 

who phoned, there was little interest evident on the part of adult Mewers-or perhaps 

many of their questions were answered in the presentation. One man did ask how hunters 

can determine if an animal is contaminateci, but the respondent said that it was a difncult 

question to answer as contaminants cannot be seen--unlike the effects of brucellosis. Since 

it is impossible to  show PCBs in action (or even dormant), there were no visual effects in 

this programme which would enhance comprehension of the contaminant problem. In the 

communication literature, a high rate of information loss is reported without the aid of 

visuals; in television shows alone, it has been found that 77% of viewers misreport verbal 



themes (Graber, 1990). In the following days 1 asked several people in Coral Harbour if 

they had seen the television programme about contaminants, but nobody had seen it. 

Inuit Voices in the Media 

When health effects due to contaminants are mentioned on the television or in 

newspaper articles, fear may be instilled in Gewers and readers, so it is refkeshing to  r a d  

some sensible reporting in this regard in the Numts iq  News, for example, Beil(1995) and 

Komak (1 997). While Mi John Komak, an Inuk fiom the Inuit Tapirisat of Canada WC), 

confirms that some traditional foods do  contain pollutants, he also makes it clear that, 

"researchers believe t h  no one in the C d i a n  Arctic has become sick 
as a direct resuit ... [and''.. . fevels in Arctic wildlife are diif too low to case 
irnmediate honn to people who eat country fd; and country fd are 
stiff much healthier and cheapr t h  store-bought foocis" (p .  8). 

(This statement has echoes of other Inuit voices 1 heard, and which 1 delineate in Chapters 

Six and Seven). Komak admits to the potential of contaminants to cause health problems- 

he is apparently well informed, and explains: 

"PCBs and pesticides haw seriousfy afiected the health of people in other 
cmntries who were exposed to very large amounts of them in a short tirne; 
amotrnts much /urger thon what northenwrs getfiom eaiing country fd 
over a lifetime " (p .  8). 

The potential o f  serious health effects fiom long-terni exposure to contaminants is not 

downplayed in this article, rather, it is a balanced commentary that places the cards on the 

table in a manner that is honest and comprehensible. In the earlier report, Bell quotes 

Rosemarie Kuptana, then president of  ITC stating, "many other things, such as smoking 

and drinking, are much more hazardous than eating beluga o r  seal blubber" (Beli, 1995, p. 



5). Kuptana also adds that pregnant women and nursing mothers should still think very 

carefully about what they eat. It is when such a figure as Rosemarie Kuptana-one who is 

familiar to  the Northem reading public-makes a statement in the media that rationai 

images o f  risk reach the public; news reports like this one are important means of 

communication for Inuit in isolated communities. 

Surnmw 

Science in the popular press, States Singer (1 990), "is livelier and easier to  read 

than science in the scholarly j o u d s "  (p. 11 S), and scient& findings appear t o  be 

uncontested. However, when contradictory scientific findings are later presented, 

confidence in the press (as weU as in science) may be undermined. Even though most of 

the existing information we have about risk is partial and contingent, disputes over risk 

polarize interested groups: scientists, adminiarators, policy rnakers, and consumers 

(Inuit)--al1 of whom have their own set of assumptions and ideological fimeworks. 

The media, in their discourses and through their selection and construction of risk, 

do help to  shape public attitudes--and thus, eventuaily, to  shape the policy agenda (NeUrin, 

1985). However, newspapers may change allegiances, so it is df icul t  to  accuse them of 

being biased. In fact, by presenting contradictory views, fùnher discussion is stimulated. 

Evaluating nsk aiways requires judgments in the face of uncertainty-this includes 

the uncenainty created by scientific disagreement as well as that resulting h m  the 

questionable veracity of  information reported in the press. As in ail report4  news items, 

"people filter information in an effort to achieve a consistency of knowledge with beliefs 



and actions7' (Brown, 1987). Ultirnately, the issue is not risk, but the perception of Rsk by 

the individuals exposed to the risk; this can be i d l u e n d  by Somat ion  cornmunicated by 

various mechanisms. How something is explaineci can be just as important as what is said. 

Singer (1 990), in her study of accuacy in the media in relation to hazards, found 

that newspaper stories were more accurate than those reponed on the television. 

However, oniy 4% of al1 of the news studies she investigated about hazards refend to 

pubiished research-but 76% of these wntained no statementts substantiaily differeot fkom 

the (scientific) source; another 17.4Y0 simply referred to "research"-and these were 

usually about iliness. Television stories, however, were only accurate in 50% of their 

repons of hazards. It semis that, when published research was cited, it was more likely to 

be accurate. In totai, 40.h of the news stories investigated contained statements that were 

substantially di fferent nom the original research report. In the newspaper. asnimptions, 

statistical caiculations and extrapolations are not usually reported, and these Limitations in 

the data are not relayed to the reading public. 

Because science which is reported on the television takes its basic structure fiom 

print news, most cornmentators treat the text as the primary carrier of information- 

visuals, when available, serve to enhance the story and involve the viewer emotionally. In 

contrast, words often represent complex information and must be processed sequentially. 

In addition, people usually find Msual stimuli more interesting and they have more 

confidence in their ability to compnhend visual information as they can extract meanings 

fiom visuals wit hout nonng them for later retrieval (Graber, 1 990). 

The Inuit can simply look around and be aware of the bounties of theu land; they 



know how to take care of their natural resowces-both human and environmental in the 

face of contradictory reports from outsiders. The main mechanism for passing on 

traditional ecologicai knowledge has been oral. Now, they also utilize the vehicle of the 

newspaper to  teach the Qdlunaat, as weii as their own children, how to take care of our 

environment. 1 wül wnclude with a letter to the editor of Nimztsiaq News and published in 

December, 1995, by Raymond Ningeocheak, entitled "Taking care of our environment": 

I want to givpfiom my own thoughts as a citizen ofN't c o r n h g  
ow environment. We rnust start teaching Our chiI&en ami grara&hiI&en 
to manage Our I d  sea cmd wiI(dIVe. We how to make sure thai the 
wildve, sea mammafs andJsh wilf mrvive and be a b u h t  for pars to 
corne. We should be uuejirf not l e m @  nets to rot in the lakes cmd 
rivers. 

We don 't krow how long we wilf be mounà tojinish whÛl we need to teach 
our yarngpeople, for that reason we need tu statt teaching tkm.  hoking 
ut the rate of our population growing we how to begïn cortserving our 
wilwe. T i  we me relying on store bought fd d with scarce jobs 
it is harderfor people with no income. 

We wou Id l i k  to see ow next generation be se&w@?cient and be ab le to 
survive on their uwn. Therefore, we must t a k  care and keep m r  I d  
clean withmt confaminants. Start with mrselves in feaing our hunting 
grounds cfeon. 

We wouid iike ow next generation to hunt in the iraditional hunting areas 
t h f  we hunted Keep the shores ciem and oupost camps where we p n t  
Our summer, fall and winters. ï h t  way, we um l e m  t h  to our chifdren 
and grandchildren tu enjoy. m e n  you corne to an o u p s t  uarnp d f i n d  
it filied with garbage, it is no2 a gooù sighî to see. 

Let us work together and reqect one another. me gurhge md &bris wilf 
not go away by themselws. A A it takes is tu bring containers to put then> 
in and cmry if  back toyacr counmunity to be cfumped 

It is your IM respect it and it wilf respect you &ck. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Inuit Women's Perceptions of Poilution 

In this chapter 1 present the voices of Inuit women, and 1 will relate some of theu 

perceptions of pollution as expressed to me. 1 talked with 47 women in-depth in their 

homes in Corai Harbour during November and December, 1995, and 1 verified rny findings 

with them in Apnl, 1997. From the 53 questions in the interview guide (Appendix I) a d  

fiom characteristics 1 associated with each individual, 1 recorded 68 variables for each 

woman. Then 1 collated the responses into a number of themes. Those which 1 discuss in 

this chapter are: food; health, contaminants, and, perceptions of pollution. 

Food 

Food habits and preferences are important ingredients in any culture, and in 

societies where hunting is the central tradition, the concept of food encompasses its 

procurement and distribution as well as its consumption ( Foulks & Katz, 1977; Foster & 

Anderson, 1978; and Pelto & Jerome, 1978). Dietary decisions made fiom among a 

limited number of possibilities (as in the relatively narrow range of Inuit food) do not 

directly concem nutntion (though nutntion is a consideration) but are made from cultural 

knowledge. The cognitive aspects of food therefore, c m  be analysed as cultural 

ideological systems by their non-nutntional meanings (Jerome, Kandal & Pelto, 1980). It 

becomes evident by their responses that food, health, and identity are intertwined in the 

world view of the Inuit. 



Because food-including choices, preferences and benefits-is pivotal in an 

exploration of perceptions of pollution in the Arctic, 1 directed several questions (numbers 

1 to 5, 8, and 21) to this topic. Muenced by my past expenence of living in C o d  

Harbour, 1 expected to h d  (and this was confirmed) that Inuit food was very important to 

their diet and weU-being, but I also wanted to know if Inuit in that community were still 

consurning the same proportion of Inuit food as when 1 last conduaed research there in 

1990 (Egan, 1990). At that time 1 found that at least 50% of al1 food consumed was Inuit 

food, and 1 learned that those who consume a traditional diet of land foods regard 

themselves as healthier than those who eat mainly store-bought foods. 

The first question 1 asked of each woman was to name her single most favourite 

food in eit her the Inuit or Qallunaaq category . Of the 47 women, only three named a 

Qallunaaq food item as their favourite food. Two of the three were teenagers who chose 

spaghetti and tomato soup as their favountes; the third, a more mature woman who named 

lobster as her favounte food, had lived for a number of years on the Maritime Coast. She 

explained that when she first moved south she was looking for a type of food that could 

replace the Arctic foods she was Mssing. Lobster rerninded her of matcroq (beluga whale 

skin) and she soon developed a Iiking for this delicacy. The most comrnon choice of 

favounte food was caribou (n=12), but al1 of the Inuit foods available in Coral Harbour 

were mentioned by at least one woman (see Table 2). These are: caribou, char, s d ,  

igunaaq (aged meat), n d  polar bar,  km& (goose), makiuaq, ptannigan, and 

walms. Caribou is plentifil in Coral Harbour, and Inuit women are creative in its 

preparation, for example: "Of all the Imcir foods I like caribou meat best because you can 



FOOD 

caribou 

char 

seal 

igunaag 

nanuk 

kanguk 

maktaaq 

ptarmigan 

walrus 

any meat 

Qallunaaq 

Total 

no responst 

Table Two 

Favourite Foods 

Age Catego y 

A B C C+ 

Age Ca tegories: 

A =  18to29years 

B = 30 to 44 years 

C = 45 to 59 years 

C+ =60+ years 



mix it with any kind of f d  w k n  you c m k  it-even with Qailunmq food " Other women 

agreed, saying that the crossniltural food rnix is especially good when making caribou 

soup and stew. 

Benefits Of Inuit and Oallunaaa Food$ 

When asked to tell me about the benefits they perceivecl from both Inuit and 

Qallunaaq foods (question #2), their responses were fairly homogenous. Almost everyone 

said that Inuit foods made them feel warm, full, and healthy. Even the teenagers who had 

chosen Qallunaaq foods as thek favounte mentioned these attributes. In addition, Inuit 

foods were said to be tasty7 fiees available ( "it 's JWZ there--eusy to get '3, fresh, and 

nutritious because they are full of blwd and protein, and give strength and energy. 1 w u  

told, "they keep the body stropiger thon f a t  fd" and "my &x& is  more used to i f  

becnuse most of the f d  l eat is  native f& " and 'khen you eat lmcit food you feel full 

for the whole doy and you don 't wani to h e p  on eating as y m  do with QalIumaq food " 

Traditionai Inuit foods are described in the scientific literature as being nutrient 

dense as they have the capacity of ftniishing al1 the nutritional elements essentiai for good 

health (Draper, 1977; Mackey, 1988). The Inuit diet is nch in protein, very low in 

carbohydrates, rnoderately high in fats, and also rich in minerals, vitamins B, E, and K, and 

most fat soluble vitamins (A and C), which are mainly derived fiom fresh raw or fiozen 

meat--states which preserve the vitamin. The indigenous diet is also ves, rich in iron 

content: seal, for exarnple, contains 7.5 times more iron than beef (Mackey, 1988). 

The most common response to the question of the benefits of Qdunaaq foods was 



that they are good 'Ifor a change of taste, " and [there is a] '@ad vûnety-liik vegetables 

andfiuit. " Several mentioned that they are convenient-fast and easy to prepare, and that 

kids like to eat t h e n  although one person told me that Qallunaaq food gives heartburn. 

They are aiso easy to obtain (if one has the money) because you do not have to go out and 

hunt for them (a benefit particularly in poor weather) or wait until the hunter cornes home 

with the meat. 

1 asked di of the women to estimate the percentage of Inuit f d  wnswned in 

each of their households (#3); the average was 5%. Several wornen fiom the two older 

age groups lamented the fact that some of their grandchildren (especially young teens) do 

not want to eat only Inuit food, so, as grandparents, they now tend to offer them a range 

of Qallunaaq foods when they corne to visit. Several women in the youngest age group 

(aged 18 to 28), who reported that more than 80% of the food consumed in theu homes 

was Inuit food, were living with older parents who did not like or wuld not afEord to buy 

Qallunaaq food. Usually, extended family members supplied them with land food. Caribou 

was reported as the favourite food across al1 age groups. The fact that it is the most easily 

available probably contributes to its popularity. 

When asked their opinions about the best food for growing children (#4), the 

consensus was a resounding, "Inuit fd, of course. " One woman specified, "Imrii meat, 

especiaily seal meat because they have a lot of biwd When I started giving two of the 

kidr more nalive f i ,  I realired they were heaithier. " A 60 year old, ernbracing both 

cultures, answered, "seui meut artdmilk " All women also said that milk is a "good food" 

(#5), but most mentioned that it was only the children who drank it, as adults suffer fiom 



gas pains d e r  drinking even one glassful. There was usually laughter exchangeci at  the 

mention of gas expulsion (niliralak-farting). One woman told me that she thought that 

the best foods for growing chiidren were "mtive foodr like seul me& because ifyou give 

ihem too rnuch Qallumaq fOiOdS when they *re Young, r k y  won *t eat Imit fd when 

they 're oi&r" (aged 59). 

Animal blood is an important eiement in Inuit food. Blwd really does provide 

warmth and substance to a md-and it is also a sign of i ts freshnesa. As Freeman (1997) 

points out, this is the antithesis to Western ideas of eating bloodless animal flesh-and then 

on1 y flesh taken fiom herbivorous animals (not-with-standing the mixed fodder fed to 

cows in England which subsequently died of B.S.E.). Inuit sea mammals, tlrtherrnore, are 

wnivorous, and this would exclude them fiom the biblical (and vegetarian) Garden of 

Eden. However, rather t han representing a defiling (profane) substance, blood constitutes 

the very essence of Inuit food. 

Food 1 asked the participants if they had heard of any waniings about 

any kind of food-Inuit or Qallunaaq (#8). More than half of the women (n = 25) had 

heard of some kind of warning associated with food. Comrnents included references to: 

Coffee: 

- "makes you stay awuk and is not goodjor your hem" (aged 3 7); 

-'Y 've heard t h t  you shoui& 't &ink coffee when yar 're pregnant. But I 
forget why " (aged 27); 

-Y heard things on T. V.  Iike don *t &ink t m  much c@e, undl ny ro 
watch for fats" (aged 22); 



"tao much coffee im 't goodjor yar " (aged 28); 

- 'Tve  heard thor you shouI&'t drink too much coflee " (aged 19); 

--"on& weiinel on T. Y.; t k y  soid it dects their growth " (aged 37) 

E. Coli: 

- "a few years ago. It was in the ground kefi  if put me offfiom eating it a fittfe 
bit" (aged 3 5); 

- ''1 heatd about E. Coli on the rad-O d s o m e h x f j  came k r e  w k n  the 
E. Coli was going on. I thought it wasfiom caribou meut" (aged 60); 

- "hamburger disease " (aged 24); 

-"a littfe bit, on the radio--maybe two yens  ago. pont A M  I don 't know whut 
kind of disease " (aged 3 O); 

4 v h e n  I heard about the E. Coli in grmnd beef I wouIh't let my kids eat 
it for a long time-ewn though you um mîx it with lots of things men I 
tried to c d  it well but now it doesn 't bother me any more. We were not 
told not to eut it on the radio but people were scrved to " (aged 56); 

-"I heard about the E. Coli in Arviat but us people don 't tend to eat raw 
Qallunaaq food so I think rnaybe these people tried to eat it when it was 
@ozen " (aged 62); 

-'Y heard about hamburger disease in Arviat. I stopped buying hamburger 
for a long time but we 're back to buying it again. 1 c d  it well" (aged 
28); 

-'?ust addiives. I r e d  about t h m .  I heard about E. Coli in Arviat and 
R a n h "  (aged 44); 

- T m  just curefil with groumi beef since the E. Coli thing. I never 
stopped using ground beef kcause I was aiways good ut buming food 
[overcooking] " (aged 34); 

- "1 just hemd about the hamburger disease from T. Y. " (aged 45). 

.- 

'Caffeine in soda pop was not mentioned by anyone. 
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- "only about PCBs in seal fat "(aged 70); 

- "yes, I've k m d  on the radio that fhere might be PCB in sea mammaIs. 
If 's in the Iiwr" (aged 60); 

- "in one of t k  meetings in Rankin with the Health Bomd we were told 
thor fhey Mdone a surwy in M n  onfish-on l& trmt, und they said 
h t  they M fmd a lot of thar [contaminants] in the bigger fish. 
fd fess in Arctic c h  because they iruvel fo the sea. ït 's just the big 
fish that sfay in the lake " (aged 43); 

It is interesting that the word contaminants was often used to describe bacteria as weU as 

heavy metals--in the same vein as their metaphorid use of  'poUution'. 

Food Care: 

- ''1 c m  feff when food is spoifed" (aged 59); 

- "being an 1 %  we wm tell. hr ing sumrner. e3peciafIy if- is inside 
the house when it 's too hot outsi& we 're not going to eat if because it 'II 
gei contaminated If if 's aged too much we won? eat if because we kww 
if 's contaminated" (aged 43); 

+üsf  aged meut [igunaaq J. I heard on the radio not to Ieave it in a plastic 
bug because if ntight get roo ofd nte best way to age meut is to leme it 
out in a cool area-not w m  because if  might get contamitt~ted It taks 
less fhan a week" (aged 45); 

- "I 've heard on 7V thut you should cook food well so thor yar don ' f  gel a 
diseuse " (aged 1 8); 

-"Ifreeze caribou meut on the plaie troys thar corne with QalIult~~lq 
meal but I wash them firsf. Y m  c m  tell ifmeats have k e n  thmed m i  so I 
don ' f  let rny fmily eat thot" (aged 62); 

-"with QalIunaaq f& we how to watch out for hem afl the time 
because we 're not so used to them and we don 't realfy know whot kïnd of 
things fhey have. Like for instance. grgrnd beef is something y m  h m  to 
be mare of: I've ahuays tried to cook it well" (aged 43). 



Misceilaneous Food Waminns: 

- 'Tve hemd t h  you s h a h  *t eut tm much saft? bul il d m  'i moke any 
dlflerence to me" (aged 29); 

-" 1 *ve hemd abart some on the rodio, but I don 't know which " (aged 26); 

- "just ulcohol. rjyou tate zoo much ~Icoholyoai don 't tend to think what 
you have to do. ewn ira.w.de the hanw. Y m  're just thinkngyou 're mi 

alcohoIic mdyou don *t tend to do anything, & that cmt min ymr ive *' 
(aged 63); 

- "nobody has ever told me. I c m  't read the eqpity &te and sometimes my 
Jarni& 's hud dianhopu fiom some canned foods " (aged 6 1); 

It is interesting that alrnost one third of the women (n = 1 4) mentioned E. Coli2-without 

any prompting--in their responses. Even though the outbreak occuned four years 

previously-and in another comrnunity ( M t ) ,  many felt that it still served as a warning 

to treat Qallunaaq foods with more skepticism than Inuit foods. 1 did not detect any 

evidence of Arviat people being s h u ~ e d  because of E. Coli. The women 1 spoke with 

related the information in a matter-of-fact manner; the outbreak occurred in another 

comrnunity but it could just as easily happen in theirs. Ali are equally at risk. 

In contrast, only three women talked about contaminants such as PCBs and 

mercury in Arctic food, though there was some suspicion regarding the presence of 

chernicals in store-bought food. This was reveded by responses expressed regardhg their 

confidence in food products in general(#21); only three women said that they definitely 

did not have confidence in the food they ate and they focused particularly on Qallunaaq 

20fthe 521 cases of E. Cdi (Escherichia coli 0157:H7) that occurred in the Keewatin region 
in l991,3 19 were residaits ofArviat. nie rmst k l y  source of infèction in the index cases is thougût 
to be ingestion of undercooked contarninated minced beef (On et al., 1994). 



foods: 

- "I worry about Qallumog foods because they 're wrqped, d 1 '  
fOOLFF are fresh. Ewn if they me &ed out, t k y  me stilIfiesh imllSl&'*; 

- 'ï think t h t  sotne QalIumuq fOOdS are not safe bec4usefiom whor I've 
heard I really like steaks but tkyput so mmy chernids in t h -  
injecting tkm.  Thor's why QaIlumaq me so big. '" 

But another admitîed, "1 know there 's chernicals in Qal lu~oq  food but I don 't w o q  

about if. " Several other women emphasized that extra care should be taken when buying 

and eating Qallunaaq fmds for example: 

- 'ijl buy store-bought fOQdr, I uusulIy look them over pretty good The 
cans might be dented or have a hde in t h " ;  

-7 check Q a l l u ~ o q  food to see ifif 's old or rotten in the store freezer"; 

-7fthey were fiozen and z h e d  art. or ewn if the Northem thmved them 
out people tend to t d o  wme-that c m  be abngerous if t k y  're *en 

P' again. 

Some women admitted, " I'm more conjidnt with Inuil faodr-but we 're still not so used 

io Qafizulaaq f i ' '  and "I siill eat homburger-ewn a f i r  the E. Coli suue. " Two other 

women said that they never worry when they eat any type of food; however, they a h  

advised that care be taken in ceriain circumstances when obtahïng Inuit foods: 

- "if huit food is caught furher inlandl don *t worry about iî, but if it 's 
caught near the cornmunity I *d have secord thoughts before eating it 
because there 's too much garbage. men I 'd be eating gorboge. It w d  
be iik. polhted-the fish has been eating junk food"; 

- 'yor Inuit food it depends where it Wom-not good nem town or 
garbage. 9# 

These two cornrnents reveal the necessity for Inuit to know where their Native foods corne 

fiom. Because they can see garbage in the water close to the cornmunity, they do not want 



their food sources to  be contaminatecl by it. In general, Inuit have more confidence in Inuit 

food because they witness each stage of the food process, from the capturing, butchering, 

and stonng, to the distribution, cooking (iany), and eating. They know where and when 

the animal was hunted and by whom; they trust the wisdom of  proficient huntas to  take 

proper care of the meat. The practice of subsistence hunting is more than a means of 

(corporal) survival; it is central t o  Inuit identity. No separation is made between those 

killing the animal, those cutting it up, and those eating it (Freeman, 1997). 

Heal t h 

Four questions (numbers 6, 10, 17 and 39) were directly related to health, though 

the topic was oflen mentioned in other conteas. 1 asked women which foods they thought 

might contribute to poor health (#6) and moa of them (n = 35) said "junk food"--even 

those who admitted that they liked to eat it. Items identified in the junk food category 

were pop, chips, and candies. Other food contributors to poor health were macaroni, 

canned food, coffee, and convenience foods like hamburgers, but five women also thought 

that there were no foods that could contribute to  poor health. 

Health of Inuit Past and Present 

When asked (in question nurnber IO), 46 of the 47 women said that they 

considered their families t o  be healthy. The only one who said that neither she nor her 

3Subsistence hunting is the L'c.omplex of activities associateci with procurllig, processing, 
distributing, and consuming locally obtained foods, and includes the social relations and beliefk 
required to support these activities" (Freeman, 1997, p. 8). 



farnily was healthy was the 18 yesr old whose favourite food was spaghetti. However, she 

also told me that she believed that Inuit foods have more nutritional value than Qallunaaq 

foods because her mother had told her that. 

From theu responses to question number 9 (their greatest health fear), it is evident 

that the majority of people 1 interviewed feared cancer the most, and this was mentioned 

by 33 women; lung cancer was specified the most frequently. Other feared ailments 

include A I D S ,  TB, "drugs," "abuse," epilepsy, famine, diabetes, and heart and lung 

problems. One woman said she did not want to think about any kind of illness, and another 

said she worries that there might not k enough food. She told me that: 

"in Rmkin or Iqafuit they ahuays seIl th& food-tky don 't just give it 
away, and sometimes it womes me rhar it wil/ irappen here. Out here we 
share w fd if1 want to go anàget some caribou meat or seal meut, 
1'11 ark for i f  ond they 'Il giw it to me fiee. / ask re latives but sometimes 
people go on the air sqying t h  they have lots of meat and ifsonwboc.), 
wants it they con go md get if .  " 

I had heard others in Coral Harbour talk about Inuit in larger settlements not giving away 

food in the traditional manner. Evidently, they are concemed that this cultural change 

could occur in theu community if Inuit foods b e r n e  less accessible. 

1 asked the women if they thought that, in general, Inuit are healthier now than 

they were in the past (#17); 75% (n=35) said that, in their opinion, Inuit are leu  hedthy 

today than in the old days. Not surprisingly, the use and abuse of dmgs and alcohol were 

oflen mentioned as contributing factors in the poorer health status of Inuit today. Many 

women referred to the observation that Inuit have less exercise now because they use 

vehicles instead of walking, but more importantly, people were healthier in the d d  days 



because then they ate only Inuit food. It is well documented that, in the past, nutritional 

deficiencies and diet-related diseases' were unknown in the Inuit population as long as 

they were consuming a mainly traditional diet of sea and land mamrnals, and fish (Thomas, 

1927; Schaefer, 1959; Draper, 1977; Mackey, 1988). Their almost exclusively camivorous 

diet has been replaced by imported stapla with a high sugar content, leading to a high 

incidence of dental caries and loss of teeth (Schaefer et al., 1980; Mayhali, 1986), a 

problem vimially unknown earlier in the twentietb ce- (Pickedî, 1914).' 

An increase in the consumption of Qallunaaq food which contains "anificial 

things" or additives-p~icularly junk food which contains sugar and makes kids "hyper" 

as well as not being good for the teeth-was said by several pmkipants to  contribute to  

the decline in health. It has been shown in the üterature that changes in lifestyle, including 

a shift toward a dependence on purchased foods, have led to a decrease in overall health 

status of the Inuit (Davies and Hanson, 1965; Draper, 1976; Hoppner et al., 1978; 

Morehouse, 198 1). 

Some women commenteci that it would be helpful if Inuit were taught more about 

%leart disease was unlikely to have beei a health problem for the Inuit prior to Contact as the 
low incidence (though it is increasing) found in Arctic populations has been s h o w  to be due almost 
entirely to the hi& level of polyunsanirated fats of the omega-3 class (Bang, Dyerberg, & Nielsen, 
1 97 1 ; Dyerberg, Bang & Hjorne, 1975; and, Bang, Dyerberg & Sinclair, 1980.) The low incidence 
of myocardial infarction arnong the Inuit is thought to be due to the diminished platelet aggregatim 
which occun in a hi& omega-3 fàüy acid state. However, as huit are now relying mare on processeci 
f d ,  this type of protection from atherosclerosis will undoubtedly declùie. 

'A d l e  exception is demmk&d in the burial population in Kekerten Island (Cumberland 
Sound). An examuiation of skeletal remains there reveals a high incidence of antemortem t h  loss- 
which suggests that there may have been a higher incidence of dental caries than was previously 
estimateû. One contributing fâctor could be that the huit at this whaîing station- around the tum of 
the century- had a probacted period of interaction with whalers and may have been consuming sugar 
for a longer period than other Inuit grmps (Kadeyside, 1990). 



food preparation-especiaüy now that they are eating increasing quantities of Qallunaaq 

food. The 19 year old who prefen tomato soup to any other food thought that Inuit h d t h  

is "maybe better now because we 're a linle bit educated more mw about food " Other 

responses to the question of the aiment state of Inuit health include: 

- "lnuit health is worse t+. NOW-s we seem to get a cou  right 
away-hedzches" (aged 46); 

- "the elders tell me people used to be more healthy in the old e s "  (aged 48); 

Many wornen refend to the deterioration in Inuit health as being due, in large part, to the 

introduction of goods fiom the outside (vehicles, drugs, cigarettes, store food): 

-''Inuit health is worse to&y. People in the old &ys were healthier 
because they di& *t have cigarettes. A l'o. they diah 't how trucks and 
sùidoos so they had more exercise " (aged 3 7); 

- "health is worse t h  bejore. A lot ofthings we haw now. Iike smoking* booze, 
anCr h g s ,  they didn 't have t h  in those &YS" (aged 18); 

- "people are l e s  healthy t e .  The transportation we haw now. .. we 
have more accidents" (aged 27); 

- "1 think the health of Inuit is worse now than 25 or 50 years ago-that 's 
whut people tell me. Health wise, teeth wise. because nuw they 're eating 
r o o  much sweets. or smoking. or other things iike drinking. People now eat 
less Imit f w d  ami more store-bought food" (aged 3 0); 

-7 think M t  healrh is worse todoy becuuse youngpeople are more inio 
junkjbod; they get picky on the things they want to eut" (aged 34); 

- '%rom w h t  I *ve hem4 people t d y  are more sick thon years ago. It 
might have something to do with the weather-fiom pollution thol 's in the 
air-maybe there *s more vehicles. I 've heard u h t  the ozone layer, d 
it 's probabiy affecting the people too. niere 's a lot offirmes now but they 
didn 't have them in the pu.&' (aged 45); 

Some linked health status with housing conditions: 



"when we first hod houses in t k  sixfies we were so crowCre4 but now we 
are less c r d e d  we are l e s  sick " 

In contrast, a 61 year old rnaintained that Inuit are more sick these days because they now 

spend al1 day in a very warm house and then go out into the cold, hence sicknesses üke the 

common cold are beliwed to have increased in number. Cancer was again mentioned by 

several women: 

- "huit heaith is worse iociqy because in the old &ys t k re  was no utncer. 
People in the old ckiys were hppier t h  n w  but they d d  mt /ive as long 
m people t-" (aged 34); 

-'Y ihink they 're iess heaIthy W .  There seems to be more deathfiom 
serious illness iik cancer. I'w losl so many family members to cancer 
and that was unkard of a f m  pars ago. Lifestyie probubly makes a 
dyferencee-like ubusing our M i e s  with cigarefies" (aged 44). 

One 4 1 year old woman said that it is now harder to get the [Inuit) food, and a 39 year old 

who had heard about famines which had occumed in the p s t  commented, 

"fhey were hungry a lot back then. I think they hod a k d  time. We haw a 
hard rime tu&y, too, but back then rhey hod no choice; they had to rely on 
the anirnals. I think they were hppier then. " 

Others referred to the Contact history of high rates of infkctious diseases; some 

recollections were persona1 ones and others were stories told to them by their parents: 

'7 think t h  t k y  're less sick mnv becuuse there 's pills. Buck then they 
seemed to be sick .. there were no dmtors then. just Qaiiunaat-mostiy 
Hudson Bay men" (aged 70). 

Another woman, although born in a different era than the previous 70 year old, agreed: 

"maybe people t e  are l e s  sick because back w k n  I was a ki4 when 
somebdy was sick it seems l i k  they w d d  be sick for a long tirne. T e  
when people have a col4 the cold seems to làsi shorrer t h  before- 
maybe because we 're in a wmmer house and if 's  cleaner" (aged 3 1). 



A 62 year old woman also r e f d  to  the cumnt perceived short duration of a 

"cold" because in the old days it seemed that when people had a cold they would die from 

it. However, she also mentioned (as did several others) that there was much tuberculosis 

(TB) in those days. One young woman (aged 29) told me that the fear of TB6 used to  

prevent Inuit fiom seeking help because they were afiaid that they wouid have to g o  back 

to the hospital again for a long time. 

A few women thought that Inuit health was the same as More, Încluding one who 

infonned me, 

"it used to be ( i  parents told me) thot it was w k n  the plime or ship 
came t k t  people caught a cold it wusfiom the people bringing it in  " 

Another woman specified that, 

"compared to 25 years ago. I think we are heafthier now-becuuse then 
most of the Imcir people hod TB a d  they were sent out to the hoqituZjir 
a long time. But we 're mt as healthy as Imcii 50years ugo. 7 k y  di& 't 
need any doçtors then. ï k y  looked ajrr themselves-no mutter whal 
hqpened" (aged 43). 

It is evident in the literature that acute epidemic diseases such as smallpox, measles and 

influenza did not aEect the Inuit p io r  to contact.' Some authorities postulate that Inuit 

populations were decimated from the effects of European-introduced diseases 

60K womn in ber for& told me ofher own expe- of going to hospital (Clearwater San) 
for TB treatment. She said, "some people were cryïng. We wenr byplane in 1954-there were lots 
ofpeople fiom hem. I was two y a m  o I d d  my m m  was canying me on her back We came by dog 
team from our camp. " 

'Skeletal ranauis suggestive of tuberculosis (acid-fàst bacilii and tubercles in the lungs) have 
been identifid in Peruvian rnurnmies-validating the existence of tbis disease in preColumbian times 
(Steinbeck, 1976; Young, 1994). It is hypothaized that preColurnbian TB had a relatively mild impact 
among Native populatioc~s because of cross-immunkations by atypical mycobacteria, and that the 
severity of the disease in post-Contact t h  is due to a more virulent strain (Clark et al., 1987). 



(Keedeyside, 1990). When smaller outbreaks of infectious diseases affectecl a single 

community or a limited region, great hardship resulted becaux the death of a parent was 

critical to  the survival of the social unit (Fortuine, 1989). 

Iltness Due To Contarninants 

1 asked the following question in the latter part of the i n t e ~ e w  when we had 

already been discussing the issue ofcontaminants, "do you know anyone who has becorne 

sick because of poUutionlcontaminants?" (#39). Twenty women said that they had not 

heard of anyone becoming sick because of contaminants, and of the 23 who said they had 

heard of some sickness attnbuted to contarninants, 1 3 women mentioned the 199 1 E. Coli 

outbreak in m a t  (Eskimo Point): 

- "on& the hamburger disease in fikirno Point" 

- ' ~ U H  E. Coli "; 

- 'ANiat people " 

Initially, land food was suspected of being the source of the problem, but it was eventually 

found to be ground meat sold in the local Northern store (hence, it was known as 

"hamburger disease"). One woman (aged 56) t d d  me: 

'7 hemd about hamburger diseuse but I don 't hm where the meat was 
fiont. The homburgerfrom the C w p  shmld be thrown out becuuse they 
c m  be contaminated ï%ey Iooked like t k y  cmld be cooked-they 're not 
red any more. I dota 't shop too much at the Cwp-more ut the Northent 
n m "  

1 saw the hamburger meat in the Co-op store and it looked unappetizing because it was 

old. 1 infomed the store manager that the appearance of the meat was off-putting and that 



people had told me that they suspecteci it was contaminated. He assurecl me that the meat 

was fine but he did remove it fkom the shelves. 

Several people asked me if PCBs could be seen because they can view 

imperfections in food as indicating that something is miss. One woman, aged 44, told me 

that although contaminants are the last thing she worries about, if a seal has white specks 

on its liver, she will not eat the liver, but some people will eat the seal meat. However, ifa 

winter seal is skimy, nobody will eat it. This illustrates the importance of visual evidence 

of contaminants in their food (see also O'Neil, Elias & Yassi, 1997). This does not mean 

that Inuit always reject the notion of invisible substances; they are wüling accept the idea 

of bacteria and viruses causing sickness as they have seen the consequences of such 

infeaions as pneumonia, hamburger disease, and measles. The concept of how 

contaminants are viewed is delineated later in response to my questions (3 1 to 37) which 

asked specifically about huit women's knowledge of contaminants. 

There were a few examples of sickness arising from Inuit food; one person told me 

that she knew someone who got food poisoning from eating igwnaaq makruaq (aged 

makaîaq), and several women mentioned trichinosis. For example, "1 've had stomach 

problems from eating walnrs rneat-may& w m s .  1s thor trichinosis?" (aged 47), and, 

"il was O#? the radio that peuple had trichinosis and E. Coli. We huâ trich here, so I k>au 

some people got sickj?om t h "  (22 y u u  old attending Arctic College). 

One 39 year old woman wondered (out loud) why Coral Harbour men in their late 

sixties seemed to die unexpectedly. She questioned whether they might have had contact 

with contaminated animals or contaminated items (transformers) at the M.O.T. site 



(Ministry of Transport). Some recently deceased men had been responsible for dumping 

large amounts of diswded matenal fiom the old military base-they buried mounds of 

matenal, including jeeps, she said. At the recent cleanup, transfomers were found in old 

barrels in a nearby lake; car batteries have been found in the harbour, and dead fish have 

been washed up on the beach. Al1 of these visible items are considered to be contaminants 

(according to one informant). 

Only three women made rderence to the possibility of üImss arising nom 

contarninated foods or pollution. For exarnple, a 46 year old woman told me, "when my 

daughfer was ycnrng she used to get sick al1 the tirne because of the cigarette smoke, " and 

"when people get si& you wonder ifit 'sfron the fd they 've been eatirtg" (aged 39). A 

27 year old whose family consumption of Inuit food is 80°h of its total, told me, "I once 

heurd on TV fhat somebody got sickfioon, being injected with PCBs-I sort of believed 

rhaf story. " One other was skeptical that people could get iil fiom eating contaminated 

food: "No. Whot I saw on T. Y.  of those people in N o r t h  Québec-they di& 't eut the 

fish. Zîzefish weren 'Z really contmirtuted'they were overcrowded or some fhing " (aged 

43 --farnily consumes 800/0 Inuit food.) 

Interestingly, in response to a question asked later in the inteniew ("do you 

believe that scientists have al1 the answers conceming risk"), several women answered that 

regardless of their belief in what the scientists told them, their wamings would not prevent 

them fiom eating potentially contarninated food unless they saw for themselves that Inuit 

were becoming very sick or dying fiom eating such foods. 



Contaminants 

My first question that specifically mentioned contaminants was number 3 1 and 

asked, "have you heard anything about contaminants?'' It was important that we use the 

correct Inuktitut tenn to describe contaminants as we wanted to be sure that we were 

asking everyone the same question. Even when participants understood English, 1 al= 

presented the Inuktitut terminology. 

Inuktitut Contaminant Terminoloqy My interpreter and 1 sought advice fiom 

several people on the most appropriate terms to use which would be generaiiy understood 

to have the same meaning. It was decided to use the word 'csurtlmaqtuq" for 

contaminants, which means (literally) "something that wants your body" or makes you ill, 

and we also added 'duluriamqîuq " which indicates "pollution or dangerous h w d  for 

people or events." One older woman told me that the kids first starteci saying 

"supuqtugaq" (hash) so that adults would not know what they were talking about. The 

word "aangajaurll~~qtuq" means "something that makes you hi&" and can refer to dmgs 

or alcohol, but "immiaiuk" (Iiteraily, "no good watef- "firewater") is alcohol. "l&raq q" 

means "stoned" on dmgs, for example, " u m  ujarasimajug g" means "he is stoned." The 

Inuktitut word "nunpjuittuq" is used to describe PCBs as it refen to something never 

endingo-like the atomic bomb. 

Knowledge and Understandinas of Contaminants 

In response to the general question "have you heard anything about 



contaminants?" (#3 1), fifieen women, of whom four did not understand English, admitted 

that they had not heard of any contaminants (ten of these women-not surprisingiy- 

subsequently said that they did not know who could be responsible for t h e 4  and the other 

five women-surprisingly-made reference to E. Coli as contaminants.) Questions 32 to 37 

were asked in order to target their current knowledge of contaminants. 1 then asked, "have 

you heard about nuclear power, mercury, PCBs?" (#32), and "where did you hear this 

information?' (#33). The 14 women who had not heard of any of these partinilar 

contaminants were not aiways the individuals who answered that they had not heard of 

contaminants in general. Six of the women who had not heard of contaminants aix, had 

not heard of PCBs, mercury or nuclear power, but interestingly, eight women who had not 

heard of contarninants then admitted that they had heard of PCBs, but some of them-as 

well as several other women-told me that they did not know what PCBs were. Seven 

wornen who said that they had heard of contaminants had not heard of PCBs, mercury, or 

nuclear power--they were not recognited as pollutants~contaminants. 

Some of the responses to question #3 1 include: 

4 v e  heard about them in whies .  Bey were minerais of some kind"; 

-yes, in seal Iiver. I stiil eai it though "; 

4 ' v e  heard about PCBs. Do the PCBs corne fron the a n i d  to the 
person 's bot&? I heard that PCBs are in seul fat"; 

4 ' v e  heard about PCBs on the radio. &y said thûr they could muse 
cancer a n d p r  healthjbr the baby. Ir wasfiorn seai meut on Northem 
Québec and BaBn- I hemd about merm'y when I was in Churchiii"; 

- "when I WQS in Iqaluit-at Uppr Buse t k y  say there 's PCBs there. 
ïhar 's why all those trucks were up f k r e .  " 



The following set of apparent inconsistencies corne nom one Xormant: 

Question: Have you heard anything about contaminuits? 
Answer: "1 wony ih i  ihere may be coniamimnts moud here. I 

worry about it but I abn 'i stop eriiing il. " 

Q: What kind of contarninants have you heard about? (#3 5). 
A: 'Don't know" 

Q: Have you heard about nuclear power, merairy, PCBs? 
A: "PCBs. mercuryv and l e d  I hemd about ii on the radio. 

They did a survey in R a n h  lasr yem. " 

Q: When did you first becorne aware of the risk of 
contaminants in the Arctic food chain? 

"I di& *i knaw coniamimnts were in the Arciic food 
chain. " 

It appears (to me) that although this woman has heard of PCBs, mercury and lead, 

she does not understand them as being contaminants; she is aware, however, that 

contaminants could be in the food she eats. Another woman, also in her forties, in answer 

to the question of whether or not she had heard anything about contaminants said, 

'7 've heard aboui gas @S. 1 worry that ihere might be coniaminanis in 
the animais armnd here. Bui we wn usuullj tell the diference beiween a 
heuMy u n i d  ianà one ihal 's contamimted Ii cmfd be wry skinny or 
have someihing wrong wiih the liver. " 

She then answered that she had not heard of nuclear power, mercury or PCBs. 

There seemed to be some obftscation in the word contaminants-even when the 

participants spoke English well and when we used the Inuktitut terms. The terni 

contaminants was often taken to indicate infection (perhaps a sequella fiom the E. Coli 

outbreak) because 1 often heard, in answer to the question regarding contaminants, 

comment s such as, "yes [l 've Izard of coniuminrmis~ in wahs .  ï don 'i how whar it 's 



called but people get dimhoea " Tnchinosis was refemd to several times, and E. Coli 

was rnentioned by thirteen women. One woman said, '7 hemd on the radio t k t  you 

shoulah 't eaf caribou liver but I 'm not sure whor kind of sickness t k y  M" (aged 57). 

Another said that she had heard of such contarninants as trichinosis and E. Coli in mtive 

food--so she cooks it thoroughly. She also seid that she had heard about PCBs: 

'7 heard about t h  when I was working up at MOT cleaning up. l h t  's 
the only time I heard about PCBs. I was womed when we were tem-ng 
d m  that OU terminal building because hey mïd t k r e  w m  abestas and 
that worried me too. " 

An elder told me that when she first heard about PCBs, she would pray for the seal. 

Another older woman who had not heard of nuclear power, mercury or PCBs told me, in 

regard to contarninants: 

'Tve heard about them on TV& radio but I tend to ignore tkrn. My 
kidr tell me about it. It 's most&jiom Northem Québec. Even with aged 
meat-we don 't really eat whar we used to eat any more bemse  of al1 
those things thot go onJiom other places. Z M l  eut aged meat- If 
s o m e b ~  brought me meat and they were rinwd down in solt water-they 
tend to go down into the meaf and there 's a lot of wonns there. Z wouIdn 't 
eat that meat " (aged 62). 

A 29 year old woman who has a well-paid job with lots of responsibility said: 

'7 heard about PCBs in Brnrghon. It was on TV a few yeam ago. 1 don Y 
know i j  those people were told not to eat seal but it di& 't aflect me-I kept 
on eating it. I hmen 't heard about ony contamimnts armnd here. " 

Several women had heard of the well-publicized story of high levels of PCBs being found 

in sea mamrnals in Broughton Island, for example: 

"Just through -in the seal in Brmghton Z s l d  I hemd t h t  whatewr 
you eat is confaminated and it goes through the milk and the baby gets 
contarninated I don 't remember i f t k y  toidpeople to stop eating s d s .  I 



think it was PCBs. I think it wasjust in Broughton-I'w newr heard of 
any other place. I think it was in the eariy 1990s. I'w newr heard of any 
PCBs a r d  kre.  N o b 4  ever taIh abouî t k m  mmnd here. I don *t 
knaw ifit 's mght in school. Probabiy there me contaminants around 
here-pan the a i p r t  d l think MOT M PCBs " (aged 37). 

An 18 year old and a 45 year old who said that they had not heard of nuclear power, 

mercury, or PCBs said, respectively, in response to the question of whaher they had heard 

of contaminants, 

"aIthough I don *t h f i e n d s  who take cihrgs. 1 I canrd'erstd t h t  
taking h g s  is like polIution of the brain "; 

'ï 've only hemd about pollution Back in the old &ys w k n  I was grawing 
up we used ro l e m  mtive f i  ou~sr~de to get frozen but llowathys we 
c m  't l e m  it out because it gets too dirty and it 's not as fiesh a s  if used to 
be. Even in summer it gets hu*. *" 

Each woman gave answen which reflected her own world view. The younger one 

was close to the dmg abuse issue and her answer reveals her own perception of pollution. 

The 45 year old woman on the other hand, was more concemed with food care and the 

safety of food for her family. One woman was very concerned that children are now eating 

less Inuit food because they had heard that some Inuit foods were contaminated, and 

several others talked about drugs and alcohol as being types of poliution which destroyed 

people's lives. 

Sources of Contaminant Information 

Sources of dissemination of information about contamination (asked in #33) were 

mainly the media, but more specifically, television and radio. Twenty people mentioned the 

TV, 16 the radio, three Qallunaaq, two "a meeting" (not specified), and one person each 



mentioned the school, the newspaper, the Comrnunity Health Repre~entative (CHR), and 

MOT personnel. A 48 year old woman told me: 

"Sornebdy once came mound and tuiked about PCBs-I think t@ were 
talking about N u m t  anù PCBs in Noirkm Québec. It was scary af first 
when we hemd thar PCBs were in the seal but it di& 't stop mefrom 
eating them. I don 't think about it m. " 

One woman told me "Qafiunmt on the r d o  " and anotha specined, "1 hemd about 

contaminants in the food chain on the news-the radio and Nunatsiaq Nws. A 34 year 

old explained: 

nere was one programme on TV t h t  showed that seais (and other sea 
mammals) might be contamimted with PCBs B m n  did a programme on 
that- They said it might be a risk for people and suggested thut people 
shoulclh 't eat too much seal meat. I think people tmk notice of !hot for a 
while and t k n  it kind of fded  away. " 

m e r  I had asked questions regarding women's persona1 knowledge of 

contaminants, 1 then asked what they thought other people might know about them (#34). 

Twenty three women (that is, half of the total number) said that they did not know what 

others knew--they could not speak for them. Three participants thought that children 

rnight learn about contaminants in school, and several women thought that contaminants 

were problems for other comrnunities (but not for Coral Harbour) and hence people in 

those cornmunities might be better infomed; for example, those living in Baffin 

(particularly Broughton Island, though one mentioned Pond Inlet) and in Nunavik: 

"I heard rhar breast miik in N o r t h  Québec was going to be tesred They 
were told not to eat seul liver. ..but they still eat it " (aged 60). 

Researchers in Nunavik (Jette, 1994) found that 62% of people surveyed had 

heard of PCB contamination (in 1992), and the majority expressed a desùe to have more 



information. Interestingly, 19% of Nunavik Inuit thought that store-bought products were 

safer to eat than hunted food as the former were thought to be less likely to contain 

contaminants. In fact, 14% of the participants mentioned that they had dtered their 

lifestyle a e r  leaming about the presence of PCBs in the food chah These statistics are 

community--are quite different. DEerences might be due to the fact that Inuit in Nunavik 

were more aware of contaminants in the Arctic food chah earlier this decade than were 

Inuit in Nunavut. This is probably the result of an earlier am on contaminant research 

being initiated in Nunavik. 

Some women in Coral Harbour told me that probably the only contaminant other 

people had heard about was the E. Coli in Arviat. Others expressed a general concem 

about contaminants, but this 39 year old woman was particularly worried: 

"ln some places the seuIs are in pretv bad s h p .  Sornetimes we get bad 
seuls once in a while unà we wonder if if 'sfiom PCBs. We hem of PCBs 
out there in the ocean smewhere just waiting to burst or something Iike 
that. And t h  's sort of scary for us. You know the buse of MOT where 
here used to be a lot of barrels, someone bumed them up. I was so scared 
for a long time because there were some contaminants there andl thought 
we were gohg to SM getting defonned M i e s  or srart +ingfiom cancer 
or something. But luckily we hawn 't hemd It keeps y m  wonàering if 
they 're keepng quiet if there me PCBs in there-if they 're hiding it fiom 
you. 1 heard about contaminmtls in B@n. I think there may be 
c o n t u m i ~ s  arounà here. We had PCBs here. ntey were removedfrom 
the pole?and sent out-+ few years ago. " 

Excluding the 1 5 women who had not heard of contaminants at d l ,  the average number of 

years since each wornan had first heard about contaminants was three years, with a range 

'PCBS were udeed found in transformer poles in Coral Harbour. The machinery was packed 
and sent out on the annual barge. 



fiom one to eight years (question #36). There seemed to be no sense of urgency or r d  

concem regarding an imminent danger on the part of most of the woman 1 intemewed. A 

39 year old woman answered, "D first heard]. .. quite a fov pars ago when t k y  started 

q à n g  fhere were contamirmnts in mataaq. But people di& 5 s t o p t k y  h e p  on euting il. 

My son Ioves it so I mcrke sure I keep SMM here. " 

When 1 asked what kinds of wntarninants each woman had heard about (#35), 17 

women said that they had heard about contaminams in animals (and two specifieed PCBs in 

seal) but 17 women also said that they could not name any contaminants. One of the 

women who said that she did not know of any contamïnants added, ''Idon 't w m t  t k m  to 

be in seul because I wanf seul meut so much. " Only two women mentioned fish as k i n g  

contarninated, but seven talked about E. Coli as a contaminant and others mentioned 

QaIlunaaq food--in particular, hamburger disease. MOT was also mentioned as a locus for 

cont arninants, while other suggestions include, "breast milk "; and, "fan 't remember 

A 43 year old woman said, 

"we were toid not to eat seal meaf any more because they h e  some fhing. 
When they had the hamburger thing-fhey suid t k t  seai had PCB. 7hat 
was in this community. I can 't recali who said it. We were toid to test it fo 
see if the seal had PCB. " 

Unfortunately, this participant was unable to inform me how the testing for PCBs was 

done, or who was to perform the tests. Another woman said: 

"We eat the same kind ojnatiw/oad as those places in B&H w k e  it is 
contaminated so when I hear about it I tend not to think about it t m  much. 
Even thmgh 1 know t h  we are toidnot to eut caribou liver, my son likes 
to eut if when if 'sfiesh so I cook it for him. 1 h e d  it on CBC. mere was 



something on seai fa, troo " (aged 57). 

A 49 year old's answer to the question of which cantaminants she had heard about 

was, "PCBs in seais" and then added, @"the HTO [Hunten and Trapps  O r g d t i o n ]  

w m  wowied thor t h e  's zoo m q  uuibou on this isiud-it 's geîting overcrowdèd 9" 

Perce~tions Of Pollution 

Toward the end of the interview I asked people what were their own perceptions 

of pollution. Several women told me that for them, smoking is pollution, and others said 

that pollution is "'like smog. *'"ilte ozone Iqyer* " "anything rotting, " and '"gas spiiIs. *' 

One 48 year old woman told me, 

p've heard J just about the ozone I'r. I think the world is getting wannet. 
I don 't know whol muses poilurion. In  arr mmmer, some ahys it gets 
rea& hot. and stme &ys ifs gets reaih col4 so I know it 's not heaithy up 
here. I think the ozone iàyer is king caused by war. " 

S. But, another woman told me, 'hot heardofpoliution in titis town. 

Other responses include: 

- "heard abmi nuclear power a long t h e  ago. If l was toid there was a 
maIf chance of contamimnts. I wouidn 't eat if. If 's up to people to 
decide. Pollution is just down south-air pollution" (aged 28); 

- '@Iiution is moslly sewage thai 's dumped on the grourad. We don 't have 
air pollution up here " (aged 3 5);  

9Coral Harbour wu participating in a caribou harvest tbat was o r g a d  by a firm in 
Toronto. Community members were hired to hunt caribou and butcber the meat for sale in the south. 
At that t h e  (1995), 14 hunters were employed to kill at least one caribou each per &y. Whai I 
reauned to Coral Harbau (in April, 1997), the community was in control of the operation a d  more 
caribou were king captured. nie first shipmeut of 20,000 pounds was awaiting pick up by chartered 
aircraf t . 



-"smoking is p0Uution-a~ is anything rotten-but net igunmq. Spilled 
fuel pollu t e s a  rnany ttuch. Qallu~or me more at risk-fheir food goes 
rhrough machines ond IS tmched by so mrmy people. AI1 talk of 
contaminated s d s  swt of f d d  away " (aged 34); 

- "pollution is like factov smoke- poison. Tobacco, h g s  and alcohol 
are pollution to the boriy " (aged 30). 

One 60 year old wornan said: 

- ''if bothers me becuuse rny kids understand English ami when I hy to 
cook Inuit f i  they tell me it 's contaminaîed and won? eat if. Polhtion is 
lïke mclear power md mid rain. We still est-n if it 's may& 
contaminated Some .y t h t  E. Coli was in I m r i t j i i .  " 

Other women mentioned that many kids do not like to eat Inuit foods any more, but this 

was the only person who said that her kids refiise to eat it because they say it is 

contaminated. Several women indicated that kids were better educated about 

contaminants as t hey leam about them in school; in addition, their understanding of 

English gives them the advantage of learning about them on the radio and television. 

An elder said to me: 

"Mqbe the QaIIunaat are putting things into the kids heads because some 
of my kids won ' f  even eut polar beur meut bemse  they tell me if hcrs 
trichinosido-or there 's something wrong with the fish. " 

Four women said that dmgs and sniffing were a sort of pollution "hrmingyour bu&, " 

and one told me, "poIlution is like something yar 're plot supposed tu have-like h g s .  " 

Perhaps its association with dmgs prompted one woman to tell me, "pople here don 't 

talk about polhtion. " but several others said that " h g s  and ulcohol me poIIution for 

the bocj? " 

'O There was a bililngual notice in the Health Centre explaining trichinosis. One way of 
preventing this sickness is to cook the mat (polar bear, walrus, seal) thoroughly. 



The type of pollution of most conceni to most of the women with whom 1 talked, 

both dunng the interviews and in other conversations, foaised on the problems of dnig 

and alcohol abuse. One wornan told me, "Jir the person tuking h g s ,  it ispollution 

because I 'm sure it 's got cherniculs srronger than cigarettes. If  uan pollute the brain-clip 

it righi Offr "Another participant, who had heard about the ozone layer, said, "it 's so hot 

out here people are gerting u l a  of sunbums which me really bad." Another used the 

t erm "Qalluri~q 's poliution " and then expanded, %y son 2sn 5 tao fond oj QalIunmt 

because he says they 're moking pollution. " The following, unforhinately, is the 

undeniably definitive statement of pollution: 

'%lhrion is in the world; I think ma& by QaIIunmt" (aged 47). 

The Worst Problem in the Community 

When 1 asked women what they thought was the worst problem in the community, 

45 out of 47 said "dnigs." Eleven also added "alcohol" to their answer. The two women 

who did not Say that drugs were the worst problem in the community both gave 'dmgs" 

as their answer to question #29 (what is a dangerous behaviour). One woman said 

"selfishness" was the worst problem and another said "gossip." Gossip was mentioned by 

four other participants, and four women also said that "hate*' was a problem. 

Dnigs 1 was told that dmgs and alcohol are poison, and that they are worse 

pro blems t han PCBs, " h g s  is like poiiution." Other comments include: 

- [worst problem is]"mbstance abuse-dhgs. 1 c m  tell when people are 



tuking h g s .  A h u t  25% of kids t& h g s  here (crged 15 to 18). d 
about the same percentage for up to age 30.1 don 't b>ow where people 
get the rnoneyfiom-but I kmw some people sted" (a@ 26); 

-'7 've heard thor there 's lots of problems with h g s  in this community 
but because I hawn 't seen it for myseljl I con 't reuliy say " (aged 70); 

- "Drugs. If t k re  were no h g s  in this community there would be less 
problems. It seems like you 're gettingfirrther away fiom tha  person. Ewn 
with your own Rids and somehaw you knmv they 're taking h g s ,  it seems 
Iike they 're gettingfurrher awuyjFom you. You c m  't really even love each 
other-it seems to me-even when if 's the same family. h g s  redy  started 
when the kids sîarîed Ieming here to go oui far high schooi (early 80s). 
But C@e Dorset got it before here " (aged 46); 

A single mother in her thirties said: 

" h g s  is getting bad It 's good thar kiàs know-they are more mare of it. 
They 're being taught in schml so maybe they 're saying no to hgs -even  
cigarettes. My IittIe boy makes me feel gui&-reaIIy bad 1 told him never 
to szwz smoking or chewing s m ï ~  " 

An elder told me: 

"Dnrgs [is worst probleml-the elders worry about this a lot. I can take 
alcohol but 1 haven 't taken any h g s .  I c m  tell the d~fference between the 
two. With alcohof you me the m e  the nexî akzy but when someb* *s 
mken drrrgs if changesyuur Ive. ? c m  tell because I've seen if with my 
own eyes. Alcohol wems ofl Drugs cost more money-so they need more 
money. m e n  you take ahgs you tend to get mad more eawasr&-there can 
be a lot of changes because when they 're craving for money they tend to 
break and erzter-and zhat 3 when they get into trouble. and when they gef 
into trouble some even commit suicide because they 're afiaid of going to 
court or because they want the ahgs so much. Bemse  they 're so into if- 
the people who take hgs-their lack of money-and then the court, it 
seems like they have no Ive any more. " 

Nineteen women had mentioned the need for a counselor in the community and, 

because so much concem had been expressed about dmgs, 1 asked the women who had 

not suggested it if they thought that a counselor wuld be o f  some help for those with dnig 



or emotional problems. One 48 year old woman told me, " S q p u t i ~ ~ s  Ryng to tell 

people that we me mailable to q o n e  who has any Cind of problems. I've heïud that 

sume people would prefer to talk to soneone who is not fiom here and who b no 

relatives here. " An elder told me: 

"Even when I -y to taik to t k m  [drug users] it seems thor they don 't want 
to talk about it. niey seem to be jusî shy about it; they don? wunt to talk 
We try arad iolk about it on the r ~ z o  but I don 't think younger people 
want to ralk on the radio. Mqbe  it would be better ifwe discussed it 
among ourseks Mead of going on the air because it seems lih we 're 
just gossiping. " 

Another women told me that she tries to  talk to her relatives who are taking dmgs-but 
"they don 't seem to listen and they won 5 go to see the people at Sapputit. '" A 19 year old 
woman told me: 

''Ymth are changing-maybe alcohol anà ahgs. Young people and eiders 
talk about if. We need more faciiities here-to teach them whot else they 
could do instead of tuming to alcohol and cliugs. We could have a 
counselor here for people with h g  or abuse problents. It wmI& 't matter 
ijthat person was Imk or Qallull~l~lq, as long as they had experience. It 
depends on the counwlor-ifa person could tmsî them ifthey came to this 
community. Ybu hrrve to show you 're hustworthy. " 

Another woman, in her thirties, told me that she used to be into drugs and booze and used 

to feel suicida], "1 knew what I was doing wasn 't right for me and t h t  if1 dicih 't stop 

what I was doing I was going to die. Nobody talked me into cknging, it had tu corne 

fiom me. *' 

Even when 1 asked other questions, for example, would better 

communication/education about contaminants reduce people's risks, I was flatly infonned 

by a 19 year old: 

I I  Sapputit, which is a Native Aicohol and Dmg Programme (NADAP), was stacted in Coral 
Harimur in 1993. 



"People here are not womed about contaminan&. People hem me more 
concemed abour h g s .  Sime Sàpputit starîed 1 think we 're getting 
through to some of the users (not the pushers). I f 's  hard for the users to 
quit when they hrrve been taking it fw so long. 'Hugs are betrer than 
h g s  '. People will talk more about h g s  MW. It 's besr to l e m  when 
y m  'te Young. " 

The women were most concemexi about the effed of drugs on the younger generation, for 

example, 'Y don '1 know whol ahgs me like because I've newr seen them with my own 

eyes. but I wony about my own kîdr when my relatives t& them-they migh give them to 

my younger k a .  " A 57 year old told me: 

" What worries me is that when tkse  kids are ol&r they will be bumed out 
and won 't thinkfor themselws or be able to do anything-jobs. It mo& 
egects the brain. 1 a n  tell w k n  they 're taking dmgs-rhey 're bumed out. 
When the elders try and talk a h t  something some tirnes people seem to 
he$ out-they 're not on rbugs. But these &ys they rlon 't help mt-they 
don 't really think Bejore when they st-d selling tkse  kind of dmgs 
they were cought nghi away. Having planesfrom two d~fferent 
directi0ns"rthat 's when it reully started So we don 't ktow where they 're 
coming from-Bmn or Keewatin. nere was dn'nking allowed here at one 
rime anùl think that ijthe kids were a l l d  to &ink mqybe t k r e  
WOU& 't take so much h g s .  Then the people w d d  start crrtting down 
from clrnking and there wouldi>'! be rnuch h g  faking eifher. People who 
used to diink a lot have stopped now. ït 's the older people who are 
breoking the rules ut tintes, too, because they 're not alimed to &in& 
alcohol. Mqbe-I'm not sure. I don 't really kmnv whoi the solution is. I 
have never ttied h g s  but I c m  tell who the youngpeople me tuking theni 
because it makes chunges in them. There 's a counselor here (Shpputir) 
and they are advertising themselws to 9 when t k y  'te open to he@ 
people who take ctugs-fo* two or three y e m  ntere h m  to be another 
solution but I don 't how what it is. It w d d  help the person out more if 
they diah 't know the person [counse lorr]. I can see t h t  for myself now. 
Sometimes they don 't feel cornfortable taIlking to someone they ktow. " 

'Vianes f h m  WÏpeg to Coral Harbour (CaMdian Airways) via Churchill and RanlSn Met 
have been operating for many years, but in the late 1980s a new route was established. It is now 
possible to leave Coral Harbour and reach Ottawa and Montreal in one day (via Cape Dorset and 
Iqaluit) by First Air. 



Another woman was concemed about her children getting into dmgs. In fa*, she said, she 

tends to spoil them-like paying for theu gas for the A N  (Al1 Terrain Vehicle) so that 

they will not try to get money 0 t h  ways (for example, seliing dmgs or stealing.) A 30 

year old said: 

"Drugs hrrs k e n  going on in this community since t k  mid 1980s hf now 
it 's worse. Everybociy in the community is Mected because t k y  hem 
things, anà the people who take it are not as close to their fomily or 
fien&. Everybody is aflected Right now the problem is people bringing it 
in mdyoung kids hy it out. Sime me 13 ar ISypcas OU Some hrrve k e n  
on it a long time. but I don 't know of any elders here who are taking if. 
People make a lot of money selling it. I think the people who buy h g s  
forger about other things-Iike foad *y  jusî go with the h g s .  I think 
the fami& memkrs suffer, especiailly t k  Aidc ï k r e  's more h g s  here 
than alcohol. People don *t overdose on pills any more. The h g  they use 
m m  here is k h - t h e  one you mfic " 

A woman in her late thirties told me: 

"More guys are involved in h g s  thon women. People doing h g s  affects 
everyone-it Mects me. Sometimes people clsk us for money, unti we 
wonder, is it for h g s  or are they really p r .  HN is a suny prob lem. but 
drugs is a more immediate problem. " 

Another woman told me that; 

[the men] ..." think rhaî ifthey have h g s  ewry @ it will make them 
happy but when they don 't have it rhey 're abusive. So us wives-I knm if 's 
wrong-but I would feel and hope t b t  he 'II how h g .  20 keep him away 
from me. Drugs are wwse t h  aIcohoI. mey stmt believing in their own 
mi&-things tha~ uren 't me-they make them up. mey stmi believing if 
thernselves-their awn lies. " 

1 asked one wornan who was particularly concemed about the dmg problem and who had 

told me that she would like to go on the radio and try to do something to stop the dmgs 

fiom coming into the comrnunity, what she thought the health authorities wuid do to help 

beat this problem. She answered: 



"1 ihink they shmld have more meetings. At those meetings people cou& 
start speaking out. Thor 's whai I keep thinking. People s h l d  srcat W n g  
meetings just for h g s .  People who me sfmed to p a k  ouf ua siart to 
p a k  out if they 're cornforrable m d p e o p l e  who are concemd I don 't 
h o w  how we rn reach those people. I eewn wonrder ijwe um get the 
police. especiaflly in Cape Dorset, to semch al1 the people corning here. 
Dorset is the real key to h g s  and people keep coming back and forth. 
And we ail knnv the people doing dlugs-but what c m  we do?" 

and a 23 year old said, 

" ... t h e  's ahvays a way for the stuff fo come in-&y mail. me cops have a 
hard time nying fo find out beç411se they can 't semch yac unless they 
think you have some. Those who are hooked want ir to keep coming in. 
Most of them are Young (about 16) aruisome of them wmt to quit but 
they 're having a hmd time trying to quit. " 

A 60 year old who has tried to  help said: 

"131ey shouid start searching more when surnebody cornes here. There 's 
enough el&rs here who can tulk topeople who are hrMngprobiems. Like 
in the old Ws-there used to be ut l e m  three people-notjusl women- 
taiking to that person. ïhey dith 't have h g s  prob lems but they us& to 
have other problems. I think they 're trying to do t h t  m. 1 go with 
another person to see thatprson who is k i n g  rbvgproblems but 
sornetimes they say nothing-just be quiet. But if they keep :alking to that 
person they tend io a m e r  or listen. '" 

A 41 year old told me: 

[we should] "start telling on those people who sell h g s .  It 's hord 
because ihey would tum on me. If they threatened me I wmld charge 
them. We need a support group here ... the women are the ones who suffer 
the most. " 

The issue of dmgs was inserted into many answers that did not ask about drugs. For 

example, when 1 asked a 40 year old woman if she rninds if scientists corne into the 

community (#52), she added, '7 toldyou aboui the hgproblems becouse we know you. 

I think we are esking for help. " For the Inuit women who needed to talk about substance 



abuse during the conversation about pollution, they needed to reveal th& world through 

discussion of real things. 

The tenn "poiiution" was used as a metaphor in my i n t e ~ e w s  for many 

phenomena and nournena. EColi (or hamburger disease) was a popular choice-as was 

PCBs. Although mention was also made of smoking and the ozone layer, the m o a  

common response to perceptions of poilution was "drugs and alcohol." 1 had the 

oppominity to relate some of the community's concens regarding dru@ to the heaith 

promotion officer of the Keewatin Regional Health Board. More attention is being paid to 

this problem but it wili take a massive effort on the part of community members as weU as 

the department of health and social seMces to rectify a problem of such enormïty. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Context of Inuit Women's Perceptions of the Risks of Pollution 

In order to help appreciate how the Inuit women with whom 1 spoke perceived nsks 

of pollution, 1 asked various questions which 1 believed might help me to understand their 

concepts of risk in a more general way, because perceptions of risk are heavily infiuenced by 

socio-cultural factors. The seïection of risks that are worthy of attention varies across 

cultures, and it is in leaming about the Inuit way oflife that 1 began to understand why Inuit 

food is so important to them and why it wouid be such a dreadful loss if it were not avdable. 

In this chapter 1 will discuss the remaining themes which emerged fkom the conversations 1 

had with Inuit women. These themes are: perceptions of nsk, trust, power and blarne, and 

community wellness. 

Perce~tions of Risk 

Changes in attitudes toward risk can be associated with changes in the Arctic itself 

Almost every aspect of traditional Inuit life has altered in some respect, and nearly every 

change has brought new risks. Technical change can manifest in material benefits and these 

can lead to unquestioned faith in technological progress. However, new health thmts, or 

even modifications to old ones (for example, snowrnobile injuries replacing dog bites) do not 

eliminate the threat of Our living in a risky environment. There is, as advocated by Nelkin 

(1987), an interpretive flexibility intrinsic to nsk perception. Because nsk is, in part, a social 

construction, then evduating perceptions of risk is a social process. As Nelkin (1989) and 



Douglas (1994) explain, in exploring risk as a social concept, we must look at the social 

dynamics of nsk communication. In order to l e m  the diversity in perceptions of risk, 1 asked 

Inuit women to describe to me their ideas about luck, fate, trust and blame, as weU as how 

they viewed goverment intervention and their own participation in community Me. 

Luck and Fate 

My &st question in relation to ideas of risk or chance, asked simply, "do you believe 

in good and bad luck?" (#22). Fourteen of the 47 women said "no," they did not believe in 

either good or bad luck; 24 women said that they definitely did believe in both, and five were 

equivocal. One woman fiom the latter group (somewhat pessimistically), told me "rnuybe; 

some people h e  luck but I dwr 't, " (implying that "luck" is a positive attnbute), and another, 

more optirnistic, said '7 belim in g d  luck but not bac! luck " Comments regarding chance 

were made in reference to their fortune at bingo, ''1 wus fucky lhsi nxghr; I won rwice. " 1 

attended a bingo game during my stay in the community and found that it continues to be an 

opportunity for socialiPngl--pariicularly for women, who form the majority of the 

participants, though some older men also attend. Nevada tickets were sold d u ~ g  the 

intervals h e e n  bingo games, but the bingo garne was the central game of chance as, unlike 

the ticket situation where everyone in the room could (and usually does) lose by its very 

essence, the garne of bingo decrees that there are always winners among the people present 

'While 1 was spending a few &ys in Ranlcin uild 1 saw a notice at the C m p  store stating 
that babies would not be allowed into the hall while bingo was king played. 1 thought that this 
might prevent breast-feeding wornen fiom playing bingo, but when 1 asked some women in Coral 
Harbour about this, they said it was a good opportunity to have their husbands do the babysitting. 



(a few have good luck). 

In the sarne vein as the luck question, 1 then asked each woman if she believeû in fate- 

-"what will be will be" (#24), and while the majority said yes, four said no. 1 was told, "I 

think you c m  do fhings yourserf fo c h g e  w h  mi& hrppen, " an4 'hot really beuause 

sometimes people scry somefhing will hcppen and if dwsn 't. " I asked this question in 

hypothetical anticipation ofthe Inuit k g  infonned that very high levels of contaminants had 

been found in the Ardc food chain which would mate a high risk of an unknown illness for 

those consurning traditional foods. 1 had thought that if people believed in the inaitability of 

fate in a general sense, then they rnight have a similar attitude toward fate associatecl with the 

risk of pollution. However, it was made clear to me that these situations are very dinerent. 

Fate was oAen assumed to be the will of God, something either catastrophic or fatal (like 

cancer), or  a waming from a mortal about something that could very likely happen (a bad 

storm, or a poor year for fishing), or something temporary that is not too dreadful. But, when 

it cornes to the question of their not being able to eat Inuit food without worrying if it will 

harm them or their families, then the issue of fate takes on a different slant. As wili be 

illustrated later in this chapter, most people simply would choose not to believe any wamings 

from scientists. 

When I was inte~ewing one dder with her daughter present, 1 asked the participant 

what she understood about risk An abstract concept of risk does not make sense to Inuit, so 

the daughter told me that 1 should ask something specific like, "do you think it's a nsk to eat 

Arct ic food that rnight be contarninated?" To this question her mother answered, "1 cion ' f  

think I would rake if ifl fhought it CO& be contizmimted unles I reafiy wanted to eat, " and 



when 1 asked if she would eat seal if there was one chance in a hundred that it could be 

contarninated, she replied, "Yes, I w d  eat if. "Another woman hedged, ''1 would stilf eoi 

seal if there was a 1% or a 50% chance thut it conzained contamimnîs. I wmId not eut if 

for sure i j l  knew if war reaffy contartti~ted " Some women oEered generd thoughts about 

risk, 

- 'Men you 're scared you take risb. Inuit take a lot of risks-mostly, Imcil 
ignore the h g e r  of taking rish, "(aged 34); 

- ''1 tah chances. il 's a 50-50 chance to take a ri& Most Imit ignore the 
h g e r  of rish " (aged 3 7); 

-'Tm a &re dwiI, I raLe rrSks-but 1 wmf&'t walk across the ice i f1  di<a,'t 
know how thick it W ~ F .  H 's up to people to &ci& for thernselves to t h  
risks" (aged 27); 

-[risk means] **hazar&us-the c h c e  ofdmiger. People aroundhere t& 
risks by doing things like dmgs or olcohof. People ignore nskr... on a few 
occasiom I 'd .y 1 Z& risks " (aged 30); 

- "risk is a lot of things.. . risk of getting sorne k i d  of diseae, risk of fosing 
s u n z e b ~ .  If 's more negative-4 &nger or a t h m .  1 don '2 buy lottery 
tickets, but I ploy dingo. I don 't take risks when there 's a chance of hmm " 
(aged 34). 

And a woman in her teens told me, "when I war pregnani the nurse said l was high risk 

mat 's the O@ risk I know. " 

mer 1 had asked the women when they first became aware of contaminants in the 

Arctic food chain, 1 then asked if they thought that these nsks were r d  (# 37). Thirty-six 

women told me that they definiteiy thought that the nsks of contaminants were not real; ody 

four thought that the risks were reai, and the others were unsure. Seven of the participants 

who were unsure, or who thou@ that the risks were real, were fiom the two youngest 



groups. 

One 30 year old told me: 

"Yes. %re mqy be sonre here becclllse I heard t h  there were contamimnts 
nem the dbmp scwne n'me ago. 1 think it w m  PCB or some fhiing. I dan *t think 
people around here are w d d  about contaminants in foad " 

A 22 year old saidTmtrich and E. Coli, but I *m not are  obouî PCBs. *' 

Older women offered: 

- "On& if the expetts tell us-otherwise we rn tell oursehPs" (aged 56); 

- "No. I need to see with my M eye. " (aged 45); 

-"On& if the experts say so. " (aged 49); 

-'7don *t kmw if the risk of contaminm~s is real, but there seerns to be more 
seah mmnd with infected livers " (aged 44); 

- " We still eut them ewn if they might be contamimted Ihere *s a lot of 
animak so we siil1 eut t h .  I 've hemd about people ùyingfiom aged meat 
thol war stored in plastic bags-tht was in Cape Dorset in the I96Os.' When 
I war a kid we used to eat a lot offroren p l m  bem meat. Nwu&ys they 're 
saying thut we shouIah't eut itfiozen" (aged 60); 

- "I don 't wony about it because I con 't remember which animals are 
supposed to be contaminoied" (aged 63). 

A 46 year old woman who thought that the risk of contaminants was real said, "Arctic 

animais go everywhere, so we could get contamirtunts around here. #P 

The only issue which everyone agreed upon, with the exception of one woman, was 

their certaùity in the existence of God. When I asked question number 50, "do you think that 

anything is certain?' almon al1 answered with the monosyilable "W." However, one 41 year 

'I was working in Iqaluit in 1969 wben an outbreak of botulism occurred in Cape Dorset, 
and a few months later, I worked at the nursing station in that cornmunity and taiked wiui several 
survivors of botulism. 



old woman who had suffered many losses, told me, 

"1 used to pay fw a bener Ive but wiîh my w n  -rience, there 's too mony 
dimers I 'w been thrmgh-and praying di& 't help. I know there 's a God, 
but he doesn 't seem to aimaver my prayers. 1 fhink my Ive is worse fhan 
before. I think verbal abuse is worse than physwi. If wom-es me if the kids 
are aroum! " 

Scientific Validity 

Because the local popular media had been relaying "scientific faas" regarding the 

presence of contaminants in the Arctic food chah, 1 was interested in 1ea-g the extent of 

the credibiity that huit women attributed to science. Mary of us understand that science does 

not deal with certainty, only with probabilities, therefore, how do we place any trust in 

science? I was told by several women that, in general, they do not like talking at length to  

strangers--unless it is for a specific reason, like to a physician. They have been exposed to 

people conducthg sweys on several occasions, but ofien the person conducting it was fiom 

theu own community. For the most part, they prefer this (unless the questions being asked 

are of a very personai nature) as they would rather talk to someone they know and trust. 

Occasionally, when they have faced an unknown scientist, they hesitate in fûiiy annvering 

questions posed. A 26 year old woman explains: 

"1 worked with the surwyors for the nutrifion reseurch-those people from 
Edmonton. People diah 't really want to say anything because they don't 
know them. We eqvlained all about if but they di& 't wunt to know. mey 
asked h m  big the food was t h t  they ate-they di& 't want to tell them 

It appears chat during a nutrition survey, participants were shown various sizes of plastic 
mol& which were supposed to represent different portions of food. Many Inuit were upset and 
somewhat offended as the pieces of plastic l d e d  more like turds than the meat of Arctic animals. 
As well, they thought that it was nobody else's business but their own how rnany ounces of various 
foods they consurned each &y. This informant told me that rnany people just said ').es" to the fmt 



Responses to the question (# 52), "do you mind ifscientists corne into your w~~lltlunity and 

ask you questions about food and contarninants?" was positive and encouraging, and most 

women added that ths, much prefemed to tdk to someone they already know. Comments 

include: 

- "1 don 't mind scientists coming warnd If 's better if it 's srneone who 's 
known by the -let or the nurses" (aged 45); 

- 'ï don 't mi& I prefer to talk to sorneone I knnv " (aged 59); 

-'Y *m glad scientists me coming und l much prefer someone I b" (aged 
43); 

-"I think it 's goal thut scientists are coming here. I think it 's better if it 's 
someone the community kmws because t k y  feel more comfortacrble ** (agd 
3 4); 

-"I don *t mind scientists coming mourad It 's better when it 's someone yvnr 
know becouse ifyou don *t know them it seems like you um't tell them the 
whole mth. I thmght I w a m  't going to be able to m e r  ail the questions 
but I 'm pretry happy thor Z could a m e r  them ail" (aged 56); 

-"A guy comes up once in a while mtd ask people to get santpfes from 
whales. He 's pretty gcxni Z l i h  to kmnv what 's going on with our food I *m 
sort of glad this research is k ing  done" (aged 39); 

- '7 don 't mind people doing reseorch as long as ihere 's written remifs 
because our younger people how to know. I believe in you because I biaw 
you. I seem to believe people I knaw " (aged 45); 

- "I don 't mind scientists coming and asking questions but I feel more 
comfortable with someone I know-like you for instance. Z will talk to a 
person more if1 know t k m  " (aged 63); 

-'7'd rather talk to s o m e b e  I know. I don *t ewn a m e r  sometimes when 
a stranger comes in" (aged 46); 

- "I don *t mind i j  researchers come. But T trust people if I know them. I 

piece of plastic-hoping the surveyors w d d  go away. 
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would how said ''no " to this inteniew ifit  wasn 't you. " (aged 30). 

Nobody told me that she did not want research to  be conducted-this contrasts with 

information provideci to me by the Cornmunity Health Representative (CHR) who said that 

for the recent study of pregnant and breast-feeding wornen for evaluation of PCBs in breast 

milk and cord blood, more than haifof the women refùsed to participate because they did not 

want to  know the results. None of the women 1 inteMewed participateci in that swey. 

1 asked women ifthey thought that rnost things could be proven scientifidy (# 48), 

and if they thought that science has ail the answers concerning nsk (# 49). In my anaiysis, 1 

condensed these two questions into one (variable # 52) as each woman gave a similar answer 

for both questions. Ail of the women expressad doubt in the reliability of science. Forty-one 

of the 47 women said "no" to both of these two questions, and the remaining six women 

answered "yes and no." Comments regarding the validity of science include: 

- 'Yf scientists told me t h  there were imsible contaminmtls in food 1 w d d  
on& believe then, ïfsomebo@ got sick I f l  were told t h t  there was a f % 
chance I wouid stN eat the food Ijthe risk was 50% I wouldjus~ cwk the 
fd for longer'" (aged 44); 

- "... I wouùi believe them but before I wouid stop eating it, I would want to 
know whal the health eflects were. I w d  iake a 1% or even a 50% risk I 
woufd cut davn, but l would still eat " (aged 44); 

-"If scientists told me that rhere were PCBs in seal I w d d  wanî more 
de tails and evidence. Ij they soid that these contminants were present but 
the long tenn healtrh eflects were not realb kwwn-that wouidjust alam me. 
Ir wouldn 't stop mefiom eatÏngW (aged 43); 

- "in the pzrl Imit had ail the knowledge-we don '1 kmnv so much t-. I f  

4Several women told me that if they had doubts about any food they would cook it longer- 
probably a hangover fiom the hamburger disease scare and trichinosis. 



scientisis told me that the animuk were contamimted. I woulrin 't believe 
them, and I think I would stiJI eat theni " (aged 49); 

- "If the scientists told me t h t  the animal's hod invisible PCBs in them I 
watldbeliew them bec~tlse tky are suppsed to be t k  eqxrts. But I wmkki 
still eut the animafs-eyen if there was a 1 % risk Ij there was u 50% risk I 
wouldn 't eat them for a while but rhen if I coulctn't stmd it I would sîwt 
eating then, again. i I 't reafIy go withour mtive food" (aged 48); 

- "No. Ij scientists told me t h t  Inuit fd M invisible PCBs I wouccin 't 
belie ve theni-if they told me not to eut it any more. Whol if t k y  'd always 
been there? IjZ were tofd thar there was a 1% chance of PCBs or a 50% 
chrmce 0-s k tk j iOQLil  I wouid t& the ri& beutuse I don 't know whol 
PCBs me and whoi rhey am ch t o p .  I wani to see rhe micience " (aged 29); 

-"No, they 're m* aiways right. Remember when we used to hove to shure a 
caribou? Now we um Iwrw so many. i%e experts underestïimoedhow many 
we could how. &y don 't even seem to ask t k  el<iersg' (aged 22); 

- "~scientisrs told me t h t  Imit fd was conîaminaîed I woulh 't believe 
them. I warldstiil eat it because I'm so used to eating ir-l'w maybe eaten 
conturninated seul meat &$ore, but I dith 't bwnv it " (aged 3 5); 

- 'ïf the scientists suid there was on& a Iittle bit of PCB in the animais, 
maybe they would say this just not to scmo t k  people. d then they 
wouldn 't eat the meut. But maybe there 's more PCBs there. I don 't really 
believe the scientists" (aged 70); 

-'Y would believe then> if they came here and did the proper tests and then 
tell us. IZ would be easier to believe t h .  But ifthey tell us thor we how 
PCBs without coming here a d  they don 't check. well. I w o u ~ ~ ' t  believe 
them " (aged 4 1); 

Some women did not want to disbelieve the scientists, but they made the point that, 

- "Inuit also kww things" (aged 39); 

- "I would beliew the scientists if they said the food was contatnimted But 
Inuit know better because they have liwd on the land longer and we kmM, 
what it 's like and of any changes" (aged 46); 

-"People here kmnv more than the scientisîs " (aged 36). 



- "David Sumki rnight mave ail the answers]. huit sometimes Rnaw more 
t h  the experts" (aged 34); 

- "People should make up their own minds. if scientisis said the Inuit fd 
was contamimted I wmld eut it sometimes. I w m l a  taAe a tisù for my own 
fd I wmld t& a chance with a 10% or ewn a 50% riskW (aged 46). 

T hese responses are self-explanatory; the majority of Inuit women would not change their 

dietary behaviour even if scientists told ihem that th& food contained contaminants. The Inuit 

would need to see for themselves the effects on humans of these invisible contaminants. 

When the women who told me that they could not wnsider not eating Inuit food, 1 asked 

some of them if they would eat it ifthere was only a 1% chance of it having PCBs. One 39 

year old told me: 

"Yes, I'd stifl eat it. Even a 50 % chance-1 would stifî eut it. I would hcne 
to i d  ut the f d d  vit di& 't look good to me then I WOU& 't haw any. 
But sometiimes w k n  orherpeqk me k i n g  it I 'd feel bad not hrnlng any- 
so I 'd eut it even when I dron 't want to. " 

Other women, too, told me that if it were seal and it had even a 50% chance of behg 

contaminated, they would still eat it. At the time of these interviews seals were not allowed 

to be hunted within a certain distance fiom the cornmunity so many people were "craving" 

them. Most participants, in their m e r s  to questions 48 and 49, did not mention whether or 

not they believed the scientists sufficiently to stop them 6.om eating Inuit fwds-because 1 did 

not s p d c a l i y  ask that question. However, of the 22 who did broach the abject, 17 said that 

they would continue to eat Inuit food however high the nsk of contamination was. 

Al1 but eight women thought that the water that is delivered to  al1 homes in the 

cornmunity was d e  to drink (# 41), and they al1 knew that the water is treated with Javex 

bleach. One 46 year old said, "Not red& [ d e  1, but I drink it anyway because we how no 



choice ... Jawx [is] a chernical a d  it used to bother me thor they used if. but not rmy more, " 

and a nineteen year old said, "My mom d m  't Iike it so I gues if isn 5 Me. Iprefer ice 

water. It comesfnmi rk riwr so it rn 5 be treutred " In the past 1 have observed that people 

prefer to use ice blocks which they have ait themsdves for drinking purposes in preference 

to using the water delivered to the buse. In Pond Met there was always an iceberg in the bay 

which provided a nearby source of good tasting water. Ice is deemed to be more natural, pure 

and cleaner than wata from lakes close to the settlernent. Several people told me that they 

boiled the water, for exarnple: 

"I don 't think the water is S4fe beause I saw some little red wonng in the 
water w k n  we iiwd in the other house. We took t k m  to the Nursing Station 
but thpy told us t h  there are llsuafly ~ n n s  in t k  wuter. NNOW I &n't let my 
kids &ink water fiom the tap without boiling it. " 

Others complained: '7 don 't like the drinking water-it has tua much Jowr. I don 't like 

makng teafiom this water. It 's betterjrom ice water. " But another told me, "Even the ice 

water isn 't ciear any more-this is being caused by the ozone iayer, tw. It 's getting 

confuminatedfiom something " A 41 year old woman who was womed about the chance of 

dnnking water being contaminated by sewage (echoes of the sacred and profane), said: 

"Our water is near the dunp6 We 're usually h i n g  stomsfiom the north 
and it 's pretîy hgerous becmrre the smnv goes into the sewage. It cmld be 
contaminatedjrom the blowing snow. I think ice water from the lakes is 
better. " 

Al1 but one of the women knew that the cornmunity sewage went to the durnp (# 42). 

'I have never observed little red w o m  (nor any other mlour of worms) in the water. 

61 was taken to the water lake (which was well protected by a high fence) and sewage 
lagoon which are about one mile apart. The wmmunity durnp is well wvered by grave1 to prevent 
garbage fiom being blown around. 



Trust, Power and Blarne 

We cannot expct that when an individual is asked questions about risk that she will 

leave behind her own fiarne of reference-her cultural milieu. In order to eiicit opinions 

regarding some faturcs (for example, trust, famess, justice, power and blarne) sunounding 

nsk perception, 1 asked sweral questions, 7, and 11 through 14. AU of these features, dong 

with anger, hope and feu, are constituent elements in any type of risk situation and can be 

studied within a cultural fiamework, 

Food Inaredients And Labels 

Question nwnber 7 asked ifresearch participants r d  the latxls on food packages and 

tins. 1 asked this question because 1 wanted to know if people were interested in the 

ingredients containecl in Qallunaaq foods and if they had noted the expiry date, or if they 

simply trusted the contents to be d e .  1 had ofien noted myseif that food goods were sold 

in the stores when they were past their expiry dates. One woman told me, "a lot of the fwd 

is expired lhey keep it on the shelves even though it 's been expired for a whife. Sonelines 

I tell the store manager about it; tt depet& on how long it 's been expired. and if the price 

is stiZî t k  m e  " (34 year old whose f d y  consumes 50D/. Qallunaaq food). Sixteen women 

said that they never looked at any labels--but 10 of these women could not read English. Of 

the other women who said that they did read the labels, 20 looked for the expiry date only and 

most women gave me few details of the contents for which they were looking. 

One 41 year old woman, whose husband makes al1 of the decisions in the family (he 

has a well-paying job), told me: "1 read the ingredienîs to check if they hove fat or m g m  in 



hem-less fat md l e s  sugar. But if he 's not CROU& Z '11 take anything. " A n o t k  wornan, 

who specified "caffeine" in her response to my question regarding warnings about any kind 

of food, told me that she checks for the presence of caBeine in food products because her six 

year old daughter now asks her to check for it because she was told that she would stop 

growing if she had too much de ine .  (The mother, however, does not know how her 

daughter gained this idormation.) 

Womes 

Many responses to question number 20, which asked, "what causes people to worry?" 

inciuded "drugs." In faa, oniy ten wornen did not mention drugs in their answer to this 

question. Al1 but one of these women said that dmgs were the worst problem in the 

community (#30). A 60 year old woman told me, "people seem to wony about h g s  the 

most in this conrmuniîy, " and this was echoed by a 22 year old who told me that, "people 

lalk about the h g  problents-like everybdy talked about it ut schwl when they had the 

prayer circle. Before the present Sapputit carnselor there war nothing-nobe ever said 

anything. " Other women talked about various problerns: 

"...kidF are too hyper now-sn~~ng-u~~ulZy it 's the younger k i d s d  
break-ins. D ~ g s  is a big problem here-o worse problem t h  alcohol. 
Teenagers me more into ah@ than mflnng. ntere 's mt much drinking k re .  
if there is, it 's usual& private ami quiet. not causing any problems " (aged 
34); 

- "when ihey have health problems or. .. when teemgers are takîng h g s  or 
mrrflng-1 would say that one quarter of people here are anrious and haw 
worries, and it 's getting more and more. It 's getting worse " (aged 3 O). 

Several women told me that relationships were something they worried about-and also theu 



health. One said, " w h t  the people worry about most is to haw a g d  Ive-mt ahays ab 

the bad things, do something gocd in pur  ive. " The terrn ''worrf w a ~   US^ in showing 

concem for fnends or relatives who might be doing dnigs, and a 27 year old told me that 

"teemgers are w m e d  about h g s ,  but cbr 't ~ f k  much about them. " Of those who did not 

Say that dmgs were the cause of most worry, their responses include alcohol (n= 8), health, 

AIDS, relationships, kids, gossip, and everyday survïval regarding which 1 was told, "people 

talk abart rhis-oyîng bo &ep îkir fmiiy fdad clotkd We lune wann houses but I wony 

whether 1 c m  feed my fami&) " (44 year old single mother). A 45 year old woman said: 

"Z'm worried about sewage k ing chrmped into the s a - I  think that's 
dangerous. Wnal if a person iaaù MDS and if goes to the sea and to t k  
animais. You never know. " 

A 29 year old woman said that people worry about, ' ' c h g e  ojculhrre. It 's not the 

way it used to be. People are just staying home and being /&y. Drugs and alcohol is part 

of the problem. But it 's not my business so Z don 't h o w  much about i f 4  just stay home. " 

Her answers to my previous questions of "do you think you have a good We" (#18) and "are 

you happy" (# 19) also showed her concem for the fùture way of life for the Inuit: 

"It S hard now. It seems l i k  we 're in the mictdle-QaIluaaq way a n d h i t  
way. We con 't do all Qallunaaq way and we c m  't do ail Imrir w q .  We 're 
stuck in the m i d f e .  Yes p'm happy] but thinking for the future for my kit& 
i r  's w o n y t * ~ .  1 guess everything 's going to go higher, anywuy. Sometimes Z 
wony if rhey 'II be able to manogo. We w n  't reaily chmse the way of Inuit 
hadition since we hm& kwnv saine of if. Sontetimes think we shmfd moue 
fiom this wcum hoilse and mow inlo a big s h d  I like living out aî camp in 
the spring. " 

One woman told me, "I'm on the Sàppufit Committee and althmgh we want to do 

more, Ihere 's a linir to whiuyar am &. lfwe were giwn more pawerfiom rhe govemrnenf, 



that w&k@ " She went on to explain that some members of the cornmittee would ike to 

take over complete management of the rehabilitation of dmg users, but they would l i e  to be 

able to do it without getting involved with the court system. 

Not nirprisingly, dmgs was aiso the most common answer to my question of "what 

kinds of things are dangerous?" (#29). Responses include: 

- "if 's mmt& &ugs that I  think is dangerous. I  worry t h t  my relatives c d d  
get involved I oho wony about uïcohol" (aged 25); 

- "drugs. Sniflng gas tm. &ck in 1985 when y m  were here mb- was 
w&d about &ugs t k n  " (aged 57). 

Forty-one women said that taking dmgs was dangerous, three said smoking, two said 

violence, and four others mentioned alcohol. One woman in her mid-thirties told me that a 

dangerous behaviour is: 

"lack 01 respect to elders und to parents. Incit kind of hints to you that the 
kiù is getting out of conîrol-lhere 's o behuviarr problem builcing up. It 's 
worse m w  thun w k n  I wasyarng because ewry kïd now is t m  spoiïed-they 
have to how everything. They hif their parents. We never used to do fhclr. 
1 'w seen kids, as S~YI as the mother sqys 'no : the kid makes a big fhing out 
of it d hi& the mother. A lot of teenagers think they know their own mind 
and &ci& what ro rb but ofrer ayear or two it wears o#und they look back 
and realize they shoulab.t't hme hm thai. and t k y  go k k  to their parents. " 

This is an example of an unexpected answer to a particular question (this occurred severai 

times during my in t e~ews) .  However, because it was a current concem for that parent, she 

(quite rightly) inserted it into the conversation. 

Govemment Intervention And Res~onsibiiitv 

When 1 asked the women if they thought that the government shodd be responsible 



for the health of Inuit (#1 l), only three said no, and another three said yes and no. One 

woman said that she alone is responsible for her own health; one said that each farnily is 

responsible; and two o h  mentioned that Inuit have managed without govenunent help for 

thousands of years: 

"if should be up to the community-we s h d d  look Mer each other. We 
really practise it. We were alright witharl the gowmment bejoe. Some 
social arrstance people j u .  waït for others 10 look oj ir  them. Iguessym 
could say thai govemment p i l ed  them. niey started believing that they 
could no longer refy on t k i r  own hunting" (43 year old who works part- 
tirne). 

One other woman pointed out that "if something was wrong here [with the 

environment/water]. a gowmment agemy s h l d  protect the people. "Anot her mentioned 

that the nurses (who are pan of the govenunent) and the Northem store, should be 

responsible for Inuit health. A 39 year old woman told me that she likes it the way it has been 

for many years "...the Health Cenire calls us to haw irnrnunizations and all thor. fi works 

wefl. " One 34 year woman answered that the govemrnent should be responsible for Inuit 

health, 

"because the govemment approved al1 these fd being brought up. ïhey should 
al least try and put sorne warning labels or something on these food if they me 
going to be soid in stores. #*  

A 60 year old whose children and grandchildren have ocwionally refùsed to eat Inuit 

food because they had heard that some Inuit food may be contaminated, told me, 

"I think the gowrnment should k respomible rmd teach the kids whot 's 
go& for your health-lik. in schwl. 1 think they should teach them more 
about nutrition in school Some kids tend to think thut because this E. Coli 



stuff war going on. all native fwdi me m g d  mcy more.'" 

A younger woman suggested that it would be helphil to have a nutritionist come to  the 

cornmunity and gRr adMa about healthy fwds  (one had visited two rnonths previously and 

was well-received-she had provided some usefiil mipes and had shown them new ways of 

using foods that were available l d y ) .  

In question nurnber 13,1 asked what people thought that governent  could do to 

help Inuit achieve better h d t h .  Although I kww it was an important issue, 1 was surprised 

to hear so many people (n = 22) state that the first priority was the need for intemention8 on 

the part of the government to  reduce the price of food in the community. 

One woman told me, 

" I hem there 's a subsidy given to the stores here, yet the price ojmilk caid 
bread and ewrything is still so high Whol 's going on if t h t  subsidy is 
supposed to be there. It seems like the mbsicJI 1s not there. Iney overraîe 
everylhing too much. " 

Another woman added to the general distrust in the retail stores by saying, "the store 

mmioger wuufù haw us believe the prices are high because of thefreighl. " (see food costs 

Table 3) and someone suggested that there should be another grocery store (though, there 

M e n  people first heard the news about ùifêcted mat, the E. Coli was thought to have 
corne fiom caribou or another kind of Arctic food. Some people, evidently, did not hem tbe final 
word on the source of the infècted meat. It was shown to have originated h m  hamburger meat at 
the local store. 

'The "freight subsidy" for food is known as the 'Worthem Air Stage Program" of "food 
mail." Ottawa has been providing payments to Canada Post (S 15 -6 million in 1997) since 1986 in 
order to defiay the cost of sending f d  to Northern comrnunities. Perishable f d  is delivered by 
air (Canada Post negotiates a set rate with airline companies) at a rate of 8ûcents/kg, and the cost 
for non-perishable foods is $2. Wkg (Bourgeois, 1997b). 



is also the C 0 - o ~ ) ~  One woman suggested banning the sale of cigarettes (and she is a 

smoker), whereas other suggestions targeted an increase in the number of nurses and 

p hy sicians, for example, 

"we need more nurses, e.pecially weU ehmted ones; we need more docîors' 
visits-once a month 1s not emgh-  " 

Several women advocated more Frequent physical check-ups, especially for men as they will 

not go to the Health Centre on their own volition Others suggested more jobs and an increase 

in weKàre payments, better housing, and more M t h  teaching-especially on nutrition 'O. One 

woman suggested that the governrnent could give out notices like "this kind 

of food is not healthy for you" and a 46 year old woman suggested that the government could 

provide, 

''mqbe a cmnrelor to help in the healing process. 1 'w hewd about people 
hying to work together here. It wouid be great if sorneone hada job here as 
a courtseior-fi heaiing. We need someone who cmld do the job-it doesn '1 
matter if it 's Imrir or Qailumq, as  long as they c m  do the job. " 

A 46 year old woman who had recently been very ill asked, 

"why do they uIfow so many chemicals up north? mere 's all kinds of chernicais- 

S ) u ~ g  my April, 1997 visit to Corai Harbour, the Katudgevik Coap store had a half 
p r i a  sale on some food items. Their fieezer had broken down so they sold the freezer contents 
(mat and vegetables) in a matter of hours. They had advertised the sale on the local television 
station (cable is owned by the Colop). 

"6. in December, 1995, the following welfare payments were in operation: 
One person: $270, $75 of which is given in cash (+$20 per montb for clothuig); 
Two persons: $540, S 150 of which is given in cash (+$40 per month for clothing); 
Three pemns: $693, $225 of which is given in cash (+$60 per month for clothùig); 
Four persons: $930, $300 of which is given in cash (+$80 per month for clothing). 
Al1 wlfâre recipients pay $32 per month mat, and their h y h  bilis are paid for them. 
The non-cash portions of their payments are provided in the fonn of credit at one of the stores in 
tom,  or divided equally between the Northern store and the Coloperative. 



some on ihe r d  IdDn 't krnv how long t k y  'w been usïng this calcium chIonon&" 
on the rd-muybe three pars. I h n  't hemd of otkr  ckmicah. " 

Trust in governent  While compiling my i n t e ~ e w  guide, 1 had same hesitation in 

askhg the next question I thought that some people might be reluctant to answer. however, 

it was open-ended end 1 thought it was an important one to ask. The question is "in general, 

do you trust the govment?'' (#12). 1 did not want to suggest that perhaps the g o v e m n t  

should not be truaed, and 1 suspect that this a question not usuaily asked by a Qallunaaq. 1 

received, as expected, a wide variety of responses. Twenty people told me "no" in no 

uncertain terms, and ten women said yes (though some with hesitation.) AU of the others 

(except for two who said "don't know") said "yes and no." Many women gave detailcd 

exphnations of their answers, and a 34 year old woman who has worked for various 

government agencies in the past, summarized many sentiments expressad by others: 

'No, I thid t k y  let a fw things slip that shouki be louked at more seriou~iy~ 
I ulways like to get more in/onnotion on whol emctly govemment 's been 
doing and w b  things have been qprowd 1 tmsî tk people who are elected 
here because 1 know the people in my communify-l bww whor they 're 
capable of h i . .  But these o t k  gowmment people who work out ojtuwn- 
we don 't k m  what they 're Me. " 

Other responses to the question of "do you trust the govemment" include: 

- 'ir &perds on whor they 're hing-ewn loml gmmments do wrong things 
sornetimes. Ye~lwkiije cmùi be beîter t h  ld-ctepends on who 's elected 
I rmst older, more establishedgoventment more t h  a new govemment " 
(aged 70); 

"1 was uiformed by someone in the Hamlet Office that calcium chioride was mixed wiîh 
water and used as a spray to keep down the dust on the roads in the surnrner. It seems tbat any kind 
of chernical may be regarded as a coataminaat by some people. 



Table Three 

Food Costs 

Apple juice, 1L 
Orange juice, 1 L 

Milk, 1L 
Skim milk powder, 53% 

Canned milk, 385ml 
Pop, 355 ml 

Bread, white, 1 loaf 
Rice, 900 g 

Soda biscuits, 350g 
Jam, 500ml 

Cheese Spread, 500g 
Chunky soup, 540ml 

Comed beef, 3408 
Bacon, SOOg 

1990 
London 
Ont 

0.99 
1.69 

1.38 
3.99 

0.97 
0.49 

0.69 
0.99 

1.39 
1.99 

2.39 
1.60 

1.86 
0.99 

1990 
Cheapest 
CH 

2.65 
4.98 

3.50 
5.23 

1.39 
1.10 

2.70 
3.40 

2.69 
4.58 

5.48 
3.89 

3,65 
4.15 

1995 
Northern 
CH 

4.98 
3.69 

3.40 
d a  

1.89 
2.10 

3.25 
3.83 

3.78 
4.13 (250ml) 

7,26 
3.71 

4.35 

1995 
Winnipeg 

1.69 
1.69 

1-23 
4.19 

1 .25 
0.45 

039 
1.89 

1.99 
269 

3.99 
2.19 

2.39 
1.99 
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- ''1 don 't trust those I don 't kmnv who are far awoy " (aged 46); 

-'Y don 't tmst the stores. 1 trust the people we elect Ioc4l&" (aged 39); 

- '7 don 't tmsî them afl the time. I ahvays ask questions. 1 heard one word 
dejinie fy when they said they hod the ' p e r  ' to change fhings where the 
Numvut capital woucd be. If they c m  'i &ci&, Ottawa hm the power.. . why 
are they trying to get people's opinions when they um c h g e  the 
deczsioon .. they 're a lot of money trying to find out. .. they 're going to 
get their own bellies fat" (aged 36); 

- ' ' m - m d I  woyk fo1 Ihe gmmment, bur I don 't go into politics " (aged 37); 

-"net much bemse fhey fie some ofthe time" (aged 45); 

and, "not realfy"; 'hot much"; "not afl the time"; "in a way, but not very 
much"; "no. No way. " 

A 62 year old told me: 

"No. Once when tkre was a public meeting I said to the social w o k  ond 
the person fiom eduwtion thor govemment put ail these things like houses 
here and we dih' t  ask for them. Now they 're cutting back We cmld have 
stayed with the dog team before the govemment came-thut 's the only way 
we fived nten they put skidoos here and seemed to kill Our dog tecans. niey 
said we shoulcih 5 use them any more because of all the new vehicles. NNOW I 
have no more dogs but govemment har never giwn me a skidoo. When the 
govemment people c m e  in t k y  tell ur thor Cam& is in the hole but they 're 
the ones who gave us d l  these fhings. NNOW thaî we 're dependent on them it 
seems thut they 're taking things away-putting so much cost on everything. 
When we dith 't need them they gave it to us. " 

Of those who said that they do trust the government, one widow told me: 

'1117 generaf 1 befieve in govemment because they give me housing and even 
we&ree I am a wiabv-on my am, so I depend on govemment for welfor  '" 

Another woman, aged 49, told me quite candidly: 

"1  in^ t h  bec4tcse I want to be msted ioo. Bock in the old dqys Imrir used 
fo hunt and Z d  Mer t h e m h s  and ihey newr thought about welfme unfil 
the gowmment corne along. NNOW it seems like f k y  're w i n g  we just wmt to 
be on weljare-but it 's ?hem who started ir. I'm not k p p y  about if. We 



weren 't roised in an iglao-l was raised in O buikting-so I warlrbr 't be able 
to go back to what they M before, I kiow thut. " 

From my interpretation of the answers given to me, it is apparent that govemment 

representatives who are, first of ail, elected, and those who live locally @ke members of the 

Hamlet Council) are the most trusteci. Those who are elected but live out of town are less 

trusteci because they are ükely to be influenced by people who do not have an interest in the 

needs of Inuit in Coral Harbour. It seems that the farther away fiom Cord H h u r  these 

elected personnel Live, the less one can tmst them. For example, govemment representatives 

in Rankin Inlet are somewhat more accessible than those in Yellowknife or Ottawa. These 

two cities are felt to be reanoved fiom the interests of Inuit in general. Some people expressed 

optimism in the new Nunawt govemment but others were somewhat distrustfiil that things 

would change in substance very much. 

Power and Autonomy The issue of power (of selc of the Inuit, or of the concept of 

power in general) was addressed by asking the question, "do you think that you have any 

power to help things change in this cornmunity" (#14). Twelve women thought that they did 

not have any power, seven said they would try to take power (control), and the remainder 

said that they beiieved they did have powa to make changes. Several women said that if there 

was something going on that they did not like, t hey would try to get it changed. One 34 year 

old explained: 

Tes, 1 think so. Some of us are guire outqoken. I mess it 's the people who 
have been working for a while who ure pretty outpken becow t k y  knnv 
mostly what 's going on wilh the gowrnment or whrrrever department is 
coming oui with thor. Erfucattion k @ s  a lot-to umkrstunà whor fhey 're 



doing. " 

Some women thought that it was difficult to get things changed at the Hamlet level 

or with the Hunters and Trappen Organitation W O )  once a decision had ban made. 

However, if they felt strongly about something they were willing to challenge a decision. 

Othm said they would not speak out, even ifit affbcted thern personally, but another said she 

would go on the radio and suggest to o h  that they get together to overhim a decision. As 

weli as the local radio station, the CB radio is a convenient, accesstile m e d i  for people to 

air their views- One woman told me: 

*'.-.people me reuily ~p=t about not k ing  able to hunr seals for two 
month." Manypecple were rollb'ng on the raûio about this HTO &ci&d to 
put a bounhy where people um hunr seufs-too ~ m y  Zms now-I guess 
~hey have the power. Ewtyba41, is suppaed to ugree but many people di& 't 
go to the meeting when t k  vote was held ond now they m e  comploining tiaat 
it isn 't fuir thor the restriction is in place. It seems thor men make ail the 
decisiom about huntiqg but l think women shouId lrrw etpal say " (aged 27), 

and one articulate 22 year old answered: 

"1 w m h h  'I scaypower. but I huw a wice- ïjl thought soniething wam 't righl 
I would huve to say something, " 

and another in her twenties told me, '7 'm shy but I think youngpeople ore listened to. " 

A 57 year old woman said: 

"1 think I h m  the power to talk to someone on u one-to-one. I f  someone 
wmzed to corne d s e e  me I w d d  iry to tulk to them. If sornething is going 
wrong in the community-soinerimes Inuit don 'r like tu corne fonvmd " 

'%le 1 was in the mrnmmity in the winter of 1995 there was a moratorium on the 
hunting of seals near the community for two months. The Hunters and Trappers Organization 
(H.T.O.), had advised that 4 s  could only be caught fûrther away, closer to Native Point, in order 
to dlow the seals more tirne to eat and becorne plump and healthy; Inuit were not to take many 
when they were in a temporary short supply. Some people told me thai tbey had some seal stored in 
their freezers as they could not go without sea marnmals for two months. 



A 62 year old woman was confident that she had the power to help things change in the 

community because her father had taught her to  be strong. The enduring strength and 

cohesion of the community which manifests in tough times is expressad by a 3ngie mother 

in her thirties: 

"1 think this coimmunity 's a strong one. niey all ch@ in when something goes 
wrong. Ijsornethirg isn 't nght I will say so. " 

Reswnsibity. Afkr we had b e n  tallcing about contaminants d u ~ g  the course of the 

interview, 1 asked each woman "who do you think is responsible for contarninants" (#38). 

Except for ten women who said that they did not kmw who was respom'ble becaux th? had 

not heard about contaminants, almost everyone else attributed the responsibility @lame) to 

outside- 'pplas lilres Chemobyl, " for example. Other suggestions include the army @oth 

the United States and Canadian-with particular reference to the base in Coral Harbour during 

the Second World War- "the amaies from the 1940s '7; and, "oid cvnty buses with old 

banenes. " The terni "Qallunaat" was fiequently narned as the source of the problem., and in 

partiailar, the Russians or "outsiders"-meaning anyone not living in the North. One blamed 

"the govemrnent, mostly the governent ïhey shmid do more resemch. '* A 44 year old 

woman explained: 

"Everybdy. E v e r y w  sharld be re~ponsible. Y m  see people throwing 
garboge in the he water d t h î  abays tums me off-plastic containers and 
everything goes in the water. " 

Faimess and Justice 

In order to asse!ss how faimes was perceived, 1 asked the participants if they thought 
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that people were usually punished for wrong-doing (#28). Half of them thought that, in 

general, justice was not xrved and many of these women linked this question to  the drug 

problem in the community-particularly to  the drug traflickers. For example, "no ljustice is 

not usually served]; more h g s  are here when R W  me not here. People me &aid to 

speak out. I would tell the cops, but woddn *t be imIved " Another woman told me, 

"although we kwnv t h  t hgs  me noi kalthy fw anyone-ifwe report anyone to the RCMP 

we w d  hove to be a rhe court. We "d like to settle it without talking to the police. '"hem 

added: 

- "[people] often get awqw with things "(aged 28); 

- "the court system is not afways fair " (aged 40); 

- ". . . they me punished-if they 're m g h t  " (aged 3 O); 

- "they tend to get oway with things because they talk about geîting a w q  without 
being punished" (aged 62); 

- "[they] used to be [punished], but not any more. People used to al Ieast get 
scolded " (aged 44). 

Some women wanted to expand on this topic (of crime and punishrnent) and talk about the 

behaviour of Inuit youth and how it has changed since their own childhood days: 

- "mosfiy t k y  get awq-e~peciaIIy these &YS.  1 w n  't believe whal kids are 
doing m. We riewr used fo farch qthiing fhat w m  't mrs-or break them. 
M@e we don 't punish them enough " (aged 36); 

- 'Y don 't believe parents are punishing their kidr t m  much-they jusf let 
them get away with things they don 't get punished for r" (aged 3 5; 

-"Our old way helpd Like now when somebdy goes to court and gets 
apprehdd il dwsl't dD ~ ~ e h  gd-nor  O whole lot. In the old dqys when 
they did something wrong, t k y  wmdddiscipline themselves in their own wqy 
and it w d  k@. 7his new system, I beliew, le& to a lot of suicides w k n  



they 're waitmg, cw wkn  copui is &layed ami they 're getting CTI~X~~OUS. Yar 'd 
think the justice system woufâ kKnu this by now " (aged 34). 

Others were a little more philosophical: "ntey 're usualiy punished by their relatives anù 

other people. M q b e  thut 's the way it 's supposed to be " (aged 46). Others predicted, "it 

catches up with them #ter owhile" (aged 34). and "mostfypeopleJnd outfiom their cnun 

mistakes. Igues" (aged 45). An elder told me: 

"ln the old&zyssporents used to teach y a n g  kids n'ght fiom wong and the 
consequenees. But mnu t k y  slart t m  hte. I tBkd to tell the ki& at s c h l  
about the consepences but they ignore me. ï k y g e t  into troubie wilh the 
courts. We Yeu tel. rhem when rhey 're young-CtO it in the .  It 's fiustrating 
to try md tell t k m  now. We shmId tafk indiv&al& to kids-don't gzve up. 
T m  mîmy things are mt puni-* get away wirh a lot. Tm mmry things 
are le3 up to Qullumol-n the old <.Ys we lmked Mer m r  awn people. 
Some people -y "he 'I l  be better when he grows up " but we sharld start now. 
Otrr way of Iife c h g e d  so much afier we came into the settlernent. " 

attended by comrnunity members, and the local RCMP corporal, and two special RCMP 

officers were there. Al1 cases were related to dmgs or alcohol-eitha triaEckhg drugs or 

disturbance or break-ins after excessive alcohol intake. Of the four accused (al1 male), all were 

found guilty and two of them received jail sentences. One other case was held over until the 

next session in four months time. The whole court session lasted a little over two hours and 

the community hall never seerned so solemn. It is understandable that Inuit would rather find 

ways of punishing transgressors in their community as al1 power and authority is taken fkom 

them when strangers corne into town and use their power to remove their sons and put them 

in jail. It was also intirnated to me that people often do not report wrong-doings to the police 

because one of their own farnily rnembers could be the next one accused. 



I was eager to  learn the strength of cohesion in the comrnunity and of the womm's 

involvement in it. In question number 15 1 asked if they usually attend community meetings. 

Twenty women said that they usually attend, nine said occasionaliy, and 18 said that they 

seldom or never attend. Only two women out of 15 in the youngest age group said that they 

usually attend community meetings and five others in this group said that they occasionaily 

attend. Some said that if they feel it is important, then they attend, but others said that they 

were usually too tired after work. AU of the women in the oldest group (except one who 

seldom leaves the house because of a disabled dependent) said that they always attend 

community meetings. The elders feel that it is theu responsibility to  keep abreast of what is 

going on and also that they welcome an opportunity to  ask questions. One elder told me: 

"Women kjob /IPF c h g e d  Youngpeople don *t do as much as kfore. 1 do 
the same things as my moîher did-c~nd she didn 't go îo school, either. " 

In the past I had always noticed that visiting was a popular social interlude so 1 noted 

who had visitors in the house when 1 enterai; in only 14 of the 47 households were no visitors 

present. However, one 38 year old woman told me: 

"lmit have changed niey visif les.  now-even with relatives-too much W. 
Inuit are more Iike QaIlunaat --more busy now. Ol&r people are ahuays 
babysitting their grandchiildken. Khere's no going back I would feel lesr 
Inuii if1 cmldn 'r eut Inuit food-not reaI Inuit. but we will alwqys how the 
Iunguage. " 

Although things have changed for the Inuit, the great majonty of the women with whom 1 

spoke said that they have a good life now, though an 18 year old told me that she was not 

really happy. 



The last question in my intemew guide (#53) asks if the participants thought it was 

better to ask women, rather than men, questions about food and contaminants. Everyone said 

that it was better to ask women because "women tak  care of the fd'tthey examine if. 

Women are coneentedabacr the M t h  of theirfmiiy " (aged 34). Another 34 year old told 

me: 

. . . women have an easier time tolking; the inon don 't tafk w'y much. Inuit 
men never taik to Inuit women about hunting though women me just as 
concemed about food It wos on& recentk'y t h t  t k y  started gemhg thek 
hunting licences. fiey di& *t think we should be out hunting. &y thought 
we were tuking the pdm bear tugs a w q .  " 

Some older women told me, ' M e  men dDn *t seem to care; women hande fdmore-men 

jusi k i4  " and "people h u e  said thot it 's the Iodies who try to solve things-prblems, " and 

ladies ahays ab more than me-n in church. We tal'k more and do more action tao. We 

are the onl'y ones who tell Our kidr whor 's righifrom wrong. Men just sit in the house and 

warch W. " And a 46 year old said: 

" Women talk more. even in meetings but it seems tu be mostrly the women 
who do the tafking Men think but thpy a b  'r ralk M i e  men tufk to men but 
they don 't tafk to their wives or other women, " 

and a widowed elder said: 

"Ludies tend to talk more. Thor 's a question that I've k e n  wonring tu hem 
for so long k m .  in o church group or public meeting or if something har 
to be f ixe4 men are just quiet. Ir 's the lades who are doing it aII the tirne 
here. ntey say a man is supposed tu be headof the house but t k y  don 't do 
anything. If 's the wife who 's doing it al1 the time-they &n *t want to help 
out. " 

Although 1 was f d y  familiar with the kin structure in the community, 1 asked women 

if there were any families in Coral Hahour to which they were not related (#16). On average, 



everyone was reIated to about haifof the families there, though nine women said they were 

related to fewer than 50.h and several said that they related to most of the people there; one 

3 7 year old explained " m n  Ïfit 's n>r b l d  thwe 's a mmection to almost everyba@. " This 

woman told me that the people fiom Northem Québec are called the Okumiut ("üke a 

shield"), Baffin people are Kriqatalingrniut, and the Inuit from the Keewatin mainland are 

called Agorniut ("fiom the wind"). A 40 year old woman thought that the identification of 

ongins was a divisive elexnent in the wmmUNty. She rermvkeû, that although she was bom 

in Coral Harbour and grew up there, she faels that she is still identifieci as wming fkorn 

elsewhere and made to feel Ore she does not really belong. An older woman was also 

concemed about problems in relationships 'Yamiiyproblems, peopiefighting each otkr-Iike 

those from Northem Québec, BaBn and Keewatin. i t  r e d y  goes on in this town. It 's k e n  

like this since the 19 70s. " 

One woman, however, felt particularly blessed because she had been adopted (and 

thus had two families), and was married twice, and hereby became related to two more sets 

of families. She said she was related in some way to everybody in the community. Another 

woman who said that she was related to al1 but three families quietly told me, ''1 don *t want 

the kids to hem ihis because they think we *re all one. I don 'r want to change things. Utrhey 

think they 're not myfriendF. they *ll try CO do someth~ng. '" 

The answers 1 obtained fiom my question, "how are decisions made in this f d y ? , ,  

(#44) were not entirely unexpected. Although only five women said that the wife (that is, 

themselves, or their mother) made most of the decisions, an additional seven women did not 

have husbands and thus they made their own decisions. Nine women told me that their 



husbands made the decisions, but 16 said that a consensus was usuaiiy reached (either by the 

couple or the family). However, it was also made clear to me that women make al1 the 

decisions about food because they prepare it. From my observations, 1 have learned that 

members of  Inuit society respect one another's opinions, and this consensus situation also 

exists in the f d y  circle as weii as in the govement.  

In answer to my question "do you fkd that mmours and gossip are generally me?" 

(#43), nine women told me dcfinitdy "m," a d  al of the otha participants said " yes and no." 

Several elaborated; for example, a 34 year old woman told me, "this tomt is famous for if. 

If it 's kind of outrageous* I just ignore if. But if it realIy bugs me-imdwhg a relative or 

something. Ifind out about it. " It was generally thought that there was too much gossip 

around, and some wornen declared that they only believed in some gossip as sometimes there 

may be a little bit of truth in it, whereas others said that it was ail lies. Mary Douglas (1994) 

asserts "the control of m o u r  is central to risk perception" (p. 1 8) because although mmours 

c m  contain threads of truth, they can snowball, get out of control, and become totaliy 

suspect. 

One 63 year 01d said, "Mas@ I dan 't listen or think about it ; m e  of il is not ahuays 

nue, " and a 35 year old told me, 

''lfgosip is cmeming myserfor my kidr or sornebor7y who I'm close with- 
I 'd try andfind out somehaw. But if ir w a a  't m e ,  I 'd sure& jump in ami say 
it wasn 't me. " 

For the moa part, women said that they usually just liaen and then decide for themselves if 

i f s  true. (Nowever, several women also toM me that women gossip more than men!) It seems 

that if the mmours that are being bandied about concem farnily members, then participants 



try to h d  the source and any truth asmciated with the gossip. But, if the mmours are about 

other people-either in Coral Harbour or in other comrnunities--or about issues that do not 

concem them personaiiy, then the womm usually ignore thern. 

In order to leam how people regard the importance of communication and the best 

strategia for its implementation, 1 asked questions 45.46, and 47. 1 asked =ch WOU "do 

you think that better wmrnunication/education about contaminants would reduce people's 

concems about ri&' (# 451% and oniy tbree said yes." Most of the women told me that they 

never hear about risk and that people are not womed about wntaminants- 'hob.v tulks 

about them, " and, "on the rridio if's on& people fiom other plofes tafiking about 

cottraminants. " However, several said that they would Iike to be given more information 

(which also answered question # 46). For example, "people here me not worried [about 

contaminants] but we shouId &e told more " (aged 44), and "people wmnd here newr seem 

io worry about con~inantsIs Ifthey kiew it [the food] was contamimfed. moybe they would 

worry, " (aged 46). A 36 year old woman told me, 

'*people here men *t t m  botheed about contamimts. We hem about oil 
spils in other places. We don 'f think rhor an oil spiII somewhere else would 
afjecr us. " 

Although she did not believe that more education about contaminants would actudy help 

reduce any risk-taking behaviour, a 34 year old woman told me that, '7.. wmld help t k m  

undersiand better. "Another 34 year old said, 

'Dnviionmental cIeanup d M O T  brought contaminants to people 's min&. 
Maybe PCBs ore a heaith kard  There are white things in caribou meaf. 
encqulaled and scpishy. " 

This sarne woman, earlier in the interview, said that she had never heard of any kinds of 



contaminants (could not narne any) and that nobody in the cornmunity is worried about 

contarninants; she also told me that ifthere were a 1% chance that Inwt food had PCBs, she 

would not eat the food. 

In direct answer to my question (# 46), L'would you like more information about 

contaminants-which ones?'' everyone said that they would like more information, many said 

that they want to leam about al1 conkmhnts, and several specified PCBs. The most common 

response to "who do you think would ôe the best person to give this information to people 

in this u>mrnwityT' (# 47) was someone tbey "know and trust." Several women said that the 

nurses should tell the people, and as many suggested the Community Health Represemtative 

(C-H-R). Others responses include (one each), the Harnlet Council, the Mayor, a scientist, 

a doctor, and the Hunters and Trappen' Organization (HTO). The latter was suggested 

because "they couhi infom people ihrmgh the i d  r d o  becouse more people taen  io the 

radio thon go to meetings. men people c d d  call in and rrsk questions. " This answer was 

also a confirmation of one of their most preferred ways of cornmunicating information (radio 

phone-in shows), and of having questions answered in the most efficient manner. 

Although 1 was Nlly aware that probably dl  of the Inuit of this cornmunity would say 

they were Christians (later in the interview, 46 of the 47 women expressed their certainty in 

the existence of God), 1 also wanted to know how they reconciled native spirituality and 

Christianity. Questions 25, 26, and 27 asked, "do you believe in traditional Inuit myths and 

stories?"; "do you believe in native Inuit spirituaiity?" and, "do you believe in taboos?". Many 

women told me that they believed in ungakoks (shamans)-some even named their deceased 

relatives. A few did not know what angakoks really were supposed to have done, but they 



believed in their existence. I was told: 

- "Christianity has replaced angahks but the churches are in comptition. 
T m  many churches in a IittIe town. " (aged 37); 

- "But I don 't want uny more îmgakoh, " (aged 70); 

-Y havo heard about it so I believe it, but I was newr really pmr of it, " 
(aged 25); 

-1 beiiew in angakoks because my mother used to tell us. My parents talked 
about the Tuniit," so I believe. My father used to tell a doty about a la& 
who caughr a walms-l think the Tuniit were really saong people. She 
carried this walrus" (aged 43). 

An older woman told me that she believed in ungakoks because she had seen them: 

'%me angakoks used to heal the sick. or if hunters were out for so long und 
people were womedabuut tkm, m with tkir spirit t k y  used to go check on 
the people. &y were not like gods but like prophers: ifsomebdy ma& a 
mistake or did something wrong-that mg& d d  know. Psychiatnsts me 
rmgukoh-they c m  tell whar 's wrong even ifyou 're noî @ng anything. 
ntey wa heaIpeopIe too. Some people who how seen those kind of doctors 
because they were lettirtg thare f h i w  out-lik from depression-thut 's when 
they started feeling bet ter. ï h t  's why I think pqchiatnsts are angakoks. " 

One young woman (aged 24) said that she believed in angakoks and believed that they were 

powerful. She thought that there were still some around today--but they are in other 

cornmunities such as Rankin Inlet, M a t ,  or Repulse Bay. Many women acknowledged the 

past existence of mg- ("tky were real and they had real power '7 and of the Tuniit, but 

one woman said, "maybe they used to pay to the cerikain thing and muybe it wes G d  @-ving 

l 3  In their legends, the Tuniir are described as pacefiil giants, having great strength and 
excellent hunting skills. ï he  last of the Sallimiiut of Southampton Island have been identifid as 
Tuniit (Eber, 1989; Rousselière, 1955a), and are said to have resided at Tuauninniut (Native 
Point) where great boulders can be seen that t k y  are said to have thrown in order to deter invading 
tribes. Unlike some myths and taboos whicb were evidently conveyed to the huit by Qallunaat 
(probably whalers), the tradition of the Tuniit was created from the Inuit community itseff. 



them ihis so they thought rhey 'dbecanre angaRoksm but they weren 't. " Although a f e ~  were 

a lit tle skeptical about some of the myths (one calling some of hem fajrtales); several had 

heard of the great sire and arength of the Tuniit, and a 41 year old told me: 

'Tw heard of Tmiit. I Iink they were the IucRy ones-m, &S. no cbugs.- 
just beingfiee. 1 dat 'r mindgoing bocC 1 k*nu it 's impossible. but to me life 
would be conplete i f l  could I& oui k r e  wirh no one botknng me-with no 
cbugs and no ulcohol. Inuit people long ago-I f id hem lucky. I f i d  them 
much happier at t h t  time. 7hey used to s ~ w .  too. though. " 

Several women said that they believed in the Tunüt because they had seen their h m .  Other 

responses include: 

- "&me are tales d mme are frue. I 'm nof sure i f1  beliew in Tuniit. But 
what my mom used to tell me wus thut fhey [Tuniit] were d~flerentfiorn us 
people. Like, Our heads were more m o w  and the Tuniit were more round 
Of what our parents tell us, we tend to believe tkm. 1 never used to beliew 
them but Mer my mon, toUme. 1 beliewd The scientists tell us thor humans 
corne fim monkeysm bul Idon 't believe t h f .  Mqvbe I believe f h t  the Tuniit 
were just ordillcrrypeople. We have drf/erent beliefs. " (aged 60); 

- '7 believe there used fo be Tuniit because there 's some huis d m  at Nufive 
Point and they 're dflerentfiom the sod buses thor my parents used to make. 
There used to be a lot of bones down ihere and some skeletons that weren 7 
even buried" (aged 62). 

One 48 year old told me: 

''1 beliew in the Tuniit. I saw their skeletons ami they had bigger bones, and 
we were tofd rhey were Tuniil. So / believe, even i / l  diah? see the Tuniit 
people. I belièw in angakoks becat~~e it m n  sclys in the Bible. too. m e  Bible 
talks about angakoks. It says thal they had the powers but they di& 't haw 
Christian faith. " 

Most of the taboos told to me depicted pregnancy. Several women told me that if a 

pregnant woman stands in a doorway, her baby will get stuck in the birth passage, and the 

woman WU have a long labour. Also, a pregnant woman should get up out of bed as soon as 



she wakes up in order to avoid a long labour (though two womm told me that it was the 

husband who shodd get out of bed straight away so that his d e  will not have a long labour), 

and one woman said that she was told that if she did not do much housework, her labour 

would be long. One teenager who had recently given büth told me: 

"When I was pregnanf my mother told me mt to Wear do tk s  with holes 
because if it was going to be a boy, it would mm art to be a girl. men 
you 're pregnaniyou ShOuIdnot sleep ta ,  long. mt chew gum. ard not stand 
in the dwrway becatl~e th.. would ntake the labour longer. rfyou chew gum 
the baby wiI1 be covered with t m  mch white stuff and the ofrebinh will be 
shrck to yorrr stomach. " 

One woman who also told me the story about not chewing gum, adrnitted that two of her 

babies were covered with white material because she had chewed gum tao much-no doubt 

the result of disregarding "old wives' tales." Another, who had had a baby 15 years before, 

"1 was told that you 're not supposed to sew with a Iong rhread or your 
husband im 't supposed to how long rops tied to the qomutiq and dogs or 
the snowmobile because the buby would haw a long cord d it would fie 
around the baby 's heod When you wak up you h e  to go oicr of the igloo 
right away so thut when you 're in labour ymr baby won *t stay in one 
position; if will go oui ri& uway. " 

A 28 year old woman said: 

'ï was toldmt to crochet when I was pregmnt or the cord warld be oroumi 
the baby 's neck But I did it and it came out tme. The cord was mmnd the 
baby 's neck twice-on two ofmy babies and I crocheted during pregnancy. 
The jirst one4  di& 't know how to crochet and he was OK. " 

A 43 year old mother of several children, who, after telling me about some of these taboos, 

said that she does not really believe in them but, since she was told them by her mother, she 

also tells them to her daughters. Another woman, who had recounted some of the 



aforementioned taboos said: 

" These &ys it 's dierent now. You hwe to lie in bed when y m  're in labour- 
d~yerentntfrorn bock then-so it takes longer. With the nurse nowodqys there 
are so rnany d e s  you have to go through in the hoqitaf when you 're in 
labour" (aged 43). 

In a different vein, another participant told me, "newr steul myfhing or your MiLr will fa11 

olf; " however, when she found out that some of her fiends had beai stealing, she had 

watched for this to happen, and when it did not, her faith in taboos was shattered. An 

interesthg observation was made by another woman who queried whether Inuit have "takn 

some Qaffunmq laboos becatl~e ance 1 br& a m i m  d i  really dïd haw sewn yems 

fuck. " Another taboo-one which seerns to have biblical influences-is that you are not 

supposed to sew on Sundays, otherwise you will try to go to heaven through the eye of a 

needle. M e r  speaking with many people in Coral Harbour, it is evident that, in general, Inuit 

have little trouble with the CO-existence of Inuit spirituality and Christianity. As with other 

aspects of their lives, flexibility and cornmon sense persevere. 

If Inuit Food Disa~~eared.. . 

One of the most important questions 1 asked dunng my conversations with Inuit 

women in Coral Harbour was, "How would you feel if you couldn't eat Inuit food any more?" 

Ali 47 women expressed in various ways how tragic that situation would be, fiom '7 w d  

jeel bad" to "1 warlddie. " Moa said that they would be hungry al1 the tirne and they would 

be cold and weak, and many elaborated on their falings: 

- '7 wouIdfeel bcd A@ husband would misr hunting d my son would miss 
eating caribou" (aged 28); 



- "1 wuuld rot feel good M y  health would get worse-my k@ warld &art 
craving for Imnmnt fd Jurt lihz mw-my is craving for seal because we 
um 't eat it f i  two month. M y  btdy neeh =al blood My body seems to get 
sick when we am 't eat native foodfiequently " (aged 48); 

-7 would miss the taste-we 're so used to it. I guess- If the animals 
diqpemedlnuit people would m e .  People would be bored because they 
are used to hunting. I cian 't say i / t k re  warld be more h g s  or mi'' (aged 
19); 

- "I would feel thor pmr of our tradition had k e n  taken away fiom us. It 
would be a big los.  Even now when we can 't tuke seal for two months. 
it has takon put of our ~rdirion away " (aged 43); 

--Y would feel terrible. I don 't îhink I would lm too long-I'm too used to 
eating if. ï k r e  wouldprobab&j be hun&eds of crazy Imit mnning mound 
Imkîng for cached food ïhe hunrers would gel bored We crave for certain 
Imril f i - w w s e  thon wontngo cigrnette. It might noî bother the little iads 
too much i f t k y  're rwi d to eating ?mit food too much. But some fmilies 
eat Inuit food a lot and they would miss it the mosî" (aged 34); 

"4 would feel very sad I how to have Imrir food ewry second riqy or else 
I seem to be craving for something. Even i f 1  eat Qallunooq f d  I feel I 
don 't want anything if I c m  't have Inuiî food When in the south, I f h d  
something similar-likeepork en& or spmeribs that h fat on them " (aged 
44); 

"1 would go crazy-not crazy, but I know we would be craving it because 
we 've been eating it for so long" (aged 3 5); 

- "I would go stark raving mod 1 coulih 't live withour if. When we were 
down muth I was realij cruving for it-it wm realiy bod People brought us 
Inuit food It would be really bod for the elders-Qolun~q food is so 
expensive" (aged 34); 

- " We wmld sufler more; we would lose more money. We 'd be full for a fov 
hmrs t h n  get hungry. We 'd how to depend on the Northem d wonder if 
we 'd be getîing safe food-things like c h i c h  mdpork h chemicals. M y  
litt le boy would crave for Imiil f d "  (aged 4 1 ); 

-"Our b d e s  are so used to Inuit food In hospial I was throwing up 
Qallunaaq food but when I got frozen caribou ond c b  I felt better and 
stronger" (aged 43); 



-"A would#ect usa IOJ beaa4.w we 're so used to it. We wddprobaly  be 
l d n g  f i  it-j2lst leme the house d look for if. vwe  don *t ecri Our mriw 
food for a couple of (t4Ys. it seems lilre we hown't eaten for a long time" 
(aged 49); 

- "Mqvbe I WOU& 't be mmul m y  m e .  I 'd look for food to eut thor would 
stop my craving for Imit f d "  (a@ 45); 

- ''I wmld fiel terrible. If1 huven 't had Inuit f d  for some tzme I feel like 
I haven't reolly eaten I hove to huve some Imrir food once in a while. 
Sometimes I reafIy crave for it if1 hrrwn 'Z had it for a long time. My/&& 
cmld manage withmt I m r i r f i  but I u m  5" (aged 39); 

- '7 woulcin 't have any more strength. I would be hungry all the time. It 
wmrcl be wry boring-very bai if1 couldn 't eut Imcir foodony more" (aged 
63); 

- 'Yf scientisîs said mtiw fmd was contaminated I woulrih 't beliew them. Ij 
my husbandcouh 't hwt Imit f d a n y  more muybe he would go crazy. He 
loves hunting cnd to eut native j d  so if he coulciit 't thaf wodd realiy pull 
hirn down" (aged 45); 

- " We wmld s tme  because we cannot afford to eut Q a f l u ~ q  f d .  M y  
fmi& wmld not be happy because my younger kids are used to Inuit fd 
and like them a lot" (aged 60); 

- "Maybe I would have to buy sorne Qallunaaq f w d  and eat it r m .  We 
woukh't ih'r any choice but to eat Qailumaq food Once we got used to it 
maybe we w o u b  't be sa hungry ail the time. For those who are really strong 
it wouldn *t Mect them " (aged 3 7); 

- 'Y would stmve: I would crave for il. If I were toid t h  Imcir f i  w a ~  
contaminated I would be devastated-bu I wmld still eat i f"  (aged 36); 

- '7 couldn 't survive. I wouldn 't believe the scientists; I wmld stilf eat our 
food" (aged 47); 

-Y wmld die right away. I think everybdy would die" (aged 59); 

-'Y would be > m d d d  I j l  was stmiig I warld tuke the c h c e  and eat 
something t h  cmld be 1% contami~~~ted" (aged 45); 

- "I would d i e4  would feelI w d d  die. I um *t go withacr it. Someiimes I 



rhrow up wkn  eating pOrlimtaaq fd Ifwe wu& 't eat Inuit food ary more 
we 'd become Qalfunmt. M y  hirsbandwouI&'t huve his job und we woulh't 
eut half the time because store-bought f i  is so expensive...we 'd be a lot 
sicker because we w w h  't haw much iron or anything in mr M e s .  There 
wouùi be mare socidpoblems and we 'd have to sell lhings to get soniething 
from the store to eat. If QaIiunaat told me I coulh 't eut Imit foad because 
it 's contaminoied I WOU& 't beliew them" (aged 3 O); 

- "1 would be sick ail the time. Once w k n  I was (jown in Winniipeg and 
ha& 5 had rnW fd fw a long n'me, s o m e ~  gave me some cancanbou d 
my stomach fell better right away " (aged 25); 

-"Our heaith wwïd  be worx because tkre's noî emnrgh b l d  in 
QaIIumaq fd Whenyac go m t h  fw a few weeks and eut Qallumaq food 
youjee f weak " (aged 37); 

-"I wmld die right awqy-l wouldn't be able to stop even if it might k 
conrami~ted ifall the a n i d s  diqpeared I wmldrt 't be able to m& i f  
in my lue " (aged 60). 

Themes of sadness, dering and loss recurred throughout their answers, but rnainly, women 

were concerned about the iikelihood of sickness fiom which they would not recover. The fear 

of starvation was echoed by some women who had only heard of it from their parents. A 

woman in her sixties offered an interesting answer to the question of loss of Inuit food: 

'ln my generation we were rold rhat one of these &ys al1 the mtive food 
would be gone. I don 't know what would k p p n  to us if we couldn 't eaf it 
any more. I &m 't kmw what I would do. My prents used to tell me that the 
Iand i&el/isn'f going to be like it used to be; it 's going to get contarninated 
in later yeors-thor 's when the animais won't haw any more food to eaf. 
They would be gone. I was told this over 50 yens ago. " 

The context of Inuit women's perceptions of the risks of pollution encompasses their 

socio-cultural and natural environrnents. Perceptions of risk are not merely cognitive in the 

sense of recogniWng "reai" risk or understanding probability outcornes; they are the results 



of personal experiences and coileaive knowledge. As proposed by Covello and Johnson 

(1987), what societies choose to call risky is largeiy determined by social and cultural factors. 

Decisions are made about which risks are important and which risks can be d e l y  ignoreci; 

societies selectively choose fisks worthy of attention and concern. In addition to expressing 

grave concem about dmg abuse in the comminity, the only time Inuit women becarne really 

upset was when faced with the hypothetical threat of losing th& traditional foods. This would 

be catastrophic; pollution such as the depletion of the ozone layer paies in cornparison. 

Although their perceptions of risk are subjective and individual (not collective), they are 

framed within the Inuit cultural context-hence it is not surprishg that many responses were 

homogeneous. It is evident Eom the women with whom 1 spoke, that aithough the existence 

of contarninants such as PCBs in the Arctic food chain is not a situation that pleases them, 

they have the more immediate problems of dmgs and alcohol to wony about. 

According to Douglas and Wildavsiqr (1982), Amencans are afrad of "nothhg 

much ... except the food they eat, the water they drink, the air they breathe, the land they live 

on, and the energy they use" (p. 10). huit are aware of the possibiiities of negative outcornes 

in aU of the aforernentioned areas; however, they do not panic about events over which they 

have no control-like contaminants in the Arctic food chain. Althougb they feel that they have 

little control over dmgs and alcohol beiig brought imo their comrnunity, they also believe that 

these are reversible problems and some govemmental assistance should be offered to help in 

ridding the cornmunity of these pollutants. 1 was told that the government should take more 

responsibiiity in protecting the Arctic environment-though many found it difficuit to t m a  in 

governrnent departments which controlled nom a distance. 



Problems of dnig and akohol abuse interfère with the maintenance of Jocial soliddty. 

Besides examining salient health and environmental issues fiom the scientific perspective, it 

is important for researchers to discover what social noms and institutions in a particular 

cultural milieu are bemg eroded by various types of pollution; this would include the 

integration of (perhaps buried) psychologid factors with socid and cultural factors and 

would highlight the value of different disciplinary perspectives on risk perception. In this 

study women are recognted as kmwers; their Lives have baen made visible; their voices have 

been heeded. in the next chapter Inuit women's voices will be reiterated and salient themes 

will be compared with those in the popular press and scientXc discourse. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Discussion and Summary 

" We 'd becorne QaIIunaai! " 1 was told in response to my question, "how would you 

feel if you were not able to eat Inuit foods any more?' For many Inuit, a loss of identity 

would inevitably result fiom lack of access to their traditional foods; if they had to eat 

Qallunaaq foods they would becorne Qaiiunaat. As expressed in the adage, "you are what 

you eat," there is a recognition that the body is fundamental to a person's Jense of identity. 

Egede (1 995) talks a b u t  the importance of "our foods [which] do more than nounsh our 

bodies. They feed our souls. When 1 eat Inuit foads, 1 know who 1 am" (p. 45, cited in 

O'Neil, Elias and Yassi, 1997). 

When 1 first considered this research projezt, 1 thought of talking to Inuit women in 

Coral Harbour about possible alternatives to consuming Inuit foods if these foods were 

deemed (by scientists) to be too contarninated for consumption. What foods would they eat, 

what activities would replace hunting and m a t  preparation? Although 1 knew that Inuit food 

was very important to them, as 1 had ofien been a guest in their homes, 1 did not expect such 

an ovenvheiming outcry against the very possibility that their traditionai foods could be unfit 

for wnsumption. W~thout exception, every one of the 47 women with whom 1 conducted in- 

depth interviews said that she could not bear the thought of doing without land foods; in facf 

most thought that they would not survive. 1 was told: 

- I would sfarve to death; 

- I WOU/& 't haw any more strength I w d d  be hungry all the tirne; 



- I would miss the m e ;  

- I 'd be pissed ofi 

1 leamed during my pilot project in Povungnituk that the possibility of contaminants, such as 

PCBs, rendering Inuit foods u n d e  to eat seemed to them remote. 1 was told that 

contaminants were not their primary concem, but that drug and alcohol abuse and family 

violence were more in need of attention than searching for and worrying about invisible 

contaminanis. These Pforrmaitoncd problems wae ones thy were facing dsüy, and they did 

not really want to consider hypothetical (not to mention unpdatable) conswuences of 

pollution causeci by Qailu~at  thousanâs of miles away. 1 then decided to ask women in Corai 

Harbour the more inclusive question of what were their perceptions of pollution so that d 

sociocultural aspects could be incorporateci. 

Women in Coral Harbour told me that, 

- "pollution is rnoslly sovage thal 's bumped on the gtoursd;" 

- "pifution is like factory smoke-a poison; " 

- "pIiution is like somethingyou 're not supposed to haw-like cbugs; " 

- "taking h g s  is like pollution of the brain. " 

Such metaphors are basic to al1 language (Hillgartner, 1985) and they represent the 

conceptual system through which we view Our world. The word "pollution" was also 

interchanged with t e m  like PCBs, trichinosis, E.Coli, and the ozone layer. Dmgs, however, 

was mentioned the moa oflen as being the most potent pollutant in their community. 

Perceptions of ri& in the past have usuaüy addressed how the Qaiiunaat perceive risk 

in relation to environmental, social, and health concerns (O'Neil & Kaufert, 1990). In this 



study 1 wanted to capture perceptions of nsk nom the Inuit point of view and in part to 

control for influences of gender, 1 m o w e d  the sampling fhne by focusing on Inuit wornen 

only. The feminist approach 1 chose to use explores ways by which gender mters into 

environmentai issues and the ways in which environmental issues are shaped by gender- 

specific constructs, and emphasizes women's consciousness. This is characterized by Reimer 

(1 996) as king specificaiiy appropriate to the hui t  cultural context as its refers to "women's 

recognition and acceptance of the culhvrUy defined gender role they are expecfed to  fulfii" 

(p. 79). In recognking Inuit women's lived experience, their women's consciousness becornes 

salient; this is demonstrated by placing women's own definitions of their problems or 

concems at the centre of the enquiry and by their ongoing commitment to act as caretakers 

in the home and community (Reimer, 1996), as well as by their coping with possible 

disruptions. 

Perceptions of Pollution and its Risks 

Risk is always perceived by somebody; it is never simply present. Risks in Western 

cultures are usuafly taken as quantitative masures of hazard consequences, and expressed 

as probabilities. Mary Douglas (1 990) suggests that a "culture needs a cornmon forensic 

vocabulary with which to hold persons accountable" (p. l), and risk is a word that could fit 

into that lexicon. To execute its full use, a word must be understood by members in a 

particular cultural context. Today, it seems that "risk" is generally accepteci as having only 

negative outcomes. Studies have been conducted that suggest that some nsks are more 

dficult to a w p t  than others' including those that are involuntary, uncertain, unfamiliar, and 



potentially catastrophic (Fischhoff et al. 1 98 1). For example, smoking is a voluntaIy activity 

that is well known to have adverse hedth effects, but smokers in the current study told me 

that they accepteci this nsk because they are unable t o  stop, or that they do not want to quit 

because they enjoy smoking. It is interesting that women gave a similar explanation for their 

need to continue eating Inuit foods; in fact, one participant told me that h a  craving for hui t  

foods was "worse t h  wanting cr cigarette. " 

Differences in Discourses - 

A contaminants discourse has emerged in response to events such as the Exxon 

Valdez oil spi11 and the mercury contaminated waterways around Grassy Narrows Reserve. 

In this thesis, my intent was to  highiight Inuit women's voiced concems about pollution and 

compare their voices with those of the popular media and the scientific community. There are 

many rûasons for the public and experts to disagree about perceptions of pollution, some of 

which include misunderstanding, misinformation, and miscommunication. To  be effective, 

communication uses multiple media-television, radio, various forms of pnnt (popular press 

and academic), plus cornmunity or group meetings. 

It is well doaimented that the public's perceptions of risks ofien diner from those of 

the "experts" (Fischhoff et al., 1982; Nelkin, 1987). Inuit in Northem communities have only 

the word of outside experts that there is a problem with contamination of Inuit food 

resources. They must rely on communication about the nsks "fkom people whose language 

and culture they do not fùlly understand and whose judgements and advice are based on 

information and pnnciples to  which they have incomplete, if any, access" (Usher, 1992, p. 



46). Stientists are lirnited to cenain ways of looking at problems, and the pubüc may view the 

same problerns 6om diffèrent perspectives. When the public and scientists disagm about the 

acceptability of a nsk there is a good possibility that they are addressing diierent problems 

(Fischhoff et al., 198 1). For example, if a researcher found that Arctic f d s  were 

contarninated and that ths, could becorne unût for consumption, she might suggest h t  more 

money be spent on tiirther investigations. Inuit women, however, told me that if the 

Government is spmding money on research, thy would prefkr it to be spent on more 

irnmediate problems-like substance abuse. 

The media, tw,  play sigdcant roles in the discourse on nsk; news reports are o f h  

the only means that enable the public to become aware of risks of contaminants in the food 

chain. Mills (1991) reports that the more attention that is given to a particular risk in the 

media, the more the public perceives the risk as a senous threat. This was partiailady 

apparent in the Broughton Island study when nte Globe andMail informed the rest of the 

country that Inuit in Broughton Island were consuming PCB-laden f d s .  Such media fiaming 

highlights issues which cm have negative effects on the people concemed. However, when 

lnui t use the media to talk about contarninants, readen are more likely to understand (and 

believe) because the facts are relayed in a straightforward manner: 

"resemchers kliew char no one in the Canadiun Arctic har become sick as 
a direct remît.. . love ls in Arctic wildlife are still roo l m  to couse immediate 
harm tu people who eat country food" (Komak, 1997, p.8). 

1 was repeatedly told by the women 1 interviewed that they prefer talking with tesearchers 

whom they know and trust, and that the most appropnate people to communicate 

contaminant information to the Inuit are those with whom they are farniliar. 



Concems over risks of pollution are amplified when it is apparent that there is 

disagreement arnong scientists, and between scientists and the media, when the poliutant is 

not easily identifiable, and, when the benefit of an action (such as consuming potentially 

contaminated Inuit foods) is not seen as greater than the risk (of contamination). Inuit women 

rerninded me, "Remember when we used ro haw !O shme a cmtcmtbm?...!k experts 

umk~e~rnaiedhaw many we ccniIdhawhaw..mw we tioW so mmy. " Tky also read in the local 

newspapers or huir on the radio that quotas for hunting certain m a m d  species have ban 

changed yet again-because scientists have recalculated their previous estimates. Such 

audacious decisions regarding their fd sources are unwelcome intrusions in their lifestyle. 

Dismissing scientific validity could be seen as a fonn of resistence to oppression; however, 

1 see Inuit discourse as embodying a broad discussion about social change. 

One of th& greatest pmblems, Inuit women told me, was that they have diiculty in 

believing in invisible contaminants. Several women were able to identify visible pollution 

sources (DEW line sites, transfomers and gasolene barrels close to the Coral Harbour 

airport). Other visual abnorrnalites in f d  sources (such as a skimy seal or red worms in the 

drinking water) were used as metaphors for contaminants. 

Science is limited in answering our questions about risk; value judgements, which are 

influenced by the cultural context, are involved in the process of perceptions of risk (of 

pollution), and hence of perceptions of pollution. For example, mother's milk is surely the 

ultimate safe f d  for a babe. However, when one reads, "Breast-feeding in a polluted world: 

Uncertain nsks, clear benefits" (Frank and Newman, 1993), in a scientific journal, even an 

informed reader feels uncornfortable. We are told that there is good evidence that subtle f*al 



and infànt health effkcts result fiom prenatal exposure to PCBs, but are relieved to discover 

that postnatal exposure through breast-feeding (ifthe kvels of the mother are within the range 

noxmally found in North America) produce no adverse health effects. What should one do? 

Should a wornan consider bearing children in this polluted world? 

To be u s e u  ScientSc information must be understood in a cultural 6amework. The 

underlying nature of how we perceive risk information is not a problem, but a condition-a 

condition that we must live with How the public and the media react to scientific information 

depends, to some ment, on their level of understanding of scientinc concepts (Miils 1991). 

However, it is not merely an understanding of scientific jargon that communicates a sense 

of risk, it is the leamed cultural knowledge that influences how individuals in a community 

realize their priorities. 

Nelkin (1985) suggests that a person's distance fiom the source of risk may well 

influence their perception of hami. Some Inuit told me that they thought that they were too 

far away fiom industrial sources to be contarninated by their effluents, yet others realized that 

pollution has far-reachïng effkcts. We do not reaiiy accept risks-we accept options that entail 

some level of risk among theu consequences (Fischhoff et al., 198 1). Ail of the Inuit women 

with whom 1 spoke stated a willingness to consume their foods despite the risk. 

Related Studv Obiectives 

One of the objectives of this study was to identify nutritional and socioculturd 

advantages for Inuit who consume Arctic foods, and to explore some of the potential r i s h  

of wnsuming f d s  which may have been contarninated by environmental pollution. 1 asked 



women what were the M t s  of e!ating Inuit f d s  and 1 was told, "they make me feel warm 

andfiII; '"'the bload of rhe < n U d  g i w s  us strengih " The pursuit of the hunt involves al1 

family members and is naessary for maintainhg gooâ relationships with extendad f d y  and 

other comrnunity members. If hunting activities were curtailed, 1 was told, their husbands 

would miss hunting and everybody would be bord .  Food sharing connitutes a large part of 

their socialkation; if Inuit foods were not available, their reasons for rociability would 

decrease substantially. When 1 asked wornen if they thought that it was a risk to eat huit food 

that rnight be contaminated, 1 was told by many of them that they would eat it--whether there 

was a 1% or 50./0 chance of it being contaminated. In fa* most women disregarded the 

potential risk, telling me that they thought that the risks of contaminants in their food were 

not r d  (intimating that it was not a pnority in their lives at that time), and that before they 

would discontinue eating their traditional foods, they would want to see for themselves the 

evidence that Inuit foods could harm them, for example:. 

" k e  rnay be swne here becatl~e I heard thal t k r e  were contmnimnts near 
the dumps some time ago. I think it was PCB or sometiaing. I don 't think 
people wmnd here are wom-ed about contaminants in food " 

The second related objective of this study was to describe the changing idluence of 

cultural beliefs and practices related to food on health status and health care decisions 

undertaken by the Inuit. Women told me that many Inuit children today seem to prefer 

Qdunaaq foods (especially "fast foods") and are probably influenced by advenisements on 

the television. It was particularly worrisame to the women when they were told by theù 

children and grandchildren that Inuit fOods contained contarninants-th& command of English 

giving hem an advantage over their unilingual elders who thus felt uninformed and somewhat 



vulnerable. 1 was told that chiidren leamed in school about contaminants in the Arctic food 

chah and by listering to news items on the radio. Women were concerned that this generation 

of children would not become real Inuit becaux it is only by eating niqituinmq (Inuit m a t )  

t hat a peMn can be Imrnmurik (genuine Inuk) (Brody, 1976; O'Neil, Elias and Yassi 1997). 

It seems that not only drugs-which are poisons introduced fiom the outside-but foreign 

foods, too, are contributing to the dilution of Inuit culture and to increasing the divide 

between the elders and the younger generation. Many women felt that there was link tht 

they could do to prevent further encroachment on their way of life but thought that if 

n i q i t u i q  were to k cowidered contaminant-free, then theù children might be inciined to  

want to eat more of it. The women also realized, however, that it is not only the fear of 

contaminants that influences the decisions youngsters make regarding food choices, it is also 

the appeal in television programmes in which prosperous Qallunaat are seen eating the foods 

that are available in the local Northem store. 

In order to detect how much outsiders intluenced their decision-making regarding 

food consumption 1 asked women if they thought that most things could be proven 

scientiiicaiiy. The rnajority expressed doubt in the reliability of science--particularly if it were 

suggested that their foods should not be eaten. 1 was told, 

- ''1 wodd  believe them but I woufd still eut the fd; " 

- "1 would on& beliew them ifsomehdj got sick If1 were told thot t h e  
was a 1% chance I w m f d  still eut rhe food If the risk war 50% I wouIdjus~ 
c m k  the f i  for longer. " 

Cooking the food longer was suggested by some women as a method of destroying any 

potentiai contaminants because this advice was given to  them during the E-Coli outbreak in 



199 1. Health authorities advised Inuit to cook hamburger meat weil. Several women said that 

because scientists are the experts, they would believe them but they would disregard theu 

"evidence." Women told me ''Inuit hw things. ZOO. " 

"Native science'' or traditional ecological knowledge does not take up ail the cognitive 

space in a culture; new knowledge or ideas about the environment enter into people's 

cognitive realm when exposai to outside influaices (Krupnik & Vakhîin, 1997). For the Inuit, 

the association they fat whem huming and consuming Iwit  food sources ernerges nom a 

cumulative body of cultural knowledge handed d o m  through generations and is denved nom 

a symbiotic relationship with the environment (O'Neil et al., 1997). The Inuit are willing to  

Iisten to new ideas and some appeared to have a rather sophisticated understanding of 

contaminants. It is surprising that the Inuit women in this study considered themselves and 

their families healthy, (as did Grondin et al., 1994)' when many of them consider the 

environment polluted or unhealthy. 

When 1 asked women which food was not healthy, most of them said "junk food." In 

fact, in a previous study, junk food was in a category of its own (Mary Douglas would cal1 

it an anomaiy); participants classified it as neither Inuit nor Qallunaaq food (Egan, 1990). 

Inuit women admitted to being more careftl about eating Qallunaaq food, not only because 

they knew that it contained chemicals, but they were 'hot so used tu eating it. " The majority 

of respondents thought that Inuit were less healthy now, in part because they were consuming 

less Inuit food. They were also concerned about the increase in the prevalence of cancer 

among the Inuit; they wondered if this too, could be related to diet change. 

Inuit food is the essence of their sociocultural system-an idea grounded in the special 



relationship between Inuit and the animals they hunt, a food that was thought of as pure and 

unt ouched, and unpolluted by outsiders. Their experiences in life (social and spintual) are 

unified çompared with the hgmemtation of Western cultures. The current conceni about the 

environment reflects struggles over fundamental human values. Whether or not the Inuit are 

actually ingesting polluted foods is only one aspect of the problem. The threat of such 

contamination is sufficient to cause anxiety regarding possible loss--of traditional food, and 

of confidence in the rafi*y of famliar f d s ;  of fishing and hunting activities; of good health; 

and, of loss of control over one's destiny. 

The final related objective in this research study was to explore a range of potentid 

risk behaviours on the part of Inuit women and their families if faced with hedth threats in the 

context of environmental or social pollution. 1 was told, 

- ". . . the unimaIs diqppeared lnuil people wmld s f m ;  " 

- "... there w m f d  be hunàheds of crazy Inuit rurtning mound looking for 
cached food. The M e r s  wmfdget bored; " 

- "... if my husband couh5t 't hunt Inuit food any more maybe he warld go 
I* craty; 

- "Maybe I w d d  haw 10 buy some QafIunaaq food ond ear it raw. " 

Because they did not believe that total loss of Inuit foods would corne to pas, they did not 

see the point in hypothetically trying to cope with the situation. 1 was told that they simply 

would not survive, hence no further action was possible. 

For many of us, nsk has become politicized in the debate about accountabüity and 

undesirable outcornes. Its link with probability calculations has weakened, and even though 

the magnitude of risk is usually related to the magnitude of the probable outcome of the 



event, it is not necessady the reality of the dangers that is et issue, but how t h v  

internalized, interpreted, and politicized (Douglas, 1 990). 

Danaer and Power 

Douglas (1984) suggests that Western ideas of didpollution si- disorder. The 

Inuit Sedna story, too, depias disocder caused by transgressions. In the act of perceiving, we 

filter information by accepting or rejecting cues accordhg to their fit in our estabiisheâ 

pattern. IfanornaIous mes are accepta  we may need to modify our previous assumptions; 

we then accommodate and accumulate new experiences. In accepting the fact that pollutants 

such as dmgs and alcohol have invaded their cornrnunity, Inuit womm are now üying to 

reorder their environment. They see their children king lost to iliicit substances ("it seems 

like they 're ge~~ingfirther away jkom you '7. and they would me to take away their pain. 

They are looking for healing and for ways to rid their community of such invasions of dirt. 

Disorder (pollution) represents both danger and power. Pollution powers are different 

fiom other kinds of power because an individuai may not knowingly provoke them, as they 

are inherent "in the structure of ideas itself and which punish a symbolic breaking of that 

which should be joined or joining of that which should be separate" (Douglas. 1984, p. 1 13). 

For the Inuit, even the threat of contamination of their customary food sources is sufficient 

to disrupt theu cultural boundaries. Social relationships are expressed arnong the Inuit by acts 

of gifl giving-essentially of Inuit food--and its attendant reciprocity in the community. The 

idea of contamination cornes fiom the outside (scientists, government) and it is in the 

warnings issued by them regarding potential pollution that a possible threat is made to the 



Inuit lifestyle. 

Social pollution was easy for the women to identiQ in this study. Forty-five out of 47 

women in Coral Harbour said that dmgs were the worst problem in the community, '*<liugs 

is like poilution" and "ij tkre were no ahgs in this communiiy k e  w d  be l e s  

problerns. " Douglas (1966) recognizes four types of social pollution: (1) pollution whkh 

presses on external bowidaries; (2) pollution which transgresses the intemal lines of a system; 

(3) danger in the margins of lines; and (4) danger from intenial contradictions. 

AU of these types of social pollution can be applied to the introduction and abuse of 

dmgs and alcohol in Inuit communities. These substances press on the circumscnbed 

boundaries of the community as well as of Inuit culture-its outside limes wntain power to 

reward confomiity (Sedna) and repilse attack. The interna1 lines can refer to the Inuit culturd 

norms and mores-when these social bamers are crossed, the perpetrator or substance is 

treated as a dangerous pollutant. A polluter sins twice because she both crosses the line and 

endangers others. Pollution is a type of danger which is moa  likely to occur when the lines 

of structure (including social) are clearly defined. In addition, any structure of ideas (or 

culture-bound community) is wlnerable at its margins. Margins are dangerous because, if they 

are distorted, their shape is altered (the community is out of shape). The last kind of social 

pollution is that of intemal contradiction where the system seerns to be at war with itseK In 

the Inuit context this may be seen as when some basic edicts (such as the bylaw forbidding 

alcohol) are denied or other ideals are defilcd by others in the cornrnunity. Douglas a h  

asserts that, "when the cornmunity is attacked from outside, at least the external danger 

fosters solidarity within" (p. 140) and this was echoed by participants in this study who said, 



"'1 think this communïty is O strong one. They al1 chzp in when something goes wons " 

An analysis of this research study is presented in the form of this thesis; however, the 

a d y s i s  itself continues to evolve. Because 1 find that it is the mon urgent, 1 am addresshg 

the social realities of Inuit women's perceptions of pollution, and how these realities are 

informed by the discourses of the popular press and the academy. 

Other Ap~roaches 

Initially, 1 had considerd using the notion of the body as a frunework in my 

exploration of how huit identity is intertwined with the traditionai foods they consume. If it 

were neceswy to substitute QalIunaaq food for Inuit food, the very essence of Inuit existence 

would be diluted. Severai researchers have used the concept of the body (particularly 

women's bodies) to explain sociopolitical activities (Martin, 1987; Shilling, 1993; Grosz, 

1994; Lock and Scheper-Hughes, 1996). Douglas (1978) taiks about two bodies: the physical 

(individual) body and the social body that consvains and modifies it. It is the tension between 

the individual and social bodies that ailows for an elaboration of meanings. 

In 1978 Douglas identified four distinct social systems of naturd syrnbols in which 

the human body image is used to reflect and enhance each individual's experience of society: 

communication; the body as the vehicle of life (which she fùrther elaborated in 1984 by 

explaining that "sometimes bodily orifices seem to represent points of  entry or exit to social 

units" (p.4); bodily rejects (wastes); and, the body as a symbol of evil. Al1 of these bodies are 

implicated in Arctic pollution. Communication about pollution is more than the conveyance 

of  pure, rationai., knowledge; an understanding about poiiution Mers among perceivers-Inuit 



are more concemed about social poilution compared to the scientists' concenis with invisible 

chernical contaminants. As a vehicle of life, the body is represented by vulnerable individual 

bodies in Coral Harbour which are k i n g  contaminated by dmgs and alcohol (and, possibly, 

by their traditional foods). Pollutants are taken in by bodQ orifices, contaminating not ordy 

the individual, but ail comrnunity members by their subsequent socid disruptions. Bodily 

rejects refers to the issue of control in a qstem that d o a  not work. Inuit women feel that 

their "personai relations are in the sinister grip of a social systern" (Douglas, 1978, p. 17). 

Women told me that they are losing their young people to dnigs-they are caught up in a 

siniaer, underground social system which is alien to the traditional Inuit lifestyle. The body 

politic (government), to many, appears impotent (or in a state of disorder) and is unable to  

help. The human body subse~uently represents a symbol of evil-the corruption of power and 

organization. She "experiences Society as an alien, sinister body, a machine which represses 

lük" (Douglas, 1978, p. 168). In fumishing a natural system of syrnbois, Douglas is trying to 

explain that the more the social situation exerts pressure on its members, the more the social 

demand for conformity tends to be expressed by a demand for physical control. Inuit women 

do not feel that they have the power to ateR pressure on those who use drugs; it is a new and 

distressing situation. They have no traditional ways to cape with the problem, and because 

the poiiutant is a recently introduced one, they feeI that a govemmental body should help in 

alleviating the wony. 

Some social scientists regard Inuit discourse on contarninants--which is a knowledge 

counter to scieniSc discourse-as a form of resistance (see O'Neil et al., 1997, who describe 

it in the Foucaultian sense as a fom of ''contaminant b i o - m ' ) .  Clearly, language in almost 



any c o n t a  can be used as a medium of domination (Delanty, 1997). but in this study, 1 did 

not explore discourse 6om a post-modem perspective; 1 considered discourses as types of 

communication (essmtially) resulting 6om changes in material conditions as perceivexi by 

Inuit women. It appeen, howeva, that although Inuit do not seem to conceptualite in te- 

of hegernony and resistance, they act in a manner which is culturdy appropriate and their 

counter-discourse has the effect of quiet resistance. In the Western scheme, scientific 

discourse is dominant, and thus, in our society science is hegemonic'. In coatrast, in Inuit 

society where there is a more complex reality, scientific discourse is not dominant-in fa*, 

fiom the hdings in rny research study, it appean to be largely irrelevant. Discourse is always 

contextual, and very probably culture-bound. 

The notion of resistance has become a popular format for theorking and, as Abu- 

Lughod (1990b), notes, its increasing prominence has emerged from a growing disaffection 

with previous ways we have understood powa, it allows for a greater sense of the cornplexity 

of the nature and f o m s  of domination. Wherever there is power (and that is everywhere), 

there will be a forrn of resistance--as in contaminant discourse. 

Everyone in this study told me that contaminants were not a pressing problem and that 

they had more urgent social issues to deal with--for which they would like some help. And, 

as explained by Grondin et al. (1994), the issue of contaminants only adds to their cunent 

problerns by reinforcing their loss of control. Inuit have been treated for years as if they did 

not know "what was in their own best interests" as federal officiais imposed bureaucratic 

nie co.cept of hegemociy is ofkm used to explain the relative stability of capiîalist societies; 
it is a combination of consent and coercion (Tumer, 1984). 



systems that sought to regulate almost every aspect of their lives-a systan that generated 

deep and widespread resistance ffom aboriginal cornmunities (Dyck 1997). As suggested by 

Grondin et al. (1 9941, it is time to reverse the lens of the microscope. Instead of the 

researcher placing organisms (people) under the microscope lens and interpreting their 

behaviour, we shail se!e the Inuit "not as passive victims, but as active agents of change who 

are continually reinterpreting their environment and their place and status within" (p. 370) 

subsequent to  increased efforts which integrate hui t  concems into research protocols. 

Limitations of the Studv 

The fact that 1 chose to return to C o d  Iiarbur to conduct my research-a community 

with which 1 was aiready very farniliar-could be seen as a study Limitation. Perhaps it would 

have been better, t w ,  XI had been able to conduct similar research in other Inuit communities 

and hence render the findings more generalizable. However, 1 did not have the funds to be 

able to travel to  other communities nor to stay longer. Because 1 am not as well known in 

other Keewatin cornmunities, it would have taken much longer to  conduct in-depth interviews 

with women in those communities. It takes some time to establish rapport with community 

residents, and people need to feel that you are interested in them as individuals, and not just 

as research subjects. 

There is a potential for exploitation in the interview situation as women are alrnost 

always enthusiastic about talking to a woman researcher (Finch, 1984). More than men, 

women are usexi to accepting intrusions through questioning-even during encounten in thek 

own homes. As explained by Fuch (1984), the interview conducteci in an idormal manner can 



take on the character of an intimate conversation- 1 aimost always felt that participants in this 

study were very cornfortable dunng the inteniews, and several were glad to have a 

sympathetic ear when tbey revealed sorne farnily tensions. 1 have not repeated everything that 

was told to me during the study in te~ews  as some comments are not intended for anyone 

else's ean. Womm d ta be plead that they could help me, and felt that what they had 

to say was important, and that ifthey wanted their message to get out, 1 would relay the 

message. 1 believe they understwâ that 1 took seriously th& experiences and voiced 

perceptions, and that 1 would not intentionally embarras anyone. 

I understand that it could be said that perhaps 1 knew the comrnunity too weU. It is 

possible that some characteristics which would have been observeci by another researcher 1 

rnjght not have noticed as unuwal or worthy of explaining. However, I WU probabiy never 

know. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

Without a doubt more qualitative research needs to be conducteci in Arctic 

communities--not only in reference to pollution, but in respect to ail aspects of health in the 

North. In addition, more Inuit need to take lead roles in the designing and wnducting of in- 

depth interviewing. Ethnography emphasizes the experientiai; its approach to knowledge is 

contextual and interpersonal (Stacey, 1988) and Inuit would have obvious advantages in close 

encounters. Many Inuit have been engaged in conducting survey questionnaires, and in other 

less inventive tasks. The interpreter with whom 1 worked told me that through workiog on 

several projects with me that she is encouraged to learn more about the research process. We 



feminist ethnographers must make more effort to include not ody  Inuit women (and men) in 

future studies, but to promote their lüe experiences as being necessary components of the 

research endeavour. 

As I am nearing cornpletion of this thesis, 1 am gratefbl that Coral Harbour was there 

for me-and that the people there were so accomrnodating. I read o v a  the transcripts and I 

can almost hear their individual voices; three of these women have since passed away. 

Whether or not chwsing to conduct the research for my final degree in C o d  Harbour rnakes 

good scientific sense-it worked. It worked weii for me, and 1 hope that 1 can reciprocate, in 

part, by supporting Inuit women in their fùture endeavours. 
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I understand that 1 am being askd to take part in a snidy about traditionai Inuit foods dled, 'Inuit 
understandings of the benefits of traditional food md Inuit women's perceptions of the potential risks of 
contaminants in the Arctic food chain.' 1 bave been given an oral ami writtea explanation of the study. 
1 have also been given the researcha's name and university addtess. 1 have been given the chance to ask 
questions and 1 understand that 1 can ask more questions at any tirne. 

1 understand that 1 cm choose to take part or not in this study and that 1 cm stop the interview at =y 
tirne. 1 understand that my identity will m t  be reveaied and al1 the opinions 1 express will be k q t  - _  confidentid. Ail tapes will be erased et the end of the study. 

My signature below indicates that 1 understand anâ agree to take part in the stucîy. 

Name (print) - 
Signature of participant 

Date: 

1 have explained to the nature and purpose of this research project as 
described on the information sheet which has been given ta the participant. 1 have asked if they have any 
questions about the study and have answered to the best of my ability. 

Signature of investigator Date 

The participant wouldlwould not like a sumrnary of the results of the study. 
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Proiect Title: "Inuit understandings of the benefitr of traditionai foods and Inuit women's perceptions 
of potential risks of contaminants in the Arctic food chain." 

Investieators: Chris Egan will be doing the r a d .  She is a graduate student in the Department of 
Community Health Sciences, Faculty of Medicine. University of Manitoba. 750 Bvuutyne Ave.. 
Winnipeg, Manitoba, R3E OW5 
Dr. John O'Neil, Department of Community Health Sciences, W supeivising the resurdi. Phone (204) 
789 3677 

Purnose of Studv; The purpose of the study is to ftnd out h m  Inuit men and women what they believe 
to be beneficial in the hunting and consuming of traditional Inuit foods. In addition, 1 would like to ask 
Inuit women about their understandings of the possible risk of contaminants in Arctic food. 1 would like 
to know what they have hurd about contaminants and how it cwld a f k t  what they eat. The interviews 
will 1ast.a~ long as people are willing to talk with me. With permission from the participants I will tape 
the interviews becausç (1) the interview resulu will be more accurate if the actud words are tapa! instead 
of my just writing down a sumrnary, and; (2) 1 cannot write a f a t  as people talk and the interview will 
go more smoothly and take l e s  tirne if it is done this way. The tapes will be erased at the end of the 
study . 

Confidentialitv; Records of the interviews will be coded o d y  with a n u m k  and not a penon's name. 
No one else will be given any of the interview data or the records. nie consent forms will be the only 
record with a person's name on it. 

Particioation: Joining the research study is completely up to each individuai. It is entirely voluntary and 
no one is obliged to join the study; a person can terminate the interview whenever they want. If someone 
does not want to be interviewai their treatment from any organization will not be affecte+. 

Risk and Discomfon: In al1 research carried out by University personnel, the person conducting the 
research is obliged to point out any possible risks of participating in the study. 1 do not think this study 
will cause any problems for participants other than taking up someone's time. If a penon does not want 
to continue the interview for any teason, they may terminate it. 

Benefits: 1 think it is important that opinions expressed by the Inuit are heard. Traditionai food has 
social and cultural benefits as well as nutritional value. If Inuit have any concerns about possible 
contaminants in the Arctic food chain it is important that they are able to tell people in the research 
community about them. Some similar studies have been conducted in other parts of the Arctic but in 
most studies there is a series of questions which require a short answer. My study is different in that 1 
would Iike people to talk about issues that are important to them regarding food. There are no right or 
wrong answers as 1 will be asking only a few questions. 

For more information; If afier the interview anyone has further questions about the study, please feel 
free to contact me, Chris Egan. in Winnipeg at phone (204)475-9627, fax (204)478-8170. 
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interview Guide 

What is your favourite food? 
(a) Inuit 
@) Qdunaaq 

What do you think are the benefits of? 
(a) Inuit foods 
(b) Qallunaaq foods 

What percentage of family's food is Inuit- food? 

What do you think is the best food for growing children? 

Do you think miik is good food? 

What kinds of food do you think contributes to poor health? 

Do you read the labels on food packages and tins? 

Have you heard any wamings about any kind of food? 

What is your greatest health fear? 

Do you think that you and your family are healthy? 

Do you think that the govemment should be responsible for the health of the Inuit? 
(anyone else responsibie?) 

In general, do you trust the government? 

What do you think the govemment could do to help the Inuit to  be healthier? 

Do you think you have any power to help things change in the comrnunity? 

Do you usually go to comrnunity meetings? 

1s there anybody here you are not relateci to? 

Do you think that Inuit are healthier o r  kss healthy than they were in the old days? 

Do you think that you have a good life? 



Are you happy? 

What causes people to worry? 

Do you have confidence in food products (1 & Q)? 

Do you believe in g d  luck and bad luck? 

If' a coin is flipped 20 times, how many times would "heads" mm up? 

Do you believe in fate? 

Do you believe in traditional Inuit myths and stories, eg, the Tunüt? 

Do you believe in Inuit spirituality? 

Do you believe in taboos? 

Do you believe that people are usudy punished for wrong-doing? 

What kind of things do you think are dangerous (behaviours)? 

What do you think is the worst problem ui this comrnunity? 

Have you heard anything about contaminants? 

Have you heard about nuclear power, mercury, PCBs? 

Where did you hear this Uifonnation? 

Do you think that others know about contaminants? 

What kinds of contaminants have you heard about? 

When did you first hear about the risk of contaminants in the Arctic food chah? 

Do you think these nsks are real? 

Who do you think is responsible for contaminants? 

Do you know anyone who has become sick because of poiiution.contaminants? 

Do you think the drinking water in this cornmunity is d e ?  



How is it treated? 

Where does the cornrnunity sewage go? 

Do you find that rumoun and gossip are generally hue? 

How are decisions made in this family? 

Do you think that better communication/education about contaminants would 
reduce people's risks? 

Would you like more information about contaminants-which ones? 

Who would be the best person to give information to people in this community? 

Do you think that most things can be proven scientifically? 

Do you think that science has al1 the answers wncerning nsk? 

Do you think anything is certain? 

If it was found that traditional food was contaminated, what effects would this 
have on your family? 

Do you mind if scientists corne into your community and ask you question about 
food and contaminants? 

Do you think it is better to ask Inuit women rather than men questions about food 
and contarninants? 




